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Abstract
In this work a number of novel techniques for improved treatment of spontaneous speech
variabilities in large vocabulary automatic speech recognition are developed and eval-
uated on US English conversational speech and spontaneous medical dictations. Two
main aspects of spontaneous speech modeling are addressed: The general handling of
pronunciation variability and the individual and parallel treatment of multiple speech
variabilities in the acoustic and pronunciation model of a one-pass speech recognizer.
The problem of an optimal incorporation of multiple alternative pronunciations into the
search framework is addressed in the first part of the thesis. This includes the question of
how to efficiently combine the probabilistic contributions of alternative pronunciations in
the course of a left to right search procedure. The well known maximum approximation,
usually applied in this context, is compared to a novel time synchronous sum approx-
imation technique which integrates alternative pronunciations in a weighted sum of
acoustic probabilities. It is shown on a conversational speech task that this approach out-
performs the maximum approximation by 2% relative and reduces the search costs by 7%.
Another important issue with respect to the incorporation of alternative pronunciations
into the search framework is the statistical weighting of the pronunciations. The usually
applied pronunciation unigram prior probabilities are typically estimated by the relative
frequencies of pronunciations in the training hypotheses. This standard maximum likeli-
hood solution is compared to a novel discriminative training scheme which is an extension
of the Discriminative Model Combination technique, proposed in [Beyerlein 01]. The de-
veloped iterative reestimation procedure is shown to adjust the influence of a specific
pronunciation prior probability in the discriminant function in dependence of (1) the word
error rate, (2) the frequency of occurrence of this pronunciation in the correct hypoth-
esis and its rivals, and (3) the underlying acoustic, pronunciation and language model.
An evaluation of this technique on a conversational speech task showed a 6.5% rela-
tive improvement on the training corpus and a 2% relative gain on an independent test set.
The second major part of this thesis addresses the development and evaluation of a novel
training and search framework which enables a specific, parallel treatment of multiple
speech variabilities in the acoustic and pronunciation model. This technique (1) classi-
fies portions of speech (e.g. words) with respect to given variability classes (e.g. rate
of speech), (2) builds class specific acoustic and pronunciation models, and (3) properly
combines these models later in the search procedure on a word level basis. A theoretical
framework for an efficient integration of the class specific acoustic and pronunciation mod-
els into a one-pass search procedure is developed which incorporates contributions from
class specific alternatives in a weighted sum of acoustic probabilities. This multi variabil-
ity framework applies a very general model combination technique which may be applied
to combine arbitrary acoustic and pronunciation models on word level. In this work, it
is especially used for a parallel, explicit treatment of three important spontaneous speech
variabilities: pronunciation variability, rate of speech variability, and filled pause variabil-
ity. The best multi variability system combines 6 class specific acoustic and pronunciation
models on word level and achieves a word error rate reduction of 13% relative on a highly
spontaneous medical dictation task and a gain of 9% relative on conversational speech.

Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit bescha¨ftigt sich mit der Entwicklung und Auswertung neuer Verfahren
in der automatischen Spracherkennung zur verbesserten Modellierung von Sprachvari-
abilita¨ten in Spontansprache. Dabei werden vor allem zwei Aspekte untersucht: Die
generelle Behandlung von Aussprachevariabilita¨t sowie die gleichzeitige, explizite Mod-
ellierung unterschiedlicher Variabilita¨ten im akustischen Modell und Aussprachemodell
eines Spracherkennungssystems.
Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wird das Problem einer optimalen Integration von alterna-
tiven lexikalischen Aussprachemodellen in die Suche des Spracherkenners behandelt. Das
beinhaltet unter anderem die effiziente Kombination von probabilistischen Beitra¨gen al-
ternativer Aussprachemodelle im Verlauf der Suche. Die hierzu normalerweise eingesetzte
Maximum-Approximation wird mit einer neuen Methode verglichen, bei der stattdessen in
der Suche zeitsynchron die Summe u¨ber die Beitra¨ge alternativer Aussprachemodelle ap-
proximiert wird. Experimente auf Konversationssprache zeigen, dass diese neue Methode
die Fehlerrate um 2% relativ verbessert und gleichzeitig den Suchraum um 7% reduziert.
Ein weiteres wichtiges Thema fu¨r die effiziente Integration von Aussprachemodell-
Varianten in die Suche ist die optimale Gewichtung dieser Alternativen. Die
u¨blicherweise dabei verwendeten Unigram A-Priori Wahrscheinlichkeiten werden im
allgemeinen durch die relativen Ha¨ufigkeiten der Aussprachealternativen auf den Train-
ingsdaten abgescha¨tzt. Diese Standard Maximum-Likelihood Lo¨sung wird mit einer neuen
diskriminativen Trainingsmethode verglichen, die eine Erweiterung der Diskriminativen
Modellkombination [Beyerlein 01] ist. Es wird gezeigt, dass die entwickelte Prozedur zur
iterativen Neuscha¨tzung der Aussprache-Gewichte den Einfluß der Aussprachemodelle in
der Diskriminantenfunktion bezu¨glich der folgenden Merkmale a¨ndert: (1) Wortfehler-
rate, (2) Ha¨ufigkeit der Aussprachealternative in der korrekten Hypothese und deren
Rivalen und (3) akustisches Modell, Sprachmodell und Aussprachemodell. Eine Evalu-
ation dieser Technik auf Konversationssprache zeigt eine Verbesserung von 6.5% relativ
auf den Trainingsdaten und von 2% relativ auf unbekannten Testdaten.
Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit zielt auf die Entwicklung und Auswertung einer neuar-
tigen Technik, welche eine gleichzeitige, spezifische Behandlung mehrerer Sprachvari-
abilita¨ten im akustischen Modell und Aussprachemodell ermo¨glichen soll. Diese Technik
(1) klassifiziert Teile der Sprache (z.B. Worte) bezu¨glich gegebener Variabilita¨tsklassen
(z.B. Sprechgeschwindigkeit), (2) erzeugt klassenspezifische akustische Modelle und
Aussprachemodelle und (3) kombiniert diese Modelle auf geeignete Weise spa¨ter in der
Suche. Eine Theorie zur effizienten Integration klassenspezifischer akustischer Modelle
und Aussprachemodelle in ein 1-Pass Suchverfahren wird pra¨sentiert, in der gewichtete
Beitra¨ge von Aussprachealternativen aufsummiert werden. Die beschriebene Technik la¨sst
sich ganz allgemein zur Kombination beliebiger unterschiedlicher akustischer Modelle und
Aussprachemodelle auf Wortebene einsetzen. In dieser Arbeit wird sie jedoch speziell
zur expliziten Modellierung dreier fu¨r Spontansprache besonders wichtiger Variabilita¨ten
verwendet: Aussprachevariabilita¨t, Sprechgeschwindigkeitsvariabilita¨t, und Variabilita¨t
bezu¨glich “gefu¨llter Pausen” (z.B. “a¨hm”). In den durchgefu¨hrten Experimenten erre-
ichte das beste System unter Verwendung von 6 klassenspezifischen Modellen eine Reduk-
tion der Wortfehlerrate um 13% relativ auf hochgradig spontanen medizinischen Diktaten,
wa¨hrend die Verbesserung auf Konversationssprache 9% relativ betrug.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Today’s speech recognition technology is highly developed, but still far behind the
ultimate goal of a human-like performance. While the recognition accuracy for
cooperative users in a restricted domain is acceptable these days, and has led to the
development of various viable applications, the recognition of unconstrained spontaneous
speech remains a challenge. This more natural way of speaking is, as opposed to read
or planned speech, much more variable with respect to the speaking style and contains
various kinds of disfluencies and non speech sounds.
The inadequate treatment of speech variability is considered by many researchers to be a
leading cause for the weak performance of state of the art spontaneous speech recognition
systems (e.g. [Greenberg & Hollenback+ 96, Finke & Waibel 97] among many others).
Consequently, substantial effort has been devoted in recent years to the development of
appropriate compensation techniques for speech variabilities. Particular attention has
been paid to pronunciation variability because of the observed considerable mismatch
between real speech and the phonetic transcriptions in a standard lexicon for automatic
speech recognition [Greenberg & Hollenback+ 96, McAllaster & Gillick+ 98]. However,
although much work has been done regarding the generation of alternative pronunciation
transcriptions, little has been published concerning an appropriate incorporation into
the search procedure. This includes theoretical search aspects as well as an adequate
statistical weighting scheme for pronunciations. Therefore, in the first part of this
work, the integration of pronunciations into the search procedure is explored along two
lines: First, a novel combination technique for concurrent pronunciation alternatives
during the search is investigated that works without the usual maximum approximation.
Second, a discriminative weighting scheme for alternative pronunciations is developed
and compared to the standard maximum likelihood solution.
The considerable variability of spontaneous speech in a real life domain is a blend of
quite different effects that originate from various sources. This includes variability with
respect to rate of speech, pronunciations or disfluencies, to mention only a few important
types. A parallel but individual compensation of these effects in the different knowledge
sources of a speech recognition system is therefore highly desirable. However, the speech
variability compensation techniques that have been proposed in the literature up to
now are typically designed to specifically treat single variabilities only. A successful
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combination of these techniques is in general difficult, and may complicate the system
architecture substantially. Thus, in the second part of this work, a novel multi variability
framework is developed and evaluated, that allows for a parallel and specific handling of
arbitrary variabilities in the acoustic and pronunciation model.
The described approaches are evaluated on two highly spontaneous speech domains. While
the first, conversational speech task, has been investigated extensively in recent years, the
second, medical dictation task, has hardly been studied yet.
1.1 Statistical Speech Recognition
Automatic speech recognition technology has developed enormously since the first
systems were built in the middle of the last century [Davis 52]1. Major reasons for
the impressive performance of todays recognizers are the availability of substantial
computational resources and the application of statistical modeling techniques. Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) which were reintroduced in 1975 [Baker 75, Jelinek & Bahl+ 75]
contributed significantly to the success of the probabilistic approach and are now used
by nearly every speech recognition system in the world.
Although modern speech recognizers are applied in many diverse areas, ranging from
toys to military applications, their basic architecture is almost everywhere the same.
The basis of this architecture is the Bayes’ decision rule which is an outcome of the
decision theory [Duda & Hart+ 00]. Given a sequence of acoustic observation vectors
xT1 = x1, x2, ..., xT , a speech recognition system in this framework decides for the word
sequence wN1 = w1, w2, ..., wN that maximizes the a-posteriori probability p(w
N
1 |xT1 ):
wˆN1 = arg max
wN1 W
p(wN1 |xT1 ) (1.1)
Here, W denotes the set of all possible word sequences. This maximum a-posteriori or
MAP rule can be shown to minimize the probability of a sentence error2. In practice, an
estimation of p(wN1 |xT1 ) is not feasible for continuous speech. Therefore, Bayes’ identity
is used to derive:
wˆN1 = arg max
wN1 W
{
p(wN1 ) · p(xT1 |wN1 )
}
(1.2)
Equation 1.2 shows that speech recognition in the framework of Bayes’ decision rule relies
on two basic knowledge sources: the acoustic model which estimates the class dependent
probability density function p(xT1 |wN1 ) and the language model that provides an estimation
for the prior probability p(wN1 ). The overall system architecture, illustrated in Figure 1.1,
therefore consists of four major building blocks [Ney 90]:
1. Acoustic feature extraction (Section 1.1.1): Compresses the speech signal into a
sequence of acoustic feature vectors.
1A detailed description of the history of automatic speech recognition can be found in
[Jurafsky & Martin 00]
2A sentence error occurs if at least one word in the recognized sentence is wrong.
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of an automatic speech recognition system.
2. Acoustic model (Section 1.1.2): Describes the probability of an acoustic feature
sequence for a given word sequence.
3. Language model (Section 1.1.3): Incorporates prior knowledge about the language
by providing an estimate of the probability of a word sequence.
4. Search procedure (Section 1.1.4): Tries to identify the word sequence with the
highest posterior probability for a given sequence of acoustic features.
The following sections provide a general description of these technical components while
the specific implementation, used in the Philips baseline system, is presented later (cf.
Section 4).
1.1.1 Acoustic Feature Extraction
Acoustic feature extraction aims at generating a parametric representation of the speech
waveform, usually as a sequence of feature vectors. Ideally, these features should allow
for a discrimination between the basic speech units without incorporating any irrelevant
information about the speaker, the acoustic channel or the acoustic environment. At the
same time the dimension of the features must allow for a robust training of the related
stochastic models.
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In the first step of the feature extraction process, the analog microphone signal is
converted into a digital representation. Since it is assumed that the frequency range of 0
to 8 kHz contains all relevant information, a sampling rate of 16 kHz is usually sufficient
for a normal microphone signal. In case of telephone speech, which is usually limited to
frequencies below 4 kHz, a sampling rate of 8 kHz is used. For quantization of the signal
value, a 16 bit representation is typically assumed to sufficiently capture the dynamic
range of speech.
The digital signal is then processed using a first-order pre-emphasis filter to increase the
spectral energy in higher frequency bands. This aims at compensating the phenomenon
that the energy of speech in lower frequency bands is in general higher than at higher
frequencies.
Due to the limited capability of the physical articulators to move suddenly, speech can be
assumed to be quasi-stationary in segments of about 20 to 50 ms. This allows to isolate
these segments for an independent analysis. Typically, every 10 ms a segment or frame of
25 ms duration is extracted from the speech signal. In order to prevent spectral artifacts,
this extraction is performed using a windowing function without discontinuities, like a
Hamming window.
Now, for each frame at time t, a low-dimensional feature vector xt is generated that
represents the signal in the respective segment. In most systems this is achieved by
utilizing one of the following two signal analysis schemes: Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCC, [Davis & Mermelstein 80]) or Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP,
[Hermansky 90]).
The generation of MFCC features, which are used in the Philips system, shall now
be described in some more detail. First, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used
to compute the magnitude of a discrete Fourier spectrum from the windowed signal.
Note that this deliberately excludes the phase information which is assumed to be
of minor importance for the speech recognition task. Then, the frequency axis is
distorted non-linearly by using the Mel warping function [Young 93]. This models human
perception by increasing the spectral resolution for lower frequency bands at the cost of
a reduced resolution for higher bands.
In the next step a filter bank with triangular filters, linearly spaced in the Mel scale, is
used to further process the magnitude spectrum. This leads to a substantial reduction of
the information content to a small number of typically 12 to 20 coefficients. After that
the logarithm of the filter bank coefficients is taken and the discrete cosine transform is
applied. These measures make convolutional channel distortions additive3 and decorrelate
the filter bank channels.
The quality of the MFCC features can be further improved by incorporating information
about neighboring frames. To this end, the first and second order derivatives of the
3This allows for example to use cepstral mean subtraction for removing static channel distortions.
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cepstrum coefficients are often used in addition to the static features.
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA, [Haeb-Umbach & Ney 92]) is applied by many
systems as the final feature extraction step. This standard pattern recognition technique
allows for a discriminative reduction of the feature dimension. In speech recognition it is
usually applied to reduce the dimension of a large feature vector which is typically built
from a set of three to seven concatenated adjacent features.
1.1.2 Acoustic Modeling
The task of estimating the class dependent probability distributions p(xT1 |wN1 ) is usually
referred to as acoustic modeling. Primarily, this includes the following two knowledge
sources:
• Acoustic modeling units: An inventory of stochastic models for the elementary
speech units (e.g. phonemes).
• Pronunciation model: Prior knowledge about the pronunciation style. Typically
consists of:
– Pronunciation lexicon which describes the decomposition of words into the
given set of subword units for all considered pronunciation alternatives.
– Weighting parameters for the given pronunciation alternatives.
Throughout this thesis a simple naming convention is applied that refers to these two
knowledge sources as the acoustic and pronunciation model. A more detailed description
is provided in Sections 1.1.2.2 and 1.1.2.3, respectively.
1.1.2.1 Hidden Markov models
The probabilistic framework of Bayes’ decision rule (Section 1.1) requires an estimation
of the probability of an acoustic feature sequence xT1 = x1, x2, ..., xT (Section 1.1.1)
given a particular word sequence wN1 = w1, w2, ..., wN . Since the length of the feature
sequence xT1 may vary substantially depending on the rate of speech and pronunciation,
a paradigm is needed that allows to match this sequence to the sequence of discrete word
events. Hidden Markov models provide this dynamic alignment capability as well as a
means for estimating p(xT1 |wN1 ) (cf. Equation 1.2).
A Hidden Markov model is a finite state automaton, used to represent the acoustic
and temporal characteristics of speech on an elementary level. The series of connected
states in a HMM generates a discrete time signal by (1) changing state in each time
step t according to some transition probabilities and (2) generating in each time step a
single observation xt according to the state dependent emission probability. A detailed
description of the theory of HMMs is given in [Rabiner & Juang 93].
The Philips large vocabulary system applies the so-called Bakis model, a specific HMM
version which is illustrated in Figure 1.2. This model has a strict left to right topology,
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of a Hidden Markov Model in Bakis topology with its
corresponding transitions.
allowing only loop (same state), next (next state), and skip (state following the next state)
transitions. In addition to that, subsequent states are modeled as pairwise identical.
The set of elementary HMMs, applied to describe the speech of a given task, is called
an inventory of basic acoustic modeling units (cf. Section 1.1.2.2). By appropriately
concatenating these units, words and even sequences of words can be modeled. In order
to prevent out of vocabulary effects it must, however, be assured that each word which
may occur in a given task can be represented by a sequence of concatenated basic HMMs
and is contained in the pronunciation lexicon4. Now the composite HMM for the word
sequence wN1 can be used to estimate the class dependent probability of a given feature
sequence p(xT1 |wN1 ). This is achieved by introducing an additional random variable sT1
which represents one path through the composite network for wN1 that may have produced
xT1 . Summing over all possible state sequences according to w
N
1 brings
p(xT1 |wN1 ) =
∑
sT1
p(xT1 , s
T
1 )
Note that the class dependency on wN1 on the right hand side of this equation has been
omitted since sT1 is by definition a path through the composite HMM of w
N
1 . Now,
factorization leads to
p(xT1 |wN1 ) =
∑
sT1
T∏
t=1
p(xt|xt−11 , st1) · p(st|st−11 , xt−11 )
4It is usually not possible to prevent this effect completely. A small percentage of out of vocabulary
words must therefore usually be tolerated.
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In the next step, some important assumptions are made to further simplify this equation:
First, the probability of observation xt depends only on the current state st and is
independent of any other observations. Second, the observation sequence follows a first
order Markov process. This gives:
p(xT1 |wN1 ) =
∑
sT1
T∏
t=1
p(xt|st) · p(st|st−1) (1.3)
A straightforward implementation of this equation would exceed the available
computational resources in most cases. Fortunately, a very efficient algorithm
for evaluating this equation is available which is called forward-backward algorithm
[Baum & Petrie+ 70]. An alternative scenario approximates the sum by the largest term
(Viterbi approximation, [Ney 90])
p(xT1 |wN1 ) = max
sT1
T∏
t=1
p(xt|st) · p(st|st−1) (1.4)
and uses dynamic programming [Bellman 57, Ney 84] for evaluation.
While the exact knowledge of the transition probabilities p(st|st−1) appears to be of
less importance for practical applications, the estimation of the emission probabilities
is critical. These distributions need to be (1) specific to assure discrimination between
the different sounds and (2) robust to sufficiently represent the variability of speech.
While early speech recognition systems made use of discrete distributions [Jelinek 76] in
order to limit the computational requirements, state-of-the-art systems typically apply
continuous probability distributions of parametric form [Levinson & Rabiner+ 83]. The
Philips system applies the Laplace probability density function [Haeb-Umbach & Ney 92]
instead of the more popular Gaussian function. Since the underlying, true distributions
of speech are not sufficiently represented by the simple shape of a single Gaussian or
Laplacian function, mixture densities are widely used today, e.g.:
p(xt|st) =
∑
i
p(i|st) · N (xt|µsti,Σ) (1.5)
Here, N (·) is the normal (Gaussian) distribution with the mean vector µsti and the
(pooled) covariance matrix Σ. Note that the Viterbi approximation may also be applied
in this context, i.e. at the density level.
The most popular scheme for estimating the HMM parameters is theMaximum Likelihood
method, probably due to availability of simple and efficient algorithmic solutions. The
objective function in maximum likelihood training is the likelihood of the observed training
data X given the corresponding word sequence W. Thus, the training selects the set of
model parameters θˆ that maximizes p(X|W, θ):
θˆ = argmax
θ
p(X|W, θ) (1.6)
Since no closed form solution exists for Equation 1.6 and the objective function
must be expected to have various local maxima, no parameter estimation scheme
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is guaranteed to find the global maximum. However, the Baum-Welch algorithm
[Baum & Eagon 67], which is based on the more general Expectation Maximization
algorithm [Dempster & Laird+ 77], at least assures to find a local maximum. An efficient
implementation of the Baum-Welch algorithm applies the Viterbi approximation over all
possible state sequences [Ney 84] instead of evaluating the sum.
Since the maximum likelihood training framework does not explicitly take into account
information about rival classes it heavily relies on training data validity and class
separability. Thus, discriminative training schemes, which also use information about
concurrent classes for the training of one particular class, are able to outperform the
maximum likelihood approach [Bahl & Brown+ 86, Normandin & Cardin+ 94].
1.1.2.2 Acoustic Modeling Units
The inventory of basic acoustic modeling units describes the acoustic and temporal
characteristics of speech on an elementary level. The definition of this inventory depends
mainly on the task and the amount of speech data available for estimating the stochastic
model parameters. For example, the use of whole word models as elementary units is
often not possible due to the unsufficient number of training samples, especially in case
of a larger recognition vocabulary. Thus, this possibility is typically only used for very
small vocabularies, like in case of a digit recognition task.
To increase the number of available training samples for the elementary units, smaller
pieces of speech may be addressed instead of whole words. The use of syllable models, for
example, has attracted growing interest in the speech recognition community in recent
years. However, most popular is to address the smallest sound unit that can be used to
differentiate between words, known as the phoneme. Since the particular realizations of
the phonemes are called phones, we refer to the corresponding stochastic models as phone
models. Of course, the usage of an inventory of subword models requires to incorporate
additional knowledge about how to concatenate the basic units in order to build models
for whole words. This knowledge source, known as the pronunciation lexicon, is discussed
in more detail in Section 1.1.2.3.
Since the physical articulators are not capable to perform sudden, drastic movement,
the phones are influenced by the preceding and following articulator position. To better
model this co-articulation effect, context-dependent phone models have been introduced
[Schwartz & Chow+ 85, Odell 95]. Of course, the amount of context can vary. The
most important modeling units are biphones (left or right phone context), triphones (left
and right phone context), and quinphones (two left and two right phones). Since the
observation frequency of these models in a given training corpus decreases rapidly with
an increased amount of context, an appropriate fall-back strategy for unseen or rarely
seen events is needed. The most simple solution is to fall back to context independent
models. Better results, however, have been achieved with sophisticated phone or state
clustering techniques [Bellegarda & Nahamoo 90, Young & Odell+ 94]. A very popular
technique applies Decision Trees [Bahl & de Souza+ 93, Young & Odell+ 93], an outcome
of the Classification And Regression Tree (CART) theory [Breiman & Friedman+ 84],
to consistently cluster and generalize context dependent phone models. A detailed
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description of the state tying used in the Philips large vocabulary system is presented in
[Beyerlein & Ullrich+ 97].
The application of context dependent phone models is further complicated by the
fact that co-articulation occurs frequently across the word boundaries in continuous
speech. Thus, across word modeling techniques [Hon & Lee 91, Odell & Valtchev+ 94,
Aubert 99], which explicitly treat co-articulation effects independent of the position of
word boundaries, are applied in most large vocabulary systems. This technique was
shown to significantly reduce the word error rate, however, at the expense of higher
computational costs. The across word implementation of the Philips system is described
in more detail in [Aubert 99].
1.1.2.3 Pronunciation Model
When using an acoustic model with basic modeling units smaller than words, a knowledge
source is required that describes the composition of word models from the elementary
units. This knowledge source is usually called pronunciation lexicon. The lexicon assigns
a single or multiple alternative sequences of subword units, known as the pronunciations,
to each word in the training and recognition vocabulary. Some examples, taken from a
pronunciation lexicon with phoneme transcriptions, are presented in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Examples for pronunciation lexicon entries.
Word Pronunciation
HERE h ee r
COMES k UH m z
LEWIN l ee v ae n
The generation of a usual, phoneme based pronunciation lexicon is a time consuming
procedure. Careful, often manual work is necessary to (1) ensure consistent phonetical
transcription of similar words and (2) keep the lexical confusion small [Lamel & Adda 96].
Recently, it could be shown that the application of grapheme-based subword units may
eliminate the manual effort for generating lexical transcription at least for some languages
[Kanthak & Ney 03].
Multiple, alternative pronunciations for the same word are often applied in the lexicon
to better represent pronunciation variability of natural speech. The importance
of appropriate compensation techniques for this type of speech variability has for
instance been demonstrated by a number of investigations on a hand-labeled part of
the Switchboard corpus (e.g. [Byrne & Finke+ 98, McAllaster & Gillick+ 98], see also
Section 3.1). In these data the word “THE”, for example, was found to be pronounced
in 36 different ways.
In order to explicitly introduce alternative pronunciations into the decision rule
(Equation 1.2) we must sum over the set of possible alternative pronunciation sequences,
being linguistically equivalent to the word sequence wN1 . Denoting this set by R(wN1 ) and
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using vN1 = v1, v2, ..., vN for one possible sequence of pronunciations related to the words
wN1 leads to:
arg max
wN1 W
p(wN1 , x
T
1 ) = arg max
wN1 W
{
p(wN1 ) · p(xT1 |wN1 )
}
= arg max
wN1 W
p(wN1 ) · ∑
vN1 R(wN1 )
p(xT1 , v
N
1 |wN1 )
 (1.7)
≈ arg max
wN1 W
p(wN1 ) · ∑
vN1 R(wN1 )
[
p(vN1 |wN1 ) · p(xT1 |vN1 )
] (1.8)
While Equation 1.7 follows from probability theory, Equation 1.8 makes use of
the assumption that, given a pronunciation sequence vN1 , the acoustic likelihood is
independent of the word sequence wN1 . An evaluation of Equation 1.8 in a one-pass
left to right search framework is difficult (cf. Section 5.2). Thus, usually the Viterbi or
maximum approximation is applied in this context [Fukada & Yoshimura+ 98] and the
decision rule becomes:
wˆN1 = arg max
wN1 W
{
p(wN1 ) · max
vN1 R(wN1 )
[
p(vN1 |wN1 ) · p(xT1 |vN1 )
]}
(1.9)
Thus, the explicit consideration of pronunciation alternatives has led to an additional
knowledge source in the Bayes decision rule: the pronunciation model p(vN1 |wN1 ). This
model, which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, evaluates the actual realization of
a word sequence as a sequence of pronunciations.
1.1.3 Language Modeling
Apart from the acoustic and pronunciation model, another important knowledge source
is utilized by the Bayes’ decision rule (cf. Equation 1.2): the language model. This model
provides an estimate for the prior probability p(wN1 ) of a word sequence w
N
1 . To this
end, the overall probability is usually decomposed into a product of conditional word
probabilities:
p(wN1 ) =
N∏
n=1
p(wn|wn−11 ) (1.10)
To ensure a robust probability estimation, the language model history wn−11 can be
clustered into equivalence classes H(wn−11 ) [Jelinek 97]. The popular m-gram language
models make the assumption that the word sequence follows an m − 1 order Markov
process and simply truncate the history after a certain number of words, i.e.:
H(wn−11 ) = wn−1n−m+1 (1.11)
In practice, the usage of short histories with m <= 3 is most common. These models are
called unigram (m = 1), bigram (m = 2), and trigram (m = 3) language models.
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The training of the m-gram language model parameters is usually done by utilizing the
maximum likelihood criterion and using the perplexity [Bahl & Jelinek+ 83] as objective
function. The maximum likelihood solution states that the probability of an m-gram is
given by its relative frequency in the training text. For the most common trigram model
this means that the probability estimate is given by:
pˆ(wi|wi−1i−2) =
N(wi−2, wi−1, wi)∑
wN(wi−2, wi−1, w)
(1.12)
Here, N(·) denotes the frequency of occurrence of word triples in the training text.
It is obvious that a large amount of training material is necessary to train a state-of-the-
art trigram language model. However, due to the huge number of possible trigrams in a
large vocabulary task a complete and sufficient coverage of all trigrams is not achievable.
Thus, a strategy is needed to deal with the problem of unseen trigrams. Back-off language
models estimate the probabilities of unobserved trigrams by using lower order models (i.e.
bigram or unigram). This, however, ignores the strong dependency of natural language on
larger spans. Thus, smoothing techniques deal with unseen events by discounting counts
of frequent m-grams and redistributing this probability mass to events which have a count
of zero. Common discounting techniques are Good-Turing discounting [Katz 87], Witten-
Bell discounting [Witten & Bell 91], and absolute discounting [Ney & Essen+ 94].
1.1.4 Search
The search procedure aims at finding the word sequence wˆN1 with the highest posterior
probability, given an observation sequence xT1 (Equation 1.1). Introducing Equations 1.3
and 1.10 into the decision rule and explicitly considering alternative pronunciations
(Equation 1.8), leads to the following optimization problem:
wˆN1 = arg max
wN1 W

[
N∏
n=1
p(wn|wn−11 )
]
·
∑
vN1 R(wN1 )
p(vN1 |wN1 ) ·∑
sT1
T∏
t=1
p(xt|st) · p(st|st−1)

(1.13)
A straightforward implementation of this equation would require to score each possible
word sequence wN1 W and to select the one with the highest likelihood. This is
computationally very expensive in case of considering reasonable word sequences, since
the number of possibilities grows exponentially with the maximal sequence length. In
addition to that, each considered alternative sequence wN1 must be evaluated according
to Equation 1.13 which includes language, pronunciation, and acoustic model scoring.
It is obvious, that a number of assumptions and approximations are required to find a
computationally feasible implementation.
An approximation which is utilized in most state-of-the-art systems is the maximum
approximation over all possible pronunciation and state sequences. This leads to:
wˆN1 = arg max
wN1 W
{[
N∏
n=1
p(wn|wn−11 )
]
· max
vN1 R(wN1 )
(
p(vN1 |wN1 ) ·max
sT1
T∏
t=1
p(xt|st) · p(st|st−1)
)}
(1.14)
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By using dynamic programming [Bellman 57, Ney 84] which decomposes this global
optimization problem into a number of local optimizations, the complexity of the search
task can be reduced significantly. The most popular dynamic programming search
algorithms are [Aubert 00]:
• A* search [Jelinek 69]: A time asynchronous search strategy which extends the
most promising hypothesis first. A comparison of hypotheses of different lengths is
performed by utilizing a heuristic estimate of the probability of the unexpanded
path. If the estimated probability is an upper bound of the true value, this
technique is guaranteed to find the word sequence with the highest likelihood.
The performance of this technique, however, heavily depends on the strategy of
estimating the probability of the remaining, unexpanded path.
• Viterbi search [Vintsyuk 71, Ney 84]: This time synchronous search procedure
processes the observation sequence xT1 from left to right and performs a parallel
evaluation of the concurrent partial search hypotheses. Since this allows for a direct
comparison between the different search paths, unlikely hypotheses may be disabled
(“pruned”) to reduce the complexity of the search space.
A number of concepts have been introduced to efficiently restrict the search space of a
Viterbi search. The most important are:
• Beam search [Ney & Mergel+ 87]: At each time frame only search hypotheses are
expanded whose probability is above a certain dynamic threshold which depends on
the probability of the currently best hypothesis. A careful tuning of this pruning
threshold may prevent that this measure introduces “too many” search errors.
• Lexical prefix tree [Ney & Haeb-Umbach 92]: Organization of the pronunciation
lexicon in a tree structure in which equal prefixes of the words are merged. This
substantially reduces the search costs since usually most of the effort is required for
the first phoneme models.
• Look-ahead techniques: An early incorporation of available knowledge into the
search procedure leads to a more robust pruning decision and therefore helps to
make the search more efficient. The language model look-ahead technique attaches
upper estimates of the true language model probabilities to the arcs of the lexical
prefix tree [Steinbiss & Tran+ 94, Odell & Valtchev+ 94, Ortmanns & Ney+ 96].
During the search these look-ahead probabilities are applied whenever a new arc
is reached. Another similar look-ahead technique, known as phoneme look-ahead
[Ney & Haeb-Umbach 92], uses coarse acoustic models to estimate the acoustic
probability of coming features.
• Fast likelihood calculation: During the recognition process, a large part of the
computation time is required to calculate the acoustic emission probabilities which
are usually modeled by mixture densities. In order to accelerate this computation,
several techniques have been proposed in recent years which for example apply vector
quantization to the feature vectors [Bocchieri 93] or a structuring of the search
space [Fritsch 97]. More recently, techniques have been proposed which exploit the
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SIMD (single instruction, multiple data) instructions of modern microprocessors
[Kanthak & Schu¨tz+ 00].
The use of non-standard methods in acoustic, language or pronunciation modeling may
complicate the search architecture substantially or introduce computationally infeasible
requirements. In these cases the application of a multiple pass search strategy may
be an appropriate solution. Here, the first search pass uses very simple models to
restrict the potential search space to a set of alternative word level outputs, usually
represented as N-best list [Schwartz & Chow 90] or word graph [Schwartz & Austin 91].
An N-best list represents the recognition output as a list of the N word sequences with the
highest posterior probability. A word graph is a directed graph that stores the resulting,
alternative word sequences as arcs. Based on the limited search space, determined by
the N-best list or word graph of the first pass, subsequent search passes with more
sophisticated models may be performed at comparatively low computational costs.
1.1.5 Error Analysis
The performance of a speech recognition system is usually measured in terms of
misrecognized words. To this end, the hypothesized text, produced by the speech
recognizer, is compared to the correct or reference text by utilizing a dynamic
programming string alignment on the utterance level. The alignment algorithm globally
minimizes a Levenshtein distance function [Levenshtein 66] whereas the different error
types are individually weighted. In the Philips implementation, for example, correct
words, deletions, insertions and substitutions are weighted with 0, 100, 100 and 99,
respectively. After comparing the reference with the hypothesized text, a report about the
performance of the system is generated by the error analysis tool which usually provides:
• the total number of words in the reference text
• the number of deleted words (deletions)
• the number of inserted words (insertions)
• the number of substituted words (substitutions)
• the word error rate (WER), defined as:
WER (%) =
Deletions + Insertions + Substitutions
Number of reference words
(1.15)
In the standard error counting, any information about pronunciation alternatives is
typically deleted from the reference and recognized text. The same applies to non speech
events like background noise and spontaneous speech artifacts like partial words or filled
pauses. Therefore, for example, the substitution of a spoken filled pause by a word is
counted as an insertion error, the substitution of a spoken word by a filled pause is
counted as a deletion error and the deletion and insertion of a filled pause is not counted
as an error.
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1.2 Modeling Spontaneous Speech: State of the Art
It is well known that a standard Hidden Markov Model framework with mixture
densities, standard state tying and context dependent phone models (e.g. triphones) may
“implicitly” capture speech variability to some extent [Jurafsky & Ward+ 01, Hain 02].
This includes some level of contextual pronunciation effects, (sub) phone replacements
and duration variability and has been shown to allow for recognition accuracies of
more than 90% for large vocabulary domains with restricted variability, like read speech
[Schwartz & Colthurst+ 04]. In spontaneous speech, however, the variation with respect
to pronunciation and duration is much larger and therefore typically overstrains the
compensation capabilities of a standard framework (e.g. [Greenberg & Hollenback+ 96,
McAllaster & Gillick+ 98, Byrne & Finke+ 98]). In addition to that, disfluency
phenomena which are especially prevalent in spontaneous speech, need further
consideration. Therefore, in recent years, researchers have proposed various techniques
for an explicit modeling of spontaneous speech variabilities. This section provides a review
of the literature for the major research topics in this field: pronunciation modeling, rate
of speech modeling, and disfluency modeling. It is interesting to note that, although
natural speech contains a blend of various speech variability types, nearly all reviewed
publications focus only on a single variability. The question of how to efficiently combine
explicit modeling approaches for different variabilities has hardly been addressed yet
[Schramm & Aubert+ 04].
1.2.1 Pronunciation Modeling
The tremendous variability of pronunciations in spontaneous speech has been
demonstrated in a number of studies (e.g. [Greenberg & Hollenback+ 96]). It has
been argued that the large mismatch between the observed pronunciation variability
and the mostly canonical phonetic transcriptions in the pronunciation lexicon is a
major reason for the weak performance of spontaneous speech recognition systems
(e.g. [Byrne & Finke+ 98, McAllaster & Gillick+ 98]). Consequently, this field has been
studied intensively in recent years (see [Strik & Cucchiarini 99] for an overview).
Some researchers tried to treat pronunciation variability at the sub-lexical
level by introducing sophisticated state tying mechanisms [Saraclar & Nock+ 00,
Yu & Schultz 03]. In [Yu & Schultz 03] a 5% relative word error rate improvement
is reported for the Switchboard task. However, while these techniques
improve the treatment of substitution effects they are not well suited to
handle other very important pronunciation phenomena like phoneme deletions
and insertions [Fosler-Lussier & Morgan 98, Jurafsky & Ward+ 01]. Thus,
lexicon-based or “explicit” pronunciation modeling techniques (e.g. [Riley 91,
Aubert & Dugast 95, Lamel & Adda 96, Finke & Waibel 97, AddaDecker & Lamel 98,
Beulen & Ortmanns+ 98, Byrne & Finke+ 98, Amdal 02] among many others) are, by
far, more popular in the speech recognition community.
Explicit pronunciation modeling, as applied in the Philips spontaneous speech
system, deals with the generation of alternative pronunciations and their
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efficient incorporation into the search procedure. Several techniques for
generating alternative pronunciations from canonic baseforms have been proposed
in recent years. These techniques may be classified into knowledge based
methods (e.g. [Cohen 89, Finke & Waibel 97, Kessens & Wester+ 99]) which
exploit prior phonetic or linguistic knowledge, and data driven methods (e.g.
[Bahl & Das+ 91, Sloboda & Waibel 96, Holter 97, Fosler-Lussier 99, Amdal 02]),
where pronunciation variation is learned automatically from the database.
A popular data driven technique for learning pronunciation variability is a free or slightly
constrained (e.g. by using a bigram phone grammar) phone recognition. However,
phonetic transcriptions obtained with this technique are typically quite noisy. One way
to overcome this problem was proposed by [Fosler-Lussier 99] and [Riley & Byrne+ 99],
who derived decision tree based rules for generating smoothed alternative pronunciations
from baseforms. In [Fosler-Lussier 99] a relative improvement of 3% due to the usage of
automatically learned pronunciations is reported for the Broadcast News task.
Another way of automatically learning robust phonetic transcriptions from data
is to utilize a standard Viterbi alignment with a free choice between alternative
pronunciations. Increasing the number of pronunciation alternatives, for example by
making each phoneme optional, allows to successively relax the alignment constraint in
order to learn additional variability. This approach was applied by [Kessens 02] to derive
phoneme deletion rules. With these rules additional pronunciations were generated and
applied on a Dutch, medium-size (1k) vocabulary task. An 8% relative improvement was
achieved, compared to a system without pronunciation alternatives.
The generation of various appropriate phonetic transcriptions is in no way sufficient
for a successful explicit pronunciation modeling. Incorporating lots of alternative
pronunciations into the lexicon requires a sophisticated strategy for efficiently handling
these variants during the search process. This includes theoretical search aspects as well
as the weighting scheme for pronunciation alternatives. The latter is necessary to control
the increased lexical confusability of words which is a well known consequence of a large
pronunciation set. An early work in this field employed weighted pronunciation networks
to incorporate pronunciation variability into the search [Riley 91]. Another more
popular pronunciation treatment strategy utilizes scaled pronunciation unigram prior
probabilities [Peskin & Newman+ 97] in combination with a maximum approximation
over the pronunciation sequences [Fukada & Yoshimura+ 98]. In [Peskin & Newman+ 97]
an about 2% relative improvement due to the usage of unigram probabilities is reported
for a conversational telephone speech task (Switchboard and CallHome). The application
of bigram probabilities improved the word error rate by another 1% relative.
Pronunciation probabilities are typically estimated by relative pronunciation observation
frequencies on aligned training data (maximum likelihood solution). In an alternative
approach a pronunciation network was constructed and trained with respect to
the sentence error using the Minimum Classification Error (MCE) approach
[Korkmazskiy & Juang 97]. Unfortunately, no experimental results are provided in
this publication.
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Another alternative framework for handling pronunciation variability is presented in
[Hain 01]. This technique allows for arbitrary mappings between phoneme sequences and
sequences of Hidden Markov Models and utilizes a stochastic “model sequence model”
for control. A relative improvement of 25% is reported on Resource Management while
the relative gain on Switchboard was 5%.
1.2.2 Rate of Speech Modeling
Another speech variability that has often been analyzed in the literature is rate
of speech. Since spontaneous speech, and especially the medical dictation task
addressed in this thesis, is characterized by a very dynamic rate of speech, a careful
modeling of this variation type appears to be essential for making progress in this field
[Pallett & Fiscus+ 94, Pfau & Ruske 98, Nanjo & Kato+ 01].
A number of effects of this variability on the acoustic-phonetic properties of speech have
been reported (see [Wrede 02] for an overview). Rate of speech variation is not only
reflected in the number and length of pauses and the articulation rate5 but also in the
accuracy of articulation. Thus, rate of speech dynamics can induce significant changes in
pronunciations and their probabilities [Fosler-Lussier & Morgan 98] and should therefore
be explicitly addressed in acoustic and pronunciation modeling.
Various attempts to improve rate of speech modeling have been published in recent
years which may be divided into explicit and implicit modeling approaches. Explicit
strategies use rate of speech measures (see [Wrede 02] for an overview) to classify
a complete utterance with respect to its rate of speech (e.g. “slow”, “medium”,
“fast”) prior to the search. After this step, rate specific acoustic models (e.g.
[Mirghafori & Fosler+ 95, Martinez & Tapias+ 98, Pfau & Ruske 98] among others), or
rate specific acoustic features (e.g. [Richardson & Hwang+ 99]) are used to compensate
for rate of speech variability.
Rate specific acoustic models have been studied by several authors and have been shown
to improve the recognition performance. In [Mirghafori & Fosler+ 95] a 14% relative
improvement was achieved on fast speech (taken from the Wall Street Journal corpus)
by using acoustic models which were exclusively adapted to fast sentences. On slow
sentences, however, these models degraded the performance by about 10% relative.
Similar results are reported in [Pfau & Ruske 98]. Here, the usage of fast speech specific
acoustic models led to a 10% relative reduction of the word error rate on fast speech
sentences of the Verbmobil corpus.
Even higher gains of up to 64% relative for slow speech and 19% for fast speech are
reported in [Martinez & Tapias+ 98]. In this work rate dependent acoustic models
were selected according to an ideal rate of speech estimator. These results, however,
were achieved on a corpus that was specifically generated to perform rate of speech
5The articulation rate is usually defined as the number of (for example phonetic) units per second.
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experiments and it is unclear to what extent the speech in this corpus is natural. What
is more, the gain on slow speech was reduced to only 2% relative when using a real rate
classifier and the word error rate on fast speech was even increased by about 9% relative
in that case. These results demonstrate that rate specific modeling approaches are
promising but require a reliable rate classifier to successfully combine the different models
into a single system. Further drawbacks of explicit rate of speech modeling techniques
are that (1) an additional rate classification step is necessary prior to the search and
that (2) these techniques are not able to model local (e.g. word level) rate of speech
fluctuations. The latter aspect is particularly important for long utterances like dictations.
The implicit rate of speech modeling strategy, proposed in [Zheng & Franco+ 00],
overcomes these problems by using rate specific alternative pronunciations which are
linked to rate specific acoustic models via rate specific phone inventories. This concept
allows the decoder to even track local (i.e. word level) speaking rate fluctuations. A
previous rate estimation step is not necessary since the decoder simply decides for the
most appropriate pronunciation alternative (and acoustic model) based on the overall
likelihood. Note that in the approach of [Zheng & Franco+ 00] the usual maximum
approximation over the pronunciation sequences is applied. On the Switchboard task, this
compensation technique reduced the word error rate by 3.5% relative, however starting
from a suboptimal bigram baseline.
1.2.3 Filled Pause Modeling
Disfluencies such as filled pauses (e.g “uh”, “uhm”), repeated words and self repairs are
another important variability in spontaneous speech. The most frequent disfluency type
is the filled pause [Shriberg 94]. In the speech corpora used in this thesis this event has
a higher unigram count than any “regular word”. Therefore, filled pause events can be
expected to be an important source of confusion for automatic speech recognition if not
handled appropriately.
It is argued in [Shriberg 94] that the filled pause is a linguistic element and should
therefore be explicitly treated in the language model. Thus, in [Stolcke & Shriberg 96]
filled pauses were predicted probabilistically using a regular language model history. For
the prediction of regular words, this approach applied a language model history without
filled pauses. On the Switchboard task, however, this method did not have a significant
influence on the recognition accuracy.
In [Gauvain & Adda+ 97] separate acoustic models for filled pauses and “regular” speech
were applied for the Broadcast News task but the performance gain of this measure was
not evaluated separately.
A 3% relative improvement of the word error rate on Broadcast News through an explicit
filled pause modeling in the language model is reported in [Liu & Nguyen+ 98]. In this
work, it was also proposed to use three particularly long lexical pronunciations for filled
pause in order to reduce the lexical confusability with similar words. However, this
technique was evaluated only in combination with a laughter model. Both techniques
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together led to a relative improvement of 6.5% on Broadcast News data.
The impact of modeling filled pause events in the acoustic and language model was also
investigated in [Rose & Riccardi 99]. Here it was shown for telephone based natural
language understanding tasks that explicit filled pause modeling is favorable especially
for real-time conditions.
1.2.4 Speaker Accent Modeling
Like many other real life tasks, the spontaneous speech tasks which are addressed in
this thesis, contain native speech as well as foreign accents. The existence of foreign
accent speech further increases the variability of the spontaneous speech data and
may degrade the recognition performance substantially if not handled appropriately.
Various publications have addressed the problem of building appropriate acoustic and
pronunciation models for non native speakers. However, less has been said about how to
efficiently combine these models with native speech models in a one-pass search procedure.
A straightforward way of dealing with foreign accents is to simply train the acoustic
model on this type of speech data. In [Wang & Schulz+ 03] it was shown for German-
accented English speech that this outperforms a regular native model (trained on 34
hours of speech) even if only little non native training data (52 minutes) is available. An
absolut word error rate reduction of 5.8% was achieved, compared to the baseline result
of 49.3%. Alternatively, a native speech acoustic model can be adapted to non native
speakers by applying some additional forward-backward iterations with accented speech
[Mayfield Tomokiyo & Waibel 01] or by using standard acoustic speaker adaptation
techniques. In [Huang & Chang+ 00] a 24% relative reduction of the word error rate
is achieved for a large vocabulary Mandarin speech recognition task (compared to a
baseline error rate of 23.2%) when using MLLR adaptation.
Another approach applies the hidden mode concept (cf. Section 1.2.5) to the problem of
speaker accent modeling [Sproat & Zheng+ 04]. Here, it was tested to use two types of
accent specific models in parallel during the decoding for a Mandarin speech recognition
task. However, it turned out that applying the more appropriate allophone set consistently
throughout the sentence led to better results. Accent dependent allophone sets were
also used by [Humphries & Woodland+ 96], [He & Zhao 03] and [Lee & Melnar+ 03].
In the latter approach the prior probabilities of accent specific pronunciation variants
with corresponding allophone sets are adapted to a specific speaker accent profile.
Improvements of up to 10% relative are reported for a US English spontaneous
command task, compared to a baseline result of 25.7%. Accent specific pronunciations
were also used by various other research groups (e.g. [Humphries & Woodland+ 97,
Huang & Chang+ 00, Goronzy & Kompe+ 01, Livescu & Glass 03]. The techniques used
for generating these pronunciations are usually similar to the standard approaches (cf.
Section 1.2.1).
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1.2.5 Hidden Context Variable Dependent Modeling
The major goal of this work is to develop and investigate a unified framework for efficient
handling of multiple sources of variability. This shall be achieved by using extensions
of the methods, described in Sections 1.2.1 to 1.2.4, to generate a number of speech
variability specific acoustic and pronunciation models. These models, which depend on
a set of hidden context variables, shall be incorporated “appropriately” into a one-pass
search procedure.
The first applications with hidden context variable dependent acoustic modeling were
gender dependent systems (e.g. [Hwang & Huang, 93]). Here, the unknown gender
variable has to be decoded along with the word sequence during the search. While some
systems constrained this variable to be constant throughout the sentence, others allowed
arbitrary changes from word to word or phone to phone. In [Morgan & Ellis+ 99] a
reduction of the word error rate on Broadcast News data from 29.7% to 27.9% has been
achieved by first determining the more appropriate gender dependent model and then
using it consistently throughout the utterance.
The hidden gender variable approach has been generalized to an arbitrary set of unknown
context variables in [Ostendorf & Byrne+ 96]. This technique, known as hidden speaking
mode modeling, aims at treating pronunciation changes in dependence of hidden context
variables. By introducing a dependency of the pronunciation probability on a speaking
mode, a reduction of the word error rate on Switchboard from 27.1% to 26.7% was
achieved by [Finke & Waibel 97].
In [Bates & Ostendorf 02, Ostendorf & Shafran+ 03] the hidden speaking mode approach
is applied to prosody dependent modeling, using prosodic variables to characterize
pronunciation changes in a dynamic pronunciation model. However, the proposed
modeling has not yet been integrated and evaluated in a state-of-the-art speech
recognition system. In [Chen & Hasegawa-Johnson 04] a prosody dependent speech
recognizer is described that applies a prosody dependent language, pronunciation and
acoustic model. Here, every word in the dictionary has a set of prosody dependent
pronunciations with prosody dependent allophones. A word error rate improvement from
24.4% to 21.7% is reported for a US English radio news corpus. The use of a prosody
label bigram language model is proposed in [Chen & Hasegawa-Johnson 03].
The hidden context variable dependent modeling approach has also been used for rate
of speech modeling and speaker accent modeling. This is discussed in Sections 1.2.2 and
1.2.4, respectively.
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Chapter 2
Scientific goals
Even after many years of active research, the enormous variability of spontaneous speech
is still a major problem for automatic speech recognition systems. The most important
issues in the treatment of spontaneous speech variabilities are related to variations with
respect to pronunciation, rate of speech and disfluencies, whereas pronunciation variability
has obtained by far the most interest by the scientific community. Despite the effort of
many researchers in these fields, a number of open issues can be identified by a study of
the literature (cf. Section 1.2):
• Unified framework
Many very specific techniques for modeling single speech variability types (e.g. rate
of speech) have been proposed in the literature. However, a unified approach that
allows for a parallel, specific handling of multiple variabilities in a single one-pass
speech recognition system is still lacking.
• Pronunciation variability
– In order to account for the high pronunciation variability of natural speech it
is, in case of using an explicit pronunciation modeling approach, necessary to
incorporate a large number of alternative pronunciations into the lexicon. Since
large pronunciation sets are known to increase the confusability between words,
the application of an appropriate pronunciation weighting scheme appears
mandatory. Usually, pronunciation alternatives in the Bayes’ decision rule are
weighted by unigram prior probabilities. These priors are typically estimated
by relative frequencies, based on the maximum likelihood principle. Since
discriminative training techniques have shown superior performance over the
maximum likelihood approach in many tasks, a gain can be expected from
estimating the unigram pronunciation priors in a discriminative fashion. This
has, however, not yet been tested.
– The incorporation of alternative pronunciation models into Bayes’ decision rule
is typically done by using the maximum approximation over the pronunciation
sequences. It is however unclear how this approximation influences the system
performance, especially in case of applying a large number of pronunciation
alternatives.
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• Rate of speech variability
– Traditional rate of speech compensation techniques explicitly adapt the feature
extraction or acoustic models to an estimated rate. These techniques have
a number of disadvantages: First, an additional rate estimation step is
required which deteriorates the realtime performance and complicates the
system architecture. Second, the rate of speech compensation is typically done
on the level of whole utterances. Using these techniques on word level appears
to be complicated and has not yet been done for continuous speech. Third, the
automatic rate estimation is often unreliable and therefore remains an obstacle.
Due to these issues, efficient alternatives to the traditional approaches are
needed to further proceed in this area.
– The application of parallel, rate dependent acoustic models allows for a rate
of speech compensation on word level without any prior rate estimation
step during the recognition. In [Zheng & Franco+ 00] acoustic model specific
pronunciation alternatives have been heuristically introduced and evaluated on
a suboptimal Switchboard baseline, using the maximum approximation over
pronunciation sequences. However, this leaves open a number of questions:
∗ How can the class specific acoustic and pronunciation models be
theoretically integrated into Bayes’ decision rule?
∗ Is the usual maximum approximation over pronunciation sequences still
appropriate in case of a large number of class specific pronunciation
alternatives?
∗ How does this technique perform on a spontaneous dictation task which is
highly variable in terms of rate of speech.
∗ Can this technique be extended to specifically treat multiple variabilities
(e.g. speaker accent and rate of speech) in parallel?
• Filled pause variability
– Due to the high frequency of occurrence of filled pauses in spontaneous
speech and the possibility of additional “error propagation effects”1 a careful
modeling of this event appears especially important. Although nowadays
most spontaneous speech recognition systems explicitly model filled pauses,
the generation of appropriate pronunciation models has obtained only little
interest. Typically, a set of four or five manually generated pronunciations is
applied. A systematic, data-driven modeling of duration and pronunciation
variability has not yet been investigated.
– The influence of filled pause related errors on the overall word error count is
complicated due to the possibility of language model induced error propagation.
A better understanding of the role filled pause induced errors play in the overall
word error rate may help to identify and repair remaining model deficiencies.
1As a consequence of a filled pause error, the language model history and acoustic segmentation of
successor words may be perturbed significantly. This can deteriorate the reliability of the acoustic and
language model and may lead to a further propagation of this error
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However, so far no systematic analysis of filled pause related errors has been
performed.
• Spontaneous professional dictations
The automatic transcription of spontaneous professional dictations is a highly
relevant application of automatic speech recognition. However, an extensive study
of this task has not yet been published, probably due to the lack of appropriate
publicly available data.
The aim of this work is to develop and evaluate methods for increasing the performance
of automatic speech recognition systems on spontaneous speech. This shall be achieved
by an improved acoustic and pronunciation modeling of the most dominant spontaneous
speech variabilities: pronunciation variability, rate of speech variability, and disfluency
variability. The following novel approaches shall be investigated:
• Unified Framework
A training and one-pass search framework that enables a parallel, explicit treatment
of different speech variabilities in the acoustic and pronunciation model will be
developed and evaluated. This also includes a theoretical search framework which
properly incorporates class specific alternative acoustic and pronunciation models
into the Bayes’ decision rule.
• Pronunciation Modeling
Since pronunciation variability has been shown to be of particular relevance for
spontaneous speech recognition, this work will deal extensively with this important
variability type. The following novel techniques will be developed and studied:
– Summation over pronunciation sequences
A technique will be developed that sums up the probabilistic contributions of
weighted alternative pronunciations during the search instead of simply taking
the maximum. This extension to the usual Viterbi search will be compared to
the standard maximum approximation in terms of word error rate and search
cost for different numbers of pronunciation alternatives.
– Discriminative pronunciation weighting scheme
A technique for a discriminative training of the pronunciation weights will be
developed and studied. Starting from a log-linear pronunciation weighting
scheme, the objective will be to optimize the set of pronunciation specific
weights with respect to the word error rate. A comprehensive error analysis will
be performed to study the influence of this pronunciation weight adjustment
on the overall and word specific error distributions.
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• Rate of speech modeling
The concept of parallel rate of speech dependent acoustic models
[Zheng & Franco+ 03] will be integrated into a more general framework of
speech variability class dependent modeling. This includes the provision of a
theoretical search framework which applies a probabilistic modeling for sequences
of rate specific class labels. In addition to that, a class dependent pronunciation
modeling approach will be investigated that employs a systematic phoneme
deletion modeling for the fast speech class. This will generate a large number
of pronunciation alternatives which may possibly not be efficiently incorporated
into the search by using the maximum approximation. Thus, the more accurate
one-pass sum approximation technique will be compared to the standard maximum
technique.
• Filled pause modeling
A systematic data driven acoustic and pronunciation modeling of filled pause
duration and pronunciation variability will be investigated and it will be shown how
this approach can be incorporated into the proposed multi variability framework.
An in-depth analysis of filled pause related errors will be performed to demonstrate
the effect of filled pause modeling and identify remaining model deficiencies.
• Spontaneous dictations
Two spontaneous speech domains will be used for the experiments in this work:
conversational speech (Switchboard) and medical dictations. Contrary to the
Switchboard corpus, which has been described extensively in the literature,
spontaneous dictations have hardly been addressed yet. Thus, a detailed description
of the task will be provided as well as analyses of the dictation data with respect to
the considered speech variabilities.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 3 describes the speech
corpora used in the experiments and Chapter 4 presents the Philips large vocabulary
baseline system. This is followed by a description of novel techniques for improved
modeling of pronunciation variability in Chapter 5. The experimental evaluation of these
methods is presented in Chapter 6. A unified framework for multi variability modeling
and its application to a number of important speech variabilities is described in Chapter
7. This is followed by an experimental evaluation of these techniques and several contrast
experiments in Chapter 8. Finally, a review of the scientific contributions of this thesis is
provided in Chapter 9 and an outlook is given in Chapter 10.
Chapter 3
Databases
3.1 The Switchboard Task
The publicly available Switchboard (SWB) database contains spontaneous telephone
speech conversations [Godfrey & Holliman+ 95]. In these conversations two individuals
are talking about a certain topic, for example air pollution. Due to the spontaneous
nature of the discussions, the data is very dynamic with respect to rate of speech and
speaking style and contains many speech artifacts like repetitions, false starts, and filled
pauses. This tremendous speech variability makes the Switchboard corpus one of the
most challenging tasks for automatic speech recognition for which it is typically very
difficult to achieve significant improvements with new approaches. To give an example,
Table 3.1 lists improvements on Switchboard, PhD students from distinguished institutes
have reported in their dissertation. Note that the baseline word error rates, given in
Table 3.1, are not comparable since different training and evaluation corpora have been
used for the experiments.
Due to the difficulty of the Switchboard task, a high quality transcription and
segmentation of the database is even more an important prerequisite for a successful
acoustic and language model training. The training and evaluation corpus used in this
work was provided by the Center for Language and Speech Processing (CLSP) from the
Johns-Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD. The training corpus transcription contains
additional information about non speech events like filled pause and noise. The evaluation
Table 3.1: Improvements on the Switchboard corpus reported in some dissertations.
Name Year University Topic WER improvement on SWB
Saraclar 2000 Johns-Hopkins pronunc. modeling from 39.4% to 37.7%
Vergyri 2000 Johns-Hopkins model combination from 38.9% to 38.1%
Goel 2000 Johns-Hopkins min. Bayes risk from 41.1% to 39.9%
Hain 2001 Cambridge pronunc. modeling from 45% to 42.6%
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Table 3.2: Statistics of the Switchboard corpora.
Corpus Training Training Evaluation
BASIC EXTENDED DEV-97
Language English
Speaking Style conversational
Bandwidth telephone
Overall Duration [h] 60 130 1.5
Duration [h] Female Spk. 34.2 72.7 0.5
Duration [h] Male Spk. 25.8 57.3 1.0
# Female Speakers 178 241 14
# Male Speakers 207 302 24
# Sentences Female 66 163 113 625 851
# Sentences Male 48 193 85 845 1 576
# Running Words Female 372 109 799 972 5 664
# Running Words Male 287 108 634 605 12 548
Trigram LM Perplexity 23.5 22.2 56.7
corpus “DEV-97”1, which has been applied for development during the Johns-Hopkins
Summer Workshop 1997 [Byrne & Finke+ 97], is frequently used as evaluation corpus
by PhD students at CLSP (e.g. [Vergyri 00, Saraclar 00]). There is no speaker overlap
between the training and evaluation corpus. Table 3.2 presents the statistics of the corpora
which were used in the experiments.
3.2 The Spontaneous Dictation Task
The task which is primarily investigated in this thesis is a professional medical dictation
task. This Philips inhouse data collection contains real-life recordings of medical reports,
spontaneously spoken over long distance telephone lines by various male speakers from all
over the United States. Note that it was decided to work with male data only due to the
lack of sufficient female training data. Similar to the Switchboard task (cf. Section 3.1),
the speech variability in this data is tremendous with a variety of speaking styles,
accents and speaking rates and a large degree of spontaneous speech effects like filled
pauses, partial words, repetitions and restarts. This spontaneous speaking style differs
heavily from the cooperative speech in conventional dictation applications of automatic
speech recognition, where the speakers are aware of being transcribed automatically. The
speakers in the spontaneous dictation task are in contrast much less cooperative, since
they expect to be transcribed by human transcribers. Consequently, the speaking style
in the dictations is typically sloppy with an often extremely high rate of speech. The
existence of very fast speech parts is a peculiarity of this feedback free dictation task
since (1) the speakers are usually very experienced in dictating and (2) several repetitive
1The original name is kept to assure consistency with other publications although the corpus is not
used for development purpose here.
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Table 3.3: Statistics of the Professional Dictation corpora.
Corpus Training Development Evaluation
DEV EVAL
Language English
Speaking Style spontaneous dictation
Bandwidth telephone
Overall Duration [h] 270 5 3.3
# Speakers 436 11 11
# Sentences 343 674 273 154
# Running Words 2 385 331 38 023 26 479
Trigram LM Perplexity - 62.5 60.4
passages exist which are known to both parties beforehand. The statistic of the training
corpus is presented in Table 3.3 together with the numbers for the development (DEV)
and evaluation (EVAL) corpus. The training data contains additional information about
the speaker accent and annotations of filled pauses and noise events.
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Chapter 4
The Philips Baseline System
This chapter describes the large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system,
developed at Philips Research Laboratories in Aachen, Germany, which serves as a
baseline in this work. The state of the art system has already been applied to numerous
tasks including Broadcast News transcriptions [Beyerlein & Aubert+ 02] and Switchboard
[Beyerlein & Aubert+ 01]. All experiments reported here concern the first decoding pass
without any acoustic or language model adaptation. General task independent aspects of
the system are described in Section 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, while the task specific details
are presented in Section 4.5 and 4.6.
4.1 Acoustic Feature Extraction
The Philips signal analysis front end, described in more detail in
[Haeb-Umbach & Aubert+ 98], is based on mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)
[Davis & Mermelstein 80]. The feature vector ~x(t) contains 16 static features,
xi(t), i = 0, ..., 15 (including the energy x0(t)), 16 associated regression coefficients
of first order [Furui 81], and the second order regression coefficient of the energy. The
delta coefficients are computed with the following regression formula:
∆xi(t) =
∑2
τ=1 τ · (xi(t+ τ)− xi(t− τ))
2
∑2
τ=1 τ
2
To obtain the second derivative, the same regression formula is applied to the first
derivative. In order to improve the robustness of the feature vector against time invariant
distortions from the transmission channel, cepstral mean and variance normalization are
applied. The normalized feature vector is computed as follows:
yi(t) =
xi(t)− x¯i(t)
σˆi(t)
Here, x¯i(t) denotes an utterance based estimate of the mean of the cepstral feature
component xi(t), while σˆi(t) is an estimate of its standard deviation. In the next step,
3 subsequent feature vectors are combined into a 99-component vector and a linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) [Haeb-Umbach & Ney 92] is applied to yield a final 35-
component output vector. The applied LDA matrix is gender independent and was
estimated on Broadcast News training data.
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4.2 Acoustic and Pronunciation Modeling
Individual pronunciation lexicons are used in the two baseline systems for conversational
speech and professional dictations which contain an average of 1.1 to 1.3 alternative
pronunciations for each word (details are given in Sections 4.5 and 4.6). The lexicons
contain unigram pronunciation prior probabilities for each word which are estimated
on Viterbi-aligned training data (see Section 5 for details). Equal priors are used
for alternative pronunciations of words which are not contained in the training data
and unseen pronunciations are deleted from the lexicon if at least a single observed
alternative exists for the respective word. Phonetic contexts are word internal or across
word triphones which are tied using decision trees [Odell 95, Beyerlein & Ullrich+ 97].
The basic recognition units of the acoustic model are six state, three segment HMMs
(see Section 1.1.2.1) which represent the context dependent triphones. The emission
probabilities, assigned to the HMM states, are continuous Laplacian densities for which
a single diagonal covariance matrix is used, pooled over all densities. Fixed values
are applied for the transition probabilities, equally penalizing loop and skip transitions
(cf. Section 1.1.2.1). The maximum likelihood, gender dependent training procedure
that determines the parameters of the mixture densities, uses the Viterbi-approximation
instead of summing over all state sequences that represent a given word sequence.
4.3 Language Modeling
The Philips language model implementation applies a standard back-off trigram language
model with Kneser-Ney smoothing [Kneser & Ney 95]. A detailed description can be
found in [Peters 03]. The corpora used for language model training are described in
Section 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. Filled pause is treated like any other word by the
baseline language model, i.e. it is predicted probabilistically from trigram context and
may also appear in the history itself. Note that in case of filled pause sequences, this may
lead to a complete loss of the history of non filled pause words.
4.4 Search
The Viterbi search algorithm proceeds time synchronously and is based on the concepts
of language model history conditioned tree copies and prefix tree structuring of the
pronunciation lexicon [Aubert 99, Ney & Ortmanns 99]. It allows for a one-pass trigram
within word or across word triphone search and produces the best sentence hypothesis
as well as word lattices or N-best lists. Standard time synchronous beam search
pruning strategies are applied fairly conservatively. This also includes a dynamic
bigram look-ahead technique [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96, Aubert 99] and a phoneme look-
ahead [Ney & Haeb-Umbach 92, Ortmanns & Ney+ 96]. During the search, concurrent
pronunciations of the same word are treated using the maximum approximation. This
means that rather than summing up their score contributions, the search simply proceeds
with the maximum value. Another important aspect of the search procedure concerns the
handling of filled pauses. In the baseline system, these events are treated like any other
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word. A more detailed discussion about the handling of alternative pronunciations in the
baseline search framework is provided in Section 5.1.
4.5 The Switchboard System
The acoustic model of the Switchboard baseline system applies gender dependent state
clustered across word or within word triphone HMMs, respectively. The within word
model consists of 756k Laplacian densities in 13.7k states and the across word model uses
1110k Laplacians in 14.9k states. The trigram language model of the baseline system is
based on a 22k word vocabulary and contains 255k bigrams and 798k trigrams. It was
trained on about 1.4 million words and achieves a perplexity of 56.7 on the evaluation data.
The out of vocabulary rate on this corpus is about 4%. In language and acoustic model
training, filled pauses are treated as regular words. The pronunciation lexicon contains
22352 baseform words and 758 additional alternative pronunciations which is a total
number of 23110 lexical entries. For modeling filled pause pronunciations, 4 alternative
variants are contained in the lexicon. In addition to the phoneme transcription, the lexicon
contains unigram prior probabilities for each lexical entry.
4.6 The Professional Dictation System
The baseline system for the professional dictation task applies a gender dependent
acoustic model, too. Due to the lack of sufficient female training data (see Section 3.2),
however, only a male system was trained and evaluated. Therefore, the following
numbers refer to the male system only. Using a within word triphone model, the best
system performance in terms of word error rate was achieved with an acoustic model
resolution of 857k Laplacian densities, clustered into 8.9k states. For an across word
triphone modeling, best results were achieved with 1022k Laplacians in 10.2k states.
In both cases, additional splitting did not further improve the results. The trigram
language model of the professional dictation baseline system is a linear interpolation of
two models. The first, which was trained on the acoustic model training corpus with
2.4 million words, contains 273k bigrams and 710k trigrams. The second model was
trained on a large report database with 980 million words, where human transcriptionists
converted the spoken, spontaneous speech input into well formed sentences. It contains 4
million bigrams and 13.3. million trigrams. As in the Switchboard baseline system, filled
pauses are treated as regular words by the language model, i.e. filled pause is predicted
probabilistically from trigram context and may also appear in the history itself.
The pronunciation lexicon consists of 60451 baseforms and 16748 additional alternative
pronunciations which is a total number of 77199 lexical entries. For each entry, the
pronunciation unigram prior probability is stored along with the phoneme transcription.
The lexicon also contains four alternative pronunciations for the modeling of filled pauses.
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4.7 System Performance
The performance of the Philips baseline system on conversational speech (Switchboard)
and spontaneous medical dictations is presented in Table 4.1. Results are given for
within word and across word modeling. For both tasks, across word modeling improves
the performance by about 5% relative.
A comparison of the results on spontaneous medical dictations with other groups is not
possible, since this task has hardly been addressed in the literature yet. The baseline
results on the Switchboard task may, however, well be compared to results published in
[Saraclar 00, Vergyri 00] since in these works the same training and evaluation corpus
and pronunciation lexicon was used. The Philips system performs slightly better.
Table 4.1: Baseline results for the Medical Dictation and Switchboard task.
Task Acoustic Modeling WER (%)
Medical Dictation EVAL within word 28.3
across word 26.9
Switchboard within word 39.5
across word 37.4
Chapter 5
Modeling Pronunciation Variability
The substantial pronunciation variability in spontaneous speech is assumed to be a major
reason for the typically poor performance of automatic speech recognition systems in
this field (e.g. [Greenberg & Hollenback+ 96, McAllaster & Gillick+ 98]). Finding an
appropriate treatment of this variability type therefore appears to be an important step
towards the goal of a human-like recognition performance. Consequently, pronunciation
modeling still remains a very active field of research with various publications each
year. Most of this work addresses the problem of generating appropriate phonetic
transcriptions for the various word realizations observed in spontaneous speech (cf.
Section 1.2). Little has been done, however, regarding the integration of these alternative
pronunciations into the search procedure. This includes theoretical search aspects as
well as the pronunciation weighting scheme which might be crucial for a successful
pronunciation modeling. Both issues have been studied in detail in this work.
The pronunciation weighting scheme (cf. Equation 1.9 in Section 1.1.2.3) allows to
incorporate some prior knowledge about the probability distribution of pronunciations
into the search. But in addition to that, this weighting also provides a means to
compensate for high lexical confusability which is a well known detrimental side effect of
large pronunciation sets. Therefore, in the next sections, some optimization techniques
for the pronunciation probabilities are investigated in more detail. First, the common
maximum likelihood approach estimates the pronunciation unigram probabilities by
relative pronunciation frequencies on the acoustic training data (Section 5.3.1). This
is the standard technique for pronunciation probability modeling which is used in
most related publications. The second considered method is a novel discriminative
pronunciation weighting technique that aims at optimizing the pronunciation priors with
respect to the word error rate (Section 5.3.2).
In addition to an improved pronunciation weighting scheme, the search framework is
extended towards a more efficient combination of multiple pronunciation hypotheses:
Instead of considering the best hypothesis only, contributions of concurrent alternative
pronunciations, related to the same linguistic word, are summed up.
The discussed techniques are described and evaluated in the following sections. Section 5.1
describes the baseline search procedure without explicit treatment of alternative
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pronunciations. Then, in Section 5.2, pronunciation alternatives are explicitly introduced
into the theoretical framework. Finally, in Section 5.3.1, the described optimization
techniques for the pronunciation priors are developed.
5.1 Implicit Pronunciation Treatment in the Search
A careful incorporation of existing pronunciation alternatives into the search framework
is an important supposition for a successful modeling of pronunciation variability. This
includes an appropriate weighting scheme as well as an efficient combination strategy for
the pronunciations of a word during the search procedure (cf. Section 1.1.2.3). Early
systems with alternative pronunciations (e.g. [Aubert & Dugast 95]), incorporated these
variants implicitly into the search framework. This means that the I(w) alternative
pronunciations of a word w, denoted by vi, i = 1, ..., I(w), are added to the lexical
prefix tree as regular words but are tied with respect to the m-gram language models:
p(vi |H) = p(w|H), i = 1, ..., I(w), ∀w
Here, H denotes the m-gram history preceding vi.
In the course of a usual Viterbi search process, word end hypotheses are activated at
the leaves of the lexical prefix tree. This includes so called word end nodes which are
defined based on the language model history and, in case of across word modeling, on
the fan out right context. At these nodes the actual language and pronunciation model
score1 may be added and word end pruning may be performed. In case of an implicit
pronunciation treatment, an explicit pronunciation score is not applied. This equals to
assigning a pronunciation prior probability of one to all possible pronunciation sequences
vN1 , given a word sequence w
N
1 .
In the Philips system with implicit pronunciation treatment [Aubert 99], alternative
pronunciation hypotheses, ending at the same time in the same language model context
during the search, were not combined and led to different word end nodes. This implied
redundancy in the search space expansion but also provided the information about which
pronunciations were used by a speaker.
5.2 Explicit Pronunciation Treatment in the Search
It has already been mentioned in Section 1.1.2.3 that the Bayes’ decision rule can
be extended to explicitly incorporate alternative pronunciation sequences (see also
[Schramm & Aubert 00]). In this section, a Viterbi search framework with explicit
treatment of alternative pronunciations is described in detail.
Starting again from Bayes’ decision rule and summing over the set of pronunciation
sequences R(wN1 ), being linguistically equivalent to wN1 , leads to:
wˆN1 = argmax
wN1
∑
vN1 R(wN1 )
p(wN1 , v
N
1 |xT1 ) (5.1)
1The negative log-likelihood is usually referred to as score.
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Applying Bayes’ identity and taking into account that
p(wN1 , v
N
1 ) = p(w
N
1 |vN1 ) · p(vN1 ) = p(vN1 ),
for all linguistically equivalent (wN1 , v
N
1 ), the right hand side of equation 5.1 can be written
as
argmax
wN1
p(wN1 ) · ∑
vN1 R(wN1 )
[
p(vN1 |wN1 ) · pˆ(xT1 |vN1 )
] (5.2)
Note that here the Viterbi approximation is carried out on state sequences (cf.
Section 1.1.2.1):
pˆ(xT1 |vN1 ) = max
sT1
p(xT1 , s
T
1 |vN1 )
This implies that only one best time alignment is associated to each pronunciation
sequence vN1 . Hence, this whole acoustic probability can be factorized into successive
pronunciation contributions for the individual vn (n = 1, ..., N). Note, however, that
the pronunciation indices n enumerate the pronunciation events in vN1 instead of the
pronunciation set itself. Using tn−1(vN1 ) + 1 and tn(v
N
1 ) to denote, respectively, the start
and end times of the realization of each pronunciation vn (with t0 ≡ 0) leads to
pˆ(xT1 |vN1 ) =
N∏
n=1
pˆ(x
tn(vN1 )
tn−1(vN1 )+1
|vn)
where it has been made explicit that, in general, the word boundary points depend on the
whole sequence vN1 . Since the pronunciation prior term p(v
N
1 |wN1 ) can also be factorized
when restricting to the use of unigram probabilities
p(vN1 |wN1 ) =
N∏
n=1
p(vn|wn) (5.3)
the optimization problem can finally be written as:
wˆN1 = argmax
wN1
p(wN1 ) · ∑
vN1 R(wN1 )
N∏
n=1
[
p(vn|wn) · pˆ(xtn(v
N
1 )
tn−1(vN1 )+1
|vn)
] (5.4)
The usual way of realizing this equation in the search framework is to use only the
best pronunciation sequence vN1 instead of summing up. When looking for a more exact
approximation technique that preserves the summation, care must be taken of the possible
dependency of word boundaries on the whole pronunciation sequence vN1 . An exact
fulfilment of this constraint would probably require some kind of word graph rescoring
approach. A relaxation, allowing for an approximation of the sum in the left to right
Viterbi search framework, can however be achieved by:
• assuming that the tn depend only on the immediate neighboring pronunciations vn−1
and vn. This so called word pair approximation technique has already been referred
to in [Aubert & Ney 95]. Or
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• using the phone pair approximation which assumes that the tn depend only on the
neighboring phonemes, or
• assuming that the tn depend only on the linguistic word sequence (wN1 ) which means
that all vN1 linguistically equivalent to w
N
1 share the same word boundaries. This
assumption is quite coarse but allows for an efficient implementation into the left-
to-right search framework.
In this thesis, the last option was investigated, since it may be easily incorporated into
the system. Section 5.2.2 describes the details of this implementation. For comparison,
the maximum approximation technique was tested as well. It is discussed in more detail
in Section 5.2.1.
5.2.1 Maximum Approximation
The maximum approximation applies only the best pronunciation sequence instead
of performing the summation. This “optimal” hypothesis is obtained through a
straightforward time synchronous search, which uses an additional term for the
pronunciation unigram probabilities. Analogously to the usually applied empirical
language model scaling factor α [Bahl & Bakis+ 80], a pronunciation model scaling factor
β is introduced as a heuristic to control the influence of the pronunciation model with
respect to both acoustic and language modeling [Fukada & Yoshimura+ 98]:
argmax
wN1
{
p(wN1 )
α max
vN1 R(wN1 )
N∏
n=1
[
p(vn|wn)β · pˆ(xtn(v
N
1 )
tn−1(vN1 )+1
|vn)
]}
(5.5)
This approximation is realized in the left to right search procedure by
• combining the paths of all pronunciations vn(w) of a word w that end up at the
same time in the same LM context and
• continuing with the path of the best hypothesis.
5.2.2 Sum Approximation
Using the assumption that the pronunciation boundaries tn do not specifically depend on
vN1 but only on w
N
1 allows to realize the calculation of the sum time synchronously in a
single search pass. This situation is described in Equation 5.6:
argmax
wN1
p(wN1 ) · ∑
vN1 R(wN1 )
N∏
n=1
[
p(vn|wn) · pˆ(xtn(w
N
1 )
tn−1(wN1 )+1
|vn)
] (5.6)
where the dependency of the boundaries tn on the w
N
1 has been made explicit. In the
course of the left to right search, the simplified estimation of the sum can be realized by
the following two steps:
• First, the probability contributions of all alternative pronunciations vn(w) of a word
w that end at the same time in the same language model context are summed up.
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Figure 5.1: The effect of the sum approximation on the word boundaries for different
pronunciation sequences.
• Second, these pronunciation paths are combined into a single remaining hypothesis
which represents w in this context and carries the sum computed in the first step.
Of course, this simple solution is suboptimal since the contributions of the alternative
pronunciations are summed at the same time although the word boundaries in the optimal
alignment of different pronunciation sequences may well be different. This implies some
kind of word boundary averaging which is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Here, two distinct
pronunciation sequences, “AND THEN” and “AN’ THEN” are considered for the word
pair “and then”. The optimal, exact word boundaries for these sequences would be t1
and t2, respectively (a.). In case of applying the sum approximation, however, two paths,
ending at the same time t3 with, respectively, “AN” and “AND” are combined into a
single hypothesis that carries the sum of both pronunciation probabilities.
Another aspect concerns the handling of weighted probabilities in the sum over
pronunciation sequences. Usually, when combining the log-probabilities from a language
model and a hidden Markov model based acoustic model, the log-probabilities of the
language model are scaled. This is done to compensate invalid modeling assumptions in
the acoustic model which underestimate the probability of acoustic feature sequences.
From a theoretical point of view it would be preferable to directly scale the log-
probabilities of the acoustic model since the language model probabilities are normalized
by construction which is not true for the acoustic model probabilities. However, in
case of using the maximum approximation, the language model scaling produces the
same effect as scaling the acoustic model with the reciprocal language model scaling
factor. This no longer holds true, however, when applying the summation. During some
initial experiments with this technique, in which a language model scaling was applied, it
turned out that the sum over active pronunciations was often dominated by only the best
hypothesis. This is a consequence of the large dynamic range of acoustic probabilities
appearing in pˆ(x
tn(wN1 )
tn−1(wN1 )+1
|vn) and has also been observed in the context of confidence
measures [Wessel & Macherey+ 98] and discriminative training [Woodland & Povey 00].
Therefore, a scaling of the acoustic model log-probabilities with an acoustic scaling factor
γ [Schramm & Aubert 00] is applied (see Equation 5.7) instead of the language and
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pronunciation model scaling (cf. Equation 5.5).
argmax
wN1
p(wN1 ) · ∑
vN1 R(wN1 )
N∏
n=1
[
p(vn|wn) · pˆ(xtn(w
N
1 )
tn−1(wN1 )+1
|vn)γ
] (5.7)
5.3 Optimization of the Pronunciation Weights
The ability of a speech recognition system to compensate substantial pronunciation
variability is of particular importance for spontaneous speech tasks. It has, however,
already often been mentioned that a good coverage of the spoken pronunciations,
achieved by a large set of lexical entries, leads to a high similarity between the word
models and causes additional substitution errors. This effect appears to be a major
reason for the unsatisfying performance of former pronunciation modeling approaches.
Thus, finding an appropriate compensation strategy for lexical confusability appears to
be a crucial part of a successful pronunciation modeling technique.
Equation 5.4 in Section 5.2 guides us to incorporate pronunciation unigram probabilities
into the search procedure. Since this prior knowledge reduces the impact of less important
variants it may help to downsize the number of concurrent alternatives during the search.
A preferred method to train these priors is the maximum likelihood principle. This
technique will be described in more detail in Section 5.3.1.
Due to the complexity and variability of the pronunciation process the pronunciation
model will most probably deviate from the truth. The application of the maximum
likelihood technique is therefore likely to be suboptimal. Hence, a novel discriminative
training technique for the pronunciation weights is introduced in Section 5.3.2, where the
training objective is directly related to the word error rate on the training data.
5.3.1 Maximum Likelihood Training
This section describes the maximum likelihood training procedure for a unigram
pronunciation model which is analog to the maximum likelihood estimation of a unigram
language model. More specifically, for each word w in the lexicon and its I(w)
pronunciations, the task is to estimate the unigram probability distribution p(v|w). Thus,
the set of unknown parameters, denoted by Θ, is given by the prior probabilities p(v|w)
for all pairs (v, w).
Let us assume that the training corpus T contains N words and that the actual
pronunciation realization vn for each word wn is known (for instance from a Viterbi
alignment procedure). Thus:
T = {(v1, w1), (v2, w2), ..., (vN , wN)}
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We further assume that the unknown probability distribution p(v|w) is normalized for
each word, i.e. ∑
v
p(v|w) = 1 ∀w
Applying a unigram approximation, the likelihood of the training set T is given by
pΘ(T ) = pΘ((v1, w1), (v2, w2), ..., (vN , wN))
=
N∏
n=1
p(vn, wn) =
N∏
n=1
p(vn|wn) · p(wn)
Following the maximum likelihood principle, the unknown parameters p(v|w) are
estimated such that the training data likelihood pΘ(T ) is maximized.
Θˆ = argmax
Θ
pΘ(T )
= argmax
Θ
N∏
n=1
[p(vn|wn) · p(wn)]
Since the prior probabilities p(wn) are independent of Θ we may also write
Θˆ = argmax
Θ
N∏
n=1
p(vn|wn)
Instead of considering the product over the N elements of the training data, this equation
can be reformulated by (1) applying a product over all possible pairs (v, w) and (2)
counting how often a specific pair occurs in the training data. Using N(v, w) to denote
this frequency leads to:
Θˆ = argmax
Θ
∏
(v,w)
p(v|w)N(v,w)
And since
argmax
Θ
pΘ(T ) = argmax
Θ
log pΘ(T )
this leads to
Θˆ = argmax
Θ
∑
(v,w)
N(v, w) · log p(v|w)
Thus, the function to be maximized for the estimation of p(v|w) is
f(v, w) = N(v, w) · log p(v|w)
with the constraint
ϕ(w) =
∑
v′
p(v′|w)− 1 = 0
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This constrained optimization problem is solved by introducing a Langrange multiplier
and solving [Bronstein & Semendjajew 77]:
1)
∂f(v, w)
∂p(v|w) + λ ·
∂ϕ(w)
∂p(v|w) = 0
2)
∑
v′
p(v′|w)− 1 = 0
With
∂f(v, w)
∂p(v|w) =
N(v, w)
p(v|w)
and
∂ϕ(w)
∂p(v|w) = 1
we conclude
1)
N(v, w)
p(v|w) + λ = 0
2)
∑
v′
p(v′|w)− 1 = 0
This leads to
p(v|w) = −N(v, w)
λ
and
λ = −
∑
v′
N(v′, w)
and finally
p(v|w) = N(v, w)∑
v′ N(v
′, w)
(5.8)
Thus, the maximum likelihood solution for the pronunciation prior probability p(v|w) is
given by the relative frequency of occurrence of the pronunciation v in the training data.
5.3.2 Discriminative Training
The definition of a meaningful training objective and the availability of an efficient
training algorithm is vital for a successful application of the pronunciation unigram
weighting scheme. Since the optimality of the maximum likelihood estimation procedure
is based on assumptions which are never met in practice, discriminative training
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techniques have been established as an alternative in recent years [Bahl & Brown+ 86,
Normandin & Cardin+ 94]. These approaches formulate the parameter estimation as
an optimization problem in which the objective is to achieve a minimal classification
error on the training corpus. However, although discriminative training techniques
are widely used in acoustic model estimation, hardly any attempts exist related to
the pronunciation model. Therefore, a novel approach for a discriminative training
of the pronunciation weights is proposed here. This technique employs a log-linear
weighting scheme for incorporating the language, acoustic and pronunciation model
into a single decision function. Introducing dynamic model combination weights that
depend on specific pronunciation identities and optimizing them with respect to the
word error rate allows to individually change the influence of pronunciation alternatives
[Schramm & Beyerlein 01, Schramm & Beyerlein 02]. Hence, with this technique it is
possible to automatically select a discriminant pronunciation subset by simply disabling
the highly confusable pronunciations. Since the novel framework is an extension of
the Discriminative Model Combination approach, proposed in [Beyerlein 01], the major
aspects of this technique are outlined in Sections 5.3.2.1 and 5.3.2.2, respectively. Then,
in Section 5.3.2.3, the specific extensions required for a pronunciation model training, are
developed.
5.3.2.1 Log-Linear Model Combination
The aim of the Discriminative Model Combination framework [Beyerlein 01] is an
optimal integration of all given knowledge sources into a single log-linear probability
distribution. This is achieved by (1) a log-linear combination of the models into
a distribution of the exponential family and (2) an optimization of the static model
combination parameters with respect to the word error rate. The model combination issue
is discussed in this section, while the optimization technique is described in Section 5.3.2.2.
In [Beyerlein 01], the classification of an observation sequence xT1 into a word sequence
wN1 is achieved by utilizing a log-linear combination of posterior probability distribution
models:
p
Λ
(wN1 |xT1 ) = Z(Λ, xT1 ) · exp
(
J∑
j=1
λj log pj(w
N
1 |xT1 )
)
(5.9)
The term Z(Λ, xT1 ) is necessary to satisfy the normalization constraint for probabilities:
Z(Λ, xT1 ) =
∑
w′N′1
exp
(
J∑
j=1
λj log pj(w
′N ′
1 |xT1 )
)−1
The combined base models pj(w
N
1 |xT1 ) represent the knowledge sources, available for the
classification task, while the coefficients Λ = (λ1, ..., λJ)
T can be interpreted as the weights
of these models. Since these weights are optimized based on their ability to provide
information for correct classification, this technique allows for the optimal integration of
any set of models into one decoder.
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5.3.2.2 Minimum Word Error Training
As opposed to the maximum entropy approach [Berger & Pietra+ 96] which leads to
a distribution of the same functional form as Equation 5.9, the coefficients Λ of the
model combination are now optimized with respect to the word error rate achieved with
a discriminant function of the form:
gΛ(x
T
1 , w
N
1 , w
′N ′
1 ) = log
pΛ(w
N
1 |xT1 )
pΛ(w′N
′
1 |xT1 )
=
J∑
j=1
λj log
pj(w
N
1 |xT1 )
pj(w′N
′
1 |xT1 )
(5.10)
Here, wN1 and w
′N ′
1 = w
′
1, ..., w
′
N ′ denote concurrent hypothesis with possibly different
lengths (N and N ′).
Let us assume we are given a set of training sentences M = 1, . . . ,M . Let xTm1 be the
observation sequence of training sentence m and let also kNm1 denote the correct class
assignment of this sentence, that is the spoken word sequence. The set of rival classes
wN1 6= kNm1 can be determined using a preliminary decoding and the number of word
errors of the rival class wN1 can be computed with the help of the Levenshtein distance
L(kNm1 , wN1 ). The model combination should then minimize the word error count E(Λ)
on representative training data to assure optimality on an independent test set:
E(Λ) =
M∑
m=1
L
(
kNm1 , argmax
wN1
(
log
pΛ(w
N
1 |xTm1 )
pΛ(k
Nm
1 |xTm1 )
))
As this optimization criterion is not differentiable, it can be approximated by a smoothed
word error count, known as loss:
ES(Λ) =
M∑
m=1
∑
wN1
L(kNm1 , wN1 ) · S(wN1 ,m,Λ), (5.11)
where S(·) is a smoothed indicator function. If the classifier, defined by the discriminant
function gΛ(·) (Equation 5.10), selects hypothesis wN1 , S(·) should be close to one and
if the classifier rejects hypothesis wN1 , it should be close to zero. A possible indicator
function with these properties is
S(wN1 ,m,Λ) =
p
Λ
(wN1 |xTm1 )η∑
w′N′1
p
Λ
(w′N
′
1 |xTm1 )η
(5.12)
where η is a suitable constant.
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An iterative gradient descent scheme (iteration index A with initial value A = 0) is
obtained from the optimization of ES(Λ) with respect to Λ [Beyerlein 01]:
λ
(A=0)
j = 0 (Uniform Distribution)
λ
(A+1)
j = λ
(A)
j −
ε · η∑M
m=1 Lm
M∑
m=1
∑
wN1 6=kNm1
S(wN1 ,m,Λ
(A)) ·
L˜(wN1 ,m,Λ(A)) · log
pj(w
N
1 |xTm1 )
pj(k
Nm
1 |xTm1 )
(5.13)
Λ(A) = (λ
(A)
1 , . . . , λ
(A)
J )
T
j = 1, . . . , J
L˜(wN1 ,m,Λ) = L(wN1 , kNm1 )−
∑
w′N′1
S(w′N
′
1 ,m,Λ)L(kNm1 , w′N
′
1 )
with Lm being the number of words in sentence m and  being the iteration stepsize which
has to be optimized.
5.3.2.3 Incorporation of the Pronunciation Model
The Discriminative Model Combination framework may be applied on different
hierarchical levels of the recognizer [Vergyri 00, Beyerlein 01]. This allows for a more
refined modeling approach in which lower hierarchical (e.g. word level) models are
combined instead of the usual sentence level models (like the acoustic and language
model). First, a new formulation of the model combination equation on word instead of
sentence level is derived. To this end, the acoustic observation sequence xT1 is segmented
into parts xtntn−1+1 which are related to the respective words wn. The segmentation may
be achieved by using the Viterbi alignment (cf. Section 1.1.2.1). For simplification, the
term ”xn” := x
tn
tn−1+1 will be used in the equations below. When combining only a single
language and acoustic model, the resulting word level model combination distribution is
[Beyerlein 01]:
p
Λ
(wN1 |xT1 ) = Z(Λ, xT1 ) · exp
{
N∑
n=1
[λ1 log p(wn|H) + λ2 log p(”xn”|wn)]
}
Here, H denotes the respective language model history. Now, the model combination
equation can be extended towards an explicit integration of the pronunciation model.
When using pronunciation unigram probabilities this leads to:
p
Λ
(wN1 |xT1 ) = Z(Λ, xT1 ) · exp
{
N∑
n=1
[λ1 log p(wn|H)+λ2 log p(”xn”|v˜n)+λ3 log p(v˜n|wn)]
}
(5.14)
Here, it is assumed that the Viterbi approximation is also applied for pronunciation
sequences and v˜N1 = v˜1, ..., v˜N is used to denote the most likely pronunciation sequence
according to wN1 .
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A discriminative training of the static parameters Λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3)
T of Equation 5.14
leads to an optimal incorporation of the three global knowledge sources into a single
system. This straightforward application of the Discriminative Model Combination theory
does, however, not allow for an optimization of model internal parameters (like the
pronunciation unigram priors) due to the global nature of the parameters λ1, λ2, λ3.
Thus, the theory has to be extended by utilizing dynamic model weights which may
depend on the word or pronunciation identity and thus enable a more specific weighting
of the models. To modify the impact of specific pronunciations in the model combination,
the weight λ3 can for example depend on the pronunciation identity v, i.e. λ3 becomes
λ3(v). The extended model combination equation with dynamic pronunciation model
weighting is therefore given by:
p
Λ
(wN1 |xT1 )=Z(Λ, xT1 )·exp
{
N∑
n=1
[λ1 log p(wn|H)+λ2 log p(”xn”|v˜n)+λ3(v˜n) log p(v˜n|wn)]
}
(5.15)
Here, it is important to note that increasing (reducing) the weight λ3(v˜n) has
the same effect as reducing (increasing) the corresponding pronunciation unigram
probability p(v˜n|wn). Thus, in order to simplify the subsequent argumentation, the term
pronunciation weight is used to refer to the scaled pronunciation unigram probability
p(v|w)λ3(v).
The model combination equation is now employed in the smoothed word error rate
function ES(Λ) (Equation 5.11), together with the indicator function [Beyerlein 01]:
S(wN1 ,m,Λ) =
 pΛ(wN1 |xTm1 )
p
Λ
(kNm1 |xTm1 )
η ·
∑
w′N′1
pΛ(w′N ′1 |xTm1 )
p
Λ
(kNm1 |xTm1 )
η−1
The minimization of the smoothed word error rate function is achieved by employing the
gradient descent algorithm. To this end, ES(Λ) has to be differentiated with respect to
λj. This differentiation is provided in Section 11.2 of [Beyerlein 01]:
∂ES(Λ)
∂λj
=
η∑M
m=1 Lm
M∑
m=1
∑
wN1
S(wN1 ,m,Λ) · fj(wN1 ,m,Λ) · L˜(wN1 ,m,Λ)
with
L˜(wN1 ,m,Λ) = L(wN1 , kNm1 )−
∑
w′N′1
S(w′N
′
1 ,m,Λ) · L(kNm1 , w′N
′
1 )
and the auxiliary function:
fj(w
N
1 ,m,Λ) =
∂
∂λj
log pΛ(wN1 |xTm1 )
p
Λ
(kNm1 |xTm1 )

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Since we are interested in optimizing the model combination weight for a specific
pronunciation identity v of the word w we take the derivative with respect to λ3(v). Thus,
for the extended model combination (Equation 5.15), the auxiliary function becomes:
fλ3(v)(w
N
1 ,m,Λ) =
∂
∂λ3(v)
(
N∑
n=1
[λ1 log p(wn|H)+λ2 log p(”xn”|v˜n)+λ3(v˜n) log p(v˜n|wn)]
)
− ∂
∂λ3(v)
(
Nm∑
n=1
[λ1 log p(kn|H)+λ2 log p(”x′n”|u˜n)+λ3(u˜n) log p(u˜n|kn)]
)
Note that the first sum considers the hypothesis wN1 while the second sums up the elements
of the correct hypothesis kNm1 . Here, the most likely pronunciation sequence according
to kNm1 is denoted by u˜
Nm
1 = u˜1, ..., u˜Nm . Note also that the portions of feature vectors
assigned to v˜n and u˜n by the Viterbi alignment are in general different. This is expressed
by the usage of different feature terms ”xn” and ”x
′
n”. Let now beN(v, v˜
N
1 ) andN(v, u˜
Nm
1 )
the frequencies of occurrence of the pronunciation v in v˜N1 and u˜
Nm
1 , respectively. This
can be used for a reformulation of the auxiliary function:
fλ3(v)(w
N
1 ,m,Λ) =
N(v,v˜N1 )∑
n′=1
log p(v|w)−
N(v,u˜Nm1 )∑
n′=1
log p(v|w) (5.16)
= log p(v|w) · (N(v, v˜N1 )−N(v, u˜Nm1 )) (5.17)
Thus, the iteration step of the gradient descent scheme becomes:
λ3(v)
(A+1) = λ3(v)
(A) −  · η · log p(v|w)∑M
m=1 Lm
M∑
m=1
∑
wN1 6=kNm1
S(wN1 ,m,Λ
(A)) ·
L˜(wN1 ,m,Λ(A)) · (N(v, v˜N1 )−N(v, u˜Nm1 )) (5.18)
Thus, the discriminative training adjusts the weight λ3(v) in the log-linear model
combination equation in dependence of:
• the error term L˜(wN1 ,m,Λ)
• the frequency of occurrence of the pronunciation v in the most likely pronunciation
sequences of the correct hypothesis kNm1 and its rivals w
N
1
• the acoustic model probability and the prior language and pronunciation model
probability
• the parameters Λ(A) of the preceding iteration A
• the iteration parameters  and η
The consequences of the theory for the pronunciation weight2 adjustment are quite
reasonable. This is illustrated in Table 5.1 for a simple example which only considers
pronunciation frequencies of 0 and 1. The theory instructs us, for example, to reduce
2Note again that λ3(v) is referred to as model combination weight while p(v|w)λ3(v) is called the
pronunciation weight of v.
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Table 5.1: Change of pronunciation weight of v for a simple example, according to the
discriminative pronunciation weighting theory.
Is hypothesis Does v˜N1 Does u˜
Nm
1 λ3(v) in Pronunciation weight
wN1 successful contain v? contain v? next iteration p(v|w)λ3(v) in
(L˜(wN1 ,m,Λ) < 0)? next iteration
no no no unchanged unchanged
no no yes decreased increased
no yes no increased decreased
no yes yes unchanged unchanged
yes no no unchanged unchanged
yes no yes increased decreased
yes yes no decreased increased
yes yes yes unchanged unchanged
the pronunciation weights of pronunciations which are particularly frequent in bad
hypotheses. Note the difference to the maximum likelihood solution where the relative
frequency of occurrence of a specific pronunciation in the correct hypothesis determines
its unigram probability. Those maximum likelihood priors sum up to 1 for the
pronunciations of a given word. This is, however, not assured for the discriminatively
optimized pronunciation weights since no normalization constraint was taken into account
when the gradient descent scheme was applied. Therefore, the optimization of the model
combination weights may also have an influence on the unigram language model weights
in addition to its impact on the pronunciation model. We will come back to this issue in
Section 6.2.
Chapter 6
Evaluation of Pronunciation
Modeling
The pronunciation modeling techniques, discussed in Section 5, were evaluated on
conversational speech data. Several different systems were set up by modifying the
pronunciation modeling along the following lines:
• Number of pronunciation alternatives
• Incorporation of multiple pronunciations into the search with maximum or sum
approximation
• Maximum likelihood or discriminative pronunciation weighting scheme
Section 6.1 evaluates the effect of the sum approximation versus the standard maximum
approximation technique for different numbers of lexical entries. The discriminative
pronunciation weighting technique is compared to the maximum likelihood solution in
Section 6.2. This also includes a number of contrast experiments and an extensive error
analysis.
6.1 Sum Approximation
The importance of an efficient pronunciation treatment in the search framework is most
probably correlated to the number of applied pronunciation alternatives. Therefore,
prior to the actual experiments, a set of 5 background lexicons1, which differ in the
number of pronunciations, was built. These lexicons contained 1.0, 1.05, 1.1, 1.15 and 1.2
alternative pronunciations per word on average2. The pronunciations were taken from an
automatically generated pronunciation lexicon, that was kindly provided by the Center of
Language and Speech Processing from the Johns-Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD. Due
to the limited size of this lexicon, however, a further expansion of the background lexicon
1The term “background lexicon” denotes a lexicon containing pronunciations for the training word list
as well as for the recognition word list. From this lexicon, the actual training and recognition lexicons
can be easily derived.
2Of course, each word in the lexicon must have at least one pronunciation. Thus, the lexicon with 1.0
alternative pronunciations per word employs only the most important pronunciation for each word.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of performance with different number of pronunciations
when using pronunciation summation technique and maximum approximation. The
experiments were performed on the Switchboard evaluation corpus.
was not possible (without applying a pronunciation generation technique). With each
of these lexicons a standard training procedure, using the Switchboard BASIC training
corpus (cf. Table 3.2), was performed. In the recognition lexicons, which contained 22352
words (cf. Section 4.5), all pronunciations which were observed at least once in the aligned
training data were used with their maximum likelihood weights. Unseen pronunciations
were removed in case of an existing observed alternative for the respective word while
the pronunciations of unseen words were assigned uniform unigram probabilities. In all
experiments, the same conservative pruning strategy was applied in the search procedure.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the results that were achieved with these lexicons on the Switchboard
evaluation corpus when using the maximum and the sum approximation. With the
maximum approximation, a clear improvement of the word error rate of about 2% absolute
is achieved by incorporating the most frequent 5% additional pronunciations into the single
baseform lexicon. Another 1% absolute is gained by increasing the average number of
pronunciations per word to 1.15. The results with the pronunciation summation technique
are consistently better by about 1% absolute for all lexicons with multiple pronunciation
alternatives. These improvements are comparable to the results achieved on the Broadcast
News task [Schramm & Aubert 00]. However, although it is expected that the importance
of the summation technique is correlated to the number of alternative pronunciations in
the lexicon, this could not be verified by these experimental results due to the limited
size of the given pronunciation set. This aspect will, however, be addressed again in the
context of class dependent pronunciation modeling (cf. Section 8.1.6.4).
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of search effort with different number of pronunciations when
using pronunciation summation technique and maximum approximation (cf. Section 6.1).
The experiments were performed on the Switchboard evaluation corpus.
Figure 6.2 provides a comparison of the search effort for both considered pronunciation
related search techniques. The effort is measured in terms of the average number of active
states after beam pruning. The search effort required for the largest lexicon is about 7%
smaller when using the pronunciation summation technique. A similar reduction of the
search effort was observed on Broadcast News [Schramm & Aubert 00].
The observed improvements of the search efficiency and performance may be explained
by an improved reliability of the acoustic and pronunciation model due to the applied
combination of pronunciation contributions. Since a realistic lexicon can not ideally cover
the tremendous pronunciation variability of spontaneous speech, even the most likely
pronunciation will not match the real speech perfectly. However, in case of summing over
all (active) alternative pronunciations, different parts of the spoken pronunciation may
be captured by different variants.
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6.2 Discriminative Pronunciation Weighting
In this section, the discriminative training technique for pronunciation weights3, developed
in Section 5.3.2, is experimentally evaluated. A description of the training and evaluation
procedure is provided in Section 6.2.1. In order to verify the implementation, a simple
experiment was performed in which the same one-sentence corpus was used for training
and testing. This test is analyzed in Section 6.2.2. The regular training and evaluation
experiments, performed on the conversational speech task, are described in Sections 6.2.4
and 6.2.5, respectively. A detailed error analysis on word level, demonstrating how the
observed changes in the global word error rate came about, is provided in Section 6.2.6.
6.2.1 Description of the Training and Evaluation Process
The discriminative pronunciation weight training and its evaluation are based on N-best
list processing (cf. Section 1.1.4). Thus, N-best lists were generated for the whole training
and evaluation corpus, using the baseline system described in Section 4. The N-best lists
contain for each hypothesis (1) the global sentence score, (2) the acoustic model score, (3)
the language model score, (4) the pronunciation model score, and (5) the pronunciation
identities. Since some additional, non standard N-best list information is required for the
training process, the training N-best lists are extended to also contain:
• the word error rate for each hypothesis, and
• the correct hypothesis for each sentence (if not contained).
The model scores and pronunciation identity information for the correct hypothesis are
determined by a standard Viterbi alignment.
With these extended N-best lists, the discriminative training process was performed,
following the iteration scheme of Equation 5.18. The training was, however, not initialized
with a uniform distribution of the pronunciation unigram probabilities but rather with
the maximum likelihood solution. Since the initial model combination weights λ
(0)
j were
set to 1 the system achieved baseline performance.
An important practical issue is to find an appropriate adjustment of the stepsize  for
the reestimation procedure. This was solved by optimizing  in each iteration step with
respect to the word error rate on a development corpus. A one hour held out part of the
training corpus was used for this purpose. Thus, the applied reestimation formula is:
λ3(v)
(A+1) = λ3(v)
(A) − 
(A+1) · η · log p(v|w)∑M
m=1 Lm
M∑
m=1
∑
wN1 6=kNm1
S(wN1 ,m,Λ
(A)) ·
L˜(wN1 ,m,Λ(A)) · (N(v, wN1 )−N(v, kNm1 ))
(6.1)
3In this section the term “weight” or “pronunciation weight” always refers to the scaled pronunciation
unigram probability p(v|w)λ3(v) (see Section 5.3.2.3).
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Of course, the generalization capability of the estimated weights strongly depends on the
frequency of the respective pronunciations in the training data. Therefore, to prevent
overfitting of the parameters to the training data, only a subset of weights is adjusted in
each iteration step. This set of weights is determined automatically using the following
procedure:
1. Rank the pronunciations with respect to their frequency in the training data.
2. Determine the pronunciation weights for the next iteration, using Equation 6.1.
3. For n=1,..., Number of pronunciations in the lexicon
a. Adjust the weights of the most frequent n pronunciations using the latest
iteration result and leave the weights of the remaining (less frequent)
pronunciations unchanged.
b. Evaluate this set of pronunciation weights on the development corpus.
4. Use the set of weights which achieved the best word error rate in the next iteration.
After each training iteration step, the smoothed word error rate or loss ES(Λ) is
determined on the development corpus. If the gain is below a given threshold the training
process is stopped.
The evaluation of the optimized pronunciation weights on the N-best lists of the test data
is a simple re-ranking process that utilizes:
• the extended model combination equation (Equation 5.15) with
• the new weights λ3(v) and
• the discriminant function (Equation 5.10).
6.2.2 Verification and Analysis
After implementation of the described method, a simple verification experiment with
a very small corpus was performed. This corpus contained 4 minutes of conversational
speech (84 utterances) from a single speaker. It was applied for both, the discriminative
training and evaluation of the pronunciation weights. The oracle error count4 of the
100-best list was 180 errors and the first best count was 298 errors.
The training process performed 25 iterations. In each iteration, the stepsize  was
optimized with respect to the word error rate on the training corpus. Figure 6.3
illustrates the decrease of the (smoothed) word error count (Equation 5.11) versus the
iteration number. After 5 iterations both, the word error count and the smoothed word
error count were reduced by 27%. The error count after 25 iterations was only 13%
worse than the oracle count for the given list. After the final iteration 794 weights were
modified by more than 0.01. 217 weights were increased and 577 were decreased.
4The best error count that can be achieved with a given N-best list.
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Figure 6.3: Reduction of the (smoothed) word error count due to discriminative
optimization of pronunciation weights in a single speaker verification experiment.
Studying only the change of the global error rate is probably not sufficient to analyze
the pronunciation weight optimization technique. Since the optimized parameters
of this discriminative training are pronunciation specific, it appears more reasonable
to study the change of the error distribution on the pronunciation level. This was
done for a number of pronunciations with prominent error distributions. Table 6.1
presents a detailed overview of the error distribution and weights before and after the
optimization for the 5 pronunciations with the highest “winner count” (insertions plus
substitution insertions, see Section 6.2.6.1). An analysis of the 5 pronunciations with the
highest “loser count” (deletions plus substitution deletions) is presented in Table 6.2. In
the tables, the “winner” and “loser counts” are denoted by “w” and “l” while insertions,
substitution insertions, deletions, and substitution deletions are denoted by “i”, “si”,
“d”, and “sd”. Note that the notation “WORD/N” refers to the N-th alternative
pronunciation of “WORD” in the lexicon.
Table 6.1 shows that the algorithm successfully reduced the influence of pronunciations
which often substituted other words or silence. The fact that this weight reduction
did hardly affect the number of deletion and substitution deletion errors for these
pronunciations demonstrates that they were not helpful and should be removed from the
lexicon.
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Table 6.1: Effect of pronunciation weight optimization on pronunciation specific error
distribution for pronunciations with particularly high “winner count” (abbrev.: see text).
Initial Optimized
Lexical entry Weight w/l i/si/d/sd Weight w/l i/si/d/sd
YEAH/1 0.872 7/0 1/6/0/0 0.055 1/1 0/1/0/1
THEY/1 0.780 6/0 0/6/0/0 0.023 3/0 1/2/0/0
THINK/2 0.347 5/0 0/5/0/0 0.065 2/0 0/2/0/0
THAT/4 0.205 6/2 0/6/0/2 0.004 1/2 0/1/0/2
YOU/2 0.501 5/2 0/5/1/1 0.083 2/0 0/2/0/0
Table 6.2: Effect of pronunciation weight optimization on pronunciation specific error
distribution for pronunciations with particularly high “loser count” (abbrev.: see text).
Initial Optimized
Lexical entry Weight w/l i/si/d/sd Weight w/l i/si/d/sd
TO 0.298 2/10 0/2/7/3 2.853 1/4 0/1/1/3
THE 0.398 1/9 0/1/5/4 3.704 5/5 0/5/1/4
SING 1.000 0/5 0/0/1/4 26292757.268 0/2 0/0/1/1
YES/1 0.891 0/5 0/0/2/3 497.277 2/1 0/2/1/0
MUSIC/2 0.514 0/4 0/0/2/2 17428.037 1/4 0/1/2/2
The algorithm was in general also successful in reducing the deletion and
substitution deletion counts for the pronunciations with particularly high “loser
count” (Table 6.2). In some cases this was achieved by applying extremely high weights
(for example for the pronunciation “SING”). This overfitting effect is a consequence
of the missing normalization constraint and the small training corpus. In the regular
experiments this issue will be addressed by (1) modifying only the weights of the n most
frequent pronunciations and (2) using a development corpus to determine the optimal
value for n. This procedure is explained in more detail in Section 6.2.1.
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 illustrate the weight adjustment of the pronunciations, considered in
Table 6.1 and 6.2, respectively, over the 25 training iterations. Note that the weights in
Figure 6.5 are log-scaled. These figures demonstrate that the major adjustment is done
within the first five iterations.
The described test experiment has verified the implementation of the discriminative
training algorithm and demonstrated that the technique (1) significantly affects the error
statistics of the observed pronunciations and (2) reduces the word error count on the
small single-speaker training corpus. A regular evaluation of the proposed technique is
described in the next sections.
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Figure 6.4: Weight adjustment for some pronunciations with particularly high “winner
count” over 25 iterations.
Figure 6.5: Weight adjustment for some pronunciations with particularly high “loser
count” over 25 iterations.
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6.2.3 Optimization of the Global Model Weights
For a fair evaluation of the discriminative pronunciation weight training it is necessary to
start from a state of the art baseline system. Thus, the standard Discriminative Model
Combination technique was employed to optimize the static weights of the global language,
acoustic and pronunciation model (λ1, λ2, and λ3) in Equation 5.14. The discriminative
training was based on 100-best lists which were generated on the Switchboard BASIC
training corpus using the conversational speech baseline system described in Section 4.5.
A one hour part of the training corpus was, however, not used for the regular training
but for evaluation in this experiment. This held-out corpus, which will be referred to as
development corpus, was also used for the adjustment of training parameters during the
discriminative pronunciation weight training (see Section 6.2.4). For evaluation, 1000-best
lists of the development corpus were generated with the baseline system which achieved
an oracle N-best error rate of 16.3%. Table 6.3 shows the word error rate and loss (cf.
Section 5.3.2.2) on the development corpus over 5 iterations. The overall effect of the
weight optimization was only marginal which demonstrates that the incorporation of the
global knowledge sources into the baseline system is optimal.
Table 6.3: Effect of discriminatively optimizing the static weights of the acoustic,
language, and pronunciation model in the log-linear model combination equation. The
evaluation was done using the conversational speech development corpus.
Iteration WER(%) Loss
Baseline 22.551 7614.597
1 22.548 7614.378
2 22.548 7614.269
3 22.548 7614.201
4 22.548 7614.157
5 22.555 7614.048
6.2.4 Training of the Dynamic Pronunciation Model Weight
The discriminative training of the dynamic pronunciation model weight λ3(v) in
Equation 5.15 was performed on the BASIC conversational speech training corpus while
the adjustment of training parameters was done on the development corpus (introduced
in Section 6.2.3).
The training procedure is similar to what is described in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. In the
first step, the baseline system (cf. Section 4.5) was used for a decoding on the training
corpus and for generation of 100-best lists. These lists were expanded by hypothesis
specific word error count information and by the correct hypothesis for each sentence.
Then, a discriminative training of all pronunciation weight parameters was performed,
following the reestimation scheme of Equation 5.18. In each iteration both, the optimal
stepsize and the subset of weights to be modified was determined, based on the word
error rate of the development corpus (cf. Section 6.2.1).
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Table 6.4: Effect of a discriminative pronunciation weight training on the word error rate
and loss for the training and development corpus of the conversational speech task.
Training corpus Development corpus
Iteration WER (%) Loss WER (%) Loss
baseline 22.7 (ref.) 150462 (ref.) 22.6 (ref.) 7615 (ref.)
1 21.8 (-4.1%) 141826 (-5.7%) 22.0 (-2.7%) 7221 (-5.2%)
2 21.6 (-4.9%) 140709 (-6.5%) 21.6 (-4.4%) 7162 (-6.0%)
3 21.3 (-6.1%) 137065 (-8.9%) 21.4 (-5.2%) 6990 (-8.2%)
4 21.2 (-6.4%) 135248 (-10.1%) 21.3 (-5.7%) 6907 (-9.3%)
5 21.2 (-6.5%) 134777 (-10.4%) 21.2 (-5.8%) 6893 (-9.5%)
6 21.2 (-6.5%) 134774 (-10.4%) 21.2 (-5.8%) 6893 (-9.5%)
7 21.2 (-6.5%) 134773 (-10.4%) 21.2 (-5.8%) 6893 (-9.5%)
8 21.2 (-6.5%) 134772 (-10.4%) 21.2 (-5.8%) 6893 (-9.5%)
9 21.2 (-6.5%) 134771 (-10.4%) 21.2 (-5.8%) 6893 (-9.5%)
10 21.2 (-6.5%) 134769 (-10.4%) 21.2 (-5.8%) 6893 (-9.5%)
Table 6.4 shows the error rate and loss decrease on the training and development corpus
over the training iterations. The first iteration step was most successful in reducing both,
the error rate and the loss, while the next four steps provided further small gains. After five
iterations, the error rate on the training and development corpus was reduced by about
6% relative. The loss which is the actual optimization criterion for the discriminative
training, was reduced by about 10% on both corpora.
6.2.5 Evaluation
An evaluation of the discriminative pronunciation weighting was done on the
conversational speech evaluation corpus DEV-97 (cf. Section 3.1). The baseline system of
this experiment used a lexicon with 22387 words and about 1.2 alternative pronunciations
per word on average. The 26557 pronunciation weights in the baseline lexicon were
estimated by relative frequencies on the Viterbi aligned training corpus. In the first
line of Table 6.5 the word error rate and loss obtained with the baseline is presented as
well as the relation between substitution, insertion and deletion errors. The following lines
show the results achieved after each iteration of the discriminative pronunciation weight
training. After the 6-th iteration the word error rate was reduced by 1.6% relative and the
loss by 2%. The clear reduction of the substitution errors by 1.6% absolute demonstrates
the capability of the technique to reduce lexical confusability. This positive effect was,
however, overcompensated by the substantial increase of deletion errors by 2% absolute.
A final tuning of the static global model weights (λ1, λ2, and λ3 in Equation 5.14) on
the training data slightly reduced the deletion errors but did in general not change this
situation. This issue is addressed again in the error analysis of Section 6.2.6.
Although it is typically difficult to develop a technique that achieves a gain of
about 1% absolute on the conversational speech task (see for example [Vergyri 00,
Saraclar & Nock+ 00]), the observed improvements are clearly behind the expectations.
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Table 6.5: Effect of discriminative pronunciation weight training on word error rate, loss,
and error distribution for the conversational speech evaluation corpus.
Iteration Substit. (%) Insertions (%) Deletions (%) WER (%) Loss
baseline 28.6 4.3 11.0 43.9 (ref.) 8083 (ref.)
1 27.6 3.6 12.4 43.6 (-0.8%) 7981 (-1.3%)
2 27.2 3.3 13.0 43.5 (-0.9%) 7983 (-1.3%)
3 27.1 3.3 13.0 43.4 (-1.1%) 7945 (-1.7%)
4 27.1 3.2 13.0 43.3 (-1.4%) 7928 (-1.9%)
5 27.0 3.2 13.0 43.2 (-1.6%) 7924 (-2.0%)
6 27.0 3.2 13.0 43.2 (-1.6%) 7924 (-2.0%)
tuning 27.1 3.3 12.6 43.0 (-2.1%) 7889 (-2.4%)
An explanation for this might be that the simple parameterization with pronunciation
weights does not allow for a compensation of severe acoustic model deficiencies. The
error analysis in Section 6.2.6 investigates this aspect in more detail.
In Section 5.3.2.3 it was argued that the missing normalization constraint for
pronunciation weights in the discriminative training framework may also influence
the unigram language model probabilities. To separate this effect from the pure
pronunciation model effect, a contrast experiment was performed. In this test, the
dynamic pronunciation weight λ3(·) did not depend on the identity of the pronunciation
v but only on the linguistic word, i.e. λ3(w). The discriminative training of these
parameters lead to a word error rate of 43.4%. This demonstrates that the overall gain,
shown in Table 6.5, is a combined language and pronunciation model optimization effect.
After the final iteration, the number of modified weights in comparison to the baseline
lexicon was 7567. The introduction of dynamic parameters into the log-linear model
combination equation has apparently increased the number of free parameters by two
orders of magnitude, compared to other applications of the Discriminative Model
Combination, like [Vergyri 00, Beyerlein 01].
6.2.6 Error Analysis
6.2.6.1 Word Level Error Analysis
The standard error analysis, described in Section 1.1.5, provides only global counts
and does therefore not allow to understand how error rate changes come about. Since
the techniques proposed in this thesis mostly address the acoustic and pronunciation
modeling on the word (or pronunciation) level, an error analysis at this level appears to
be more informative than the global approach.
Investigating the word specific errors of word5 w, the following error events may be
distinguished [Wilcox & Beyerlein 97]:
5In case of using alternative pronunciations this analysis may of course also be applied on the
pronunciation level.
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• substitution deletion: The spoken word w is recognized as another word.
• substitution insertion: A spoken word is recognized as w.
• deletion: The spoken word w is recognized as silence.
• insertion: Silence (or noise) is recognized as w.
Since the sum of substitution deletion and deletion errors of a word states, how often its
model has erroneously been replaced by other models, this count will be denoted as “loser
count”. A high loser count characterizes words with weak models and strong alternatives.
Similarly, the sum of substitution insertion and insertion errors is denoted as the “winner
count” of a word. This number states how often the model of this word has erroneously
replaced other models. Words with a high winner count have highly confusable models.
6.2.6.2 Analysis of Pronunciation Specific Errors
In order to better understand how the error rate reduction, observed in the experiments in
Section 6.2.5, came about, a detailed pronunciation specific error analysis was performed.
More specifically, the baseline and the optimized system after the 5-th iteration (Table 6.5)
were investigated. The following questions were addressed in particular:
• Is there a reasonable correlation between the change of pronunciation weights and
the change of the error distribution for pronunciation specific insertion, deletion,
substitution insertion, and substitution deletion errors?
• How did the algorithm treat pronunciations with an especially unbalanced relation
between “winner” and “loser count”?
Table 6.6 shows the error count differences after the weight optimization for the four
pronunciation specific error types. The error counts were summed over (1) all lexical
entries or (2) all entries with increased weights or (3) all entries with decreased weights.
Table 6.6: Effect of the discriminative pronunciation weight training on pronunciation
specific error distribution.
Error ∆ error for pronunciations ∆ error for pronunciations ∆ error for
type with decrease weight with increase weight all pronunciations
ins -6604 1743 -4861
del 6249 -573 5676
sub ins -3394 1478 -1916
sub del -483 -1433 -1916
all -4232 1215 -3017
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The following can be observed:
• The correlation between the change of the pronunciation weights and the change of
the error distribution is reasonable:
– Pronunciations with increased weight caused less deletion and substitu-
tion deletion errors but more insertions and substitution insertions.
– Pronunciations with decreased weight caused less insertions and substitu-
tion insertions but more deletions.
– The decrease of substitution deletions for entries with reduced weight can be
explained by the following fact: A large number of pronunciations with a slight
weight reduction have concurrents with even more reduced weights. Thus, in
relation to their concurrents, these pronunciations were up-weighted and, in
consequence, less often replaced.
• It is easier to prevent substitution insertions by decreasing the weight of
pronunciations than to prevent substitution deletions by an increase of weights.
This means that the replacement of words by a confusable pronunciation can be
successfully prevented by a simple weight reduction for the respective variant.
It is, however, more difficult to successfully prevent a frequent replacement of a
pronunciation by simply increasing its weight. Probably, since this higher weight
introduces additional insertions and substitution insertions which compensate the
positive effect.
• The prevention of insertion errors by decreasing the weight of pronunciations was
much more successful than the prevention of deletion errors by an increase of weights.
This is an indication for an unspecific silence model which is a good alternative to
word models.
• The number of substitutions was substantially reduced by nearly 4000. Thus, the
algorithm was quite successful in reducing the lexical confusability.
After analyzing the error distribution on a global level we will now study errors related to
some specific pronunciations. Table 6.7 presents pronunciation specific errors for the ten
lexical entries with the highest difference (“winner count” - “loser count”), while Table 6.8
lists the entries with the highest (“loser count” - “winner count”) value. For simplicity,
Table 6.7 will be denoted “winner table” and Table 6.8 will be called “loser table”.
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Table 6.7: Effect of pronunciation weight optimization on pronunciation specific error
distribution for pronunciations with particularly high difference (“winner count” - “loser
count”). w: winner count, l: loser count, i: insertions, si: substitution insertions, sd:
substitution deletions, d: deletions
Initial Optimized
Lexical entry Weight w/l i/si/d/sd Weight w/l i/si/d/sd
YEAH/1 0.872 117/20 14/103/3/17 0.656 93/26 14/79/14/12
THEY/1 0.780 115/45 12/103/6/39 0.564 100/50 10/90/8/42
IS/1 0.752 94/36 8/86/10/26 0.658 87/38 8/79/12/26
YOU/2 0.501 122/71 22/100/26/45 0.371 97/70 10/87/24/46
THAT/2 0.207 67/16 14/53/2/14 0.136 56/22 11/45/7/15
THAT/5 0.190 60/21 6/54/3/18 0.128 50/23 5/45/6/17
LIKE/1 0.871 50/13 9/41/2/11 0.690 46/13 6/40/4/9
WELL 0.430 50/15 22/28/3/12 0.131 27/24 10/17/7/17
HAVE 0.513 44/11 4/40/4/7 0.350 34/15 3/31/5/10
LOT 1.000 36/5 5/31/2/3 0.610 27/6 4/23/2/4
Table 6.8: Effect of pronunciation weight optimization on pronunciation specific error
distribution for pronunciations with particularly high difference (“loser count” - “winner
count”). w: winner count, l: loser count, i: insertions, si: substitution insertions, sd:
substitution deletions, d: deletions
Initial Optimized
Lexical entry Weight w/l i/si/d/sd Weight w/l i/si/d/sd
AND 0.179 8/98 2/6/38/60 0.089 3/97 1/2/47/50
I 1.000 187/265 45/142/71/194 0.622 114/307 27/87/94/213
TO 0.298 44/92 2/42/51/41 0.288 47/89 4/43/55/34
THE 0.398 77/123 9/68/45/78 0.291 61/123 7/54/48/75
TO/2 0.210 12/51 4/8/22/29 0.151 9/53 3/6/25/28
AND/1 0.107 10/45 1/9/6/39 0.129 18/41 1/17/6/35
IT 0.221 9/43 3/6/20/23 0.247 11/41 2/9/21/20
IT/3 0.260 12/36 3/9/17/19 0.214 10/36 2/8/18/18
YOU 0.208 19/41 5/14/19/22 0.129 13/46 3/10/25/21
AND/2 0.090 13/29 4/9/12/17 0.099 17/29 2/15/9/20
TO/1 0.263 28/42 9/19/16/26 0.302 30/39 7/23/16/23
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In the “winner table” (Table 6.7), the following can be observed:
• A total reduction of the error count for these pronunciations by 104 errors was
achieved.
• The weights of all pronunciations were reduced.
• The total “winner count” was reduced by 138 errors while the “loser count”
was increased by only 34 errors. A larger increase of the “loser count” was
prevented by either (1) a good acoustic model that optimally matched the spoken
pronunciation even with a reduced weighting factor, or (2) alternative and less
confusable pronunciations of the same word that replaced the suppressed variant.
For the lexical entries in the “winner table”, the weight modification led towards a
more balanced relation between “winner” and “loser counts”. Thus, the suppression of
confusable pronunciations by a simple reduction of their weight is apparently a successful
option to reduce lexical confusability.
With respect to the “loser table” (Table 6.8) the following is noticeable:
• In six out of the ten cases, the weights were decreased. This even boosted the
substantial bias between “winner” and “loser counts”. A good example for this
unexpected behavior is the pronunciation “AND” whose weight was reduced despite
an initial “winner” to “loser” relation of 8 to 98. In terms of total word error count,
however, this strategy was successful: a reduction of 50 errors was achieved for the
pronunciations in this table.
• For three out of the four pronunciations with increased weights, it was indeed
possible to reduce the loser count. In these cases, however, the gain in terms of
word error count reduction was small.
The unexpected penalization of pronunciations with high “loser” and low “winner count”
can be explained by the fact that the optimization criterion of the discriminative training
algorithm is related to the word error count and not to a balanced “winner” to “loser
count” relation. Thus, the algorithm may decide not to address the most dominant kind
of errors (e.g. the “loser count”) if a larger error count reduction can be achieved for the
other types.
While the suppression of confusable pronunciations with the proposed weighting
mechanism appears to be quite efficient, this technique is apparently much less effective
in preventing the substitution of a specific pronunciation by other lexical entries. The
simple pronunciation unigram parameterization is probably too simple to compensate for
severe acoustic model deficiencies.
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Chapter 7
Modeling Multiple Variabilities
7.1 Introduction
Since the early 1990’s, much work has been done in order to improve the
modeling of spontaneous speech variabilities (e.g. [Riley 91, Stolcke & Shriberg 96,
Mirghafori & Fosler+ 96] among many others). The techniques that have been proposed
in this context typically address a single variability type, like rate of speech or speaker
accent, and introduce a refined modeling on acoustic, pronunciation or language model
level. A combination of these methods is often complicated and would require substantial
changes in the overall system architecture. Therefore, hardly any work exists in the
literature in which a combination of different variability compensation techniques is
investigated. However, since real life spontaneous speech typically contains a blend of
various variabilities, applications in this field must be capable of dealing with different
phenomena in parallel. Therefore, a technique is required which allows for an explicit,
parallel modeling of multiple speech variabilities in a single one pass system. Such a
multi variability training and search framework is developed and evaluated in this thesis.
It comprises of two general parts: (1) a class dependent acoustic and pronunciation
modeling in combination with a (2) lexicon based word level combination of the models.
The technique is based on the idea of introducing own acoustic models, phoneme
symbols and lexical entries for each considered speech variability. This separation enables
individual modeling approaches for the different phenomena on the level of acoustic and
pronunciation modeling. An important problem that will be addressed in this context is
to find an appropriate and applicable combination technique for the various acoustic and
pronunciation models in a one pass search. The combination framework that is developed
theoretically and practically in this thesis incorporates class specific models in a weighted
sum of acoustic probabilities. This expansion of the classical maximum approximation
search approach also introduces a novel knowledge source: the class sequence model.
7.2 Speech Variability Classes
7.2.1 Class Definition
The tremendous variability of spontaneous speech is a result of the potentially huge
number of different speaker characteristics and speaking situations. Consequently,
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Figure 7.1: Speech variability classes
spontaneous speech effects are diverse, including phenomena like phoneme deletions,
filled pauses and rate of speech fluctuations. Due to the fundamental differences between
these effects, it appears necessary to separate speech variability into classes that can be
reasonably modeled. For a certain application, the class definition should focus on the
most prevalent variabilities or on those variabilities which are expected to cause the most
severe degradations. For the medical report task which is considered in this thesis, the
most prevalent variabilities are related to filled pauses, rate of speech and speaker accent.
Consequently, these phenomena were investigated in more detail. For speaker accent two
classes were used, native and non native, while up to three classes were introduced for
rate of speech: slow, medium and fast. Further classes were introduced for filled pause
and “regular speech” (i.e. speech without filled pause). Note that other non speech events
like background noise or breath were not treated explicitly. Figure 7.1 gives an overview
of the considered speech variability types and the associated class labels. For the sake of
completeness, a baseline class (BL), covering all speech variabilities, is used as well.
7.2.2 Labeling of the Training Data
In order to be able to train respective acoustic and pronunciation models, the words in
the training corpus have to be labeled with respect to the considered speech variability
classes. For some classes, like filled pause and accent, the labels are provided in the
training data. Rate of speech information, however, had to be determined automatically
using a respective word level measure. The rate of speech measure that was applied in
this thesis is similar to the approach presented in [Zheng & Franco+ 00]. Following this
idea, the speaking rate of a word w with a duration of D frames is given by the probability
of w having a duration of D frames or less
Rw(D) = pw(d <= D) =
D∑
d=0
pw(d) (7.1)
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with pw(d) being the probability of w having a duration of d frames. The probability
function pw(d) needs to be estimated on segmented training data. Note that the speaking
rate measure always has values in [0, 1] and that a value close to 0 (1) represents fast
(slow) speech.
Due to the problem of data sparseness, the estimation of pw(d) is not based on word but
on triphone unit probabilities which may reliably be estimated from the training data.
Assuming that the duration distributions of a word’s subword units are independent of
each other, we may write:
pw(D) =
∑∑
...
∑
d1+d2+...+dB=D
[
B∏
i=1
pi(di)
]
(7.2)
Here, di is the duration of the i-th subword unit of w and pi(di) is the probability of this
unit having a duration of di frames. B denotes the number of subword units of w. The
pi(·) need to be estimated on appropriate training data.
Each word in the training corpus was assigned an individual rate of speech value. Then,
class boundaries were determined by computing the rate of speech histogram and dividing
it into two or three parts with an equal number of entries. The following boundaries were
observed for the medical dictation corpus:
• Two classes:
– fast: Rw(D) ≤ 0.43
– slow: Rw(D) > 0.43
• Three classes:
– fast: Rw(D) ≤ 0.23
– medium: 0.23 < Rw(D) ≤ 0.64
– slow: Rw(D) > 0.64
Similar results were observed for the Switchboard rate of speech classes:
• Two classes:
– fast: Rw(D) ≤ 0.45
– slow: Rw(D) > 0.45
• Three classes:
– fast: Rw(D) ≤ 0.25
– medium: 0.25 < Rw(D) ≤ 0.65
– slow: Rw(D) > 0.65
Finally, each word was labeled with respect to its class affiliation. In case of considering
multiple speech variabilities (e.g. rate of speech and accent), each word in the training
corpus has to be assigned a list of of class affiliations, as shown in this example:
... capacity[native,slow] of[native,slow] two[native,fast] ...
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Figure 7.2: Strategies for using class label information in training.
7.3 Class Dependent Acoustic Modeling
The capability of a standard HMM framework to represent speech variability is limited.
Its tendency to overgeneralization, a consequence of a poor trajectory modeling capability,
is well known and has been addressed in a number of publications. In [Iyer 98], parallel
state path HMMs have been applied in order to improve the trajectory modeling of the
standard framework. Another related approach [Zheng & Franco+ 00, Lee & Melnar+ 03,
Ljolje 03] combines parallel class specific acoustic models at the lexical level (see also
Section 1.2). In this thesis, the idea of using parallel, class specific acoustic models is
extended towards a multi variability framework with several variability specific acoustic
and pronunciation models. This is clearly beyond the scope of the former approaches
which addressed a single variability only. In the next sections, a number of issues in
training class specific acoustic and pronunciation models are discussed.
7.3.1 Strategies for Training Data Usage
There are different ways to use the variability class label information (cf. Section 7.2.2)
in the training procedure, as illustrated in Figure 7.2. In the first, “label combination”
approach the different acoustic models are trained on very specific, non-overlapping
parts of the training data which represent the possible combinations of the considered
variability labels (see 1. in Figure 7.2). This separates speech variabilities well but
may introduce sparse data problems, especially for infrequent label combinations or when
multiple variability types are addressed. With less specific variability classes, the sparse
data problem can be avoided. Therefore, a more convenient strategy consists in treating
the variability types individually, that is, independent of the other types. This “single
label” approach (see 2. in Figure 7.2) was applied in this thesis. Here, each variability
(e.g. rate of speech) specific model set is trained on the whole training data set according
to the corresponding labels (e.g. slow, medium, fast). This is equivalent to using a copy
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Figure 7.3: Strategy for training various acoustic models
of the training data for each variability type as illustrated in Figure 7.2. Note that the
“single label” training strategy is much more expensive in terms of computation time,
since the training data has to be processed several times.
Figure 7.3 illustrates an example where the single label training strategy is applied to
train seven class specific acoustic models. Here, the training corpus is tripled and each
copy of the whole data set is labeled with respect to an individual speech variability type.
Note that the words in the copies of the training corpus are assigned single class labels.
7.3.2 Training Procedure
In this section, the technical realization of a class dependent acoustic model training is
discussed. This is based on the following assumptions:
• The training data contains pronunciation information from a previous Viterbi
alignment step.
• An individual training data copy exists for each variability type (cf. Section 7.3.1).
• Each copy of the training data is labeled on word level with respect to a single
speech variability.
After giving an overview of the training procedure in Section 7.3.2.1 a more detailed
description is presented in Section 7.3.2.2.
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Figure 7.4: Class specific layers in a multi variability framework.
7.3.2.1 Overview
To train a set of class specific acoustic models with a single standard system, it is necessary
to allow for an individual assignment of respective parts of the acoustic training data to
the class specific model units. This can be achieved by introducing class dependency
into the higher layers of the system, i.e. the phoneme set and pronunciation lexicon. As
illustrated in Figure 7.4, individual sets of acoustic model units, phonemes and lexical
entries are introduced for each class. The class specific lexical entries are combined into a
single training lexicon to enable a common training procedure. Using (single) word level
variability labels in the training corpus assigns the feature vectors to the respective class
specific acoustic model units via the class specific lexical entries and phonemes. Note that
this technique can be applied without a major change in the system architecture which
is an important issue when transferring the methodology into a real life application. The
necessary modifications affect only some of the external knowledge sources, like phoneme
sets, pronunciation lexicon, or CART questions and the training database.
7.3.2.2 Implementation details
In this section the training procedure is explained in more detail. In the first step, a
specific set of phoneme symbols is generated for each considered speech variability class
(see Figure 7.5). This is achieved by copying the standard phonemes and appending class
specific suffixes (e.g. “ 1” for class 1). Each of the generated sets is individually linked to
a corresponding class specific acoustic model.
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Figure 7.5: Introduction of class specific phoneme sets
As a next step, a specific lexicon is generated for each class by replacing the phonemes in
the standard lexicon with the class specific phonemes. This is illustrated in Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.6: Introduction of class specific pronunciation sets
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Figure 7.7: Merging of class specific pronunciation sets into a single lexicon.
A merge of the class specific lexicons into a single common training lexicon is then
achieved by using the concept of class specific alternative pronunciations. Different
from a standard pronunciation variant, a class specific alternative pronunciation does
not necessarily exhibit a changed phoneme sequence. It rather addresses a different class
specific acoustic model by using the respective class specific phoneme symbols. Here is a
simple example for a combination of two class specific lexical entries, representing class
“A” and “B”, into a common pronunciation set:
THE dh_A uh_A
THE/1 dh_B uh_B
The first (baseform) entry addresses the acoustic model of class “A” while the first
alternative pronunciation (“THE/1”) refers to the acoustic model of class “B”. In case
of considering more than two classes, the number of additional alternatives is increased
respectively. The same applies if a word has regular alternative pronunciations, as shown
in the following example:
THE dh_A uh_A
THE/1 dh_A ee_A
THE/2 dh_B uh_B
THE/3 dh_B ee_B
Here, two classes (“A” and “B”) and two alternative regular pronunciations (“dh uh”
and “dh ee”) are considered. This leads to a set of four entries in the class specific
pronunciation set. In Figure 7.7 the merging procedure is illustrated.
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Figure 7.8: Translation of labeled word transcription into class specific phoneme
transcription.
In the next step of the training procedure a link between the labeled words in the training
text (e.g. “... the [class B] patient [class A] ...”, cf. Section 7.2.2) and the numbered
pronunciations in the training lexicon (e.g. “THE/2”) must be established. Technically,
this can be achieved by using a simple map, as illustrated in the following example:
THE [class A] -> THE
THE/1 [class A] -> THE/1
THE [class B] -> THE/2
THE/1 [class B] -> THE/3
The last line of this map, for example, can be interpreted as follows: If the first alternative
pronunciation of the word “THE” in the original (i.e. non class specific) training lexicon
is assigned the class label “B”, it is represented by the third alternative pronunciation in
the new class specific training lexicon.
The mapping information can then be used to translate the sequence of labeled words
(with additional pronunciation information) in the training corpus into a class dependent
phoneme sequence, as illustrated in Figure 7.8. With this phoneme sequence, a
straightforward training of the class specific acoustic models can be done. However, before
this training is performed, the new phoneme symbols have to be introduced into the CART
clustering procedure (cf. Section 1.1.2.2) by incorporating a new set of class specific
questions for each considered class. This assures, that the parameter sharing is only
applied class internally. Note that the strict separation of the class specific models allows
to use individual model structures (e.g. HMM topologies or time distortion penalties) for
the different classes. However, this has not been investigated in this thesis. After having
trained a set of class specific acoustic models, the question arises, how to combine these
models into a one pass search procedure. This issue will be addressed in Section 7.5.
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7.4 Class Dependent Pronunciation Modeling
Due to the very different character of speech variabilities (e.g. rate of speech versus speaker
accent) it can be expected that the corresponding pronunciation phenomena differ as well.
Examples for this are phoneme deletion effects in fast speech [Bernstein & Baldwin+ 86]
or systematic phoneme substitutions in non native speech [Goronzy & Kompe+ 01]. This
calls for the introduction of class specific pronunciation models as a consequent next step
following the class specific acoustic models. Thereby, very specific sets of pronunciations
can be used for the different classes which allows to adjust the pronunciation modeling
individually to the different variability types. For clarification, let us again study the
example from the last section:
THE dh_A uh_A
THE/1 dh_A ee_A
THE/2 dh_B uh_B
THE/3 dh_B ee_B
Here, the same (standard) phoneme sequences (“dh uh” and “dh ee”) are applied for both
classes while the usage of different suffixes (“ A” and “ B”) addresses different acoustic
models. In other words, the two classes apply individual acoustic models but the same
pronunciation model. This unnecessary restriction to a common pronunciation model for
all classes can, however, easily be overcome by introducing different sets of class specific
alternative pronunciations. In our example, the application of different pronunciation
models for class A and B could lead to the following lexical entries:
THE dh_A uh_A
THE/1 dh_A ee_A
THE/2 uh_B
THE/3 ee_B
Here, a standard pronunciation model is used for class A, while the model for class B
may have been designed specifically for fast speech.
A separate handling of the acoustic and pronunciation model in training is well known
to be suboptimal (e.g. [AddaDecker & Lamel 98]). Therefore, it is important to develop
a framework for a common training of the class specific pronunciation models and the
corresponding acoustic models. This can be achieved by appropriately extending the
training technique for class specific acoustic models described in Section 7.3.2. The
extended approach is explained in the following sections. First, in Section 7.4.1, some
novel class dependent pronunciation models are developed. Then, in Section 7.4.2, a class
dependent Viterbi alignment technique is introduced which is applied to label the training
data with respect to the class specific pronunciations. With this labeling information and
the lexicon, a class specific phoneme sequence can be generated which in turn can be used
to perform a straightforward training.
7.4.1 Extended Lexicon
The class dependent pronunciation modeling technique allows to individually address
the pronunciation phenomena of specific speech variabilities. This is achieved by
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generating a set of appropriate class specific pronunciations for each class and properly
combining these pronunciations into one lexicon. The problem of generating appropriate
pronunciations for a specific (single) variability, like speaker accent, has already been
addressed in many publications (e.g. [Goronzy & Kompe+ 01, Lee & Melnar+ 03] among
many others, see also Section 1.2.1). Since these techniques typically aim at generating
pronunciation sets, they can, in principle, be applied in this class dependent framework as
well. In this thesis, however, two novel approaches are investigated to model filled pause
and rate of speech related pronunciation variability. These techniques will be presented
below (see Sections 7.4.1.1 and 7.4.1.2). Note that each of the generated pronunciation
sets uses its own set of phoneme symbols to address individual acoustic models. In this
work, the standard phoneme set with a class specific suffix is applied for each class. In
general, however, it would also be possible to apply completely different phoneme sets
for the different classes.
After the generation of class specific pronunciation sets, it is necessary to properly combine
them into a single, extended lexicon. This is achieved by joining and properly numbering
(e.g. “THE/1”, “THE/2”, ...) the different class specific pronunciations for each word
in the lexicon. In order to keep track of the correspondence between pronunciations and
their corresponding classes, the mapping technique, described in Section 7.3.2, is used.
This information is necessary for the further training steps.
7.4.1.1 Alternative Filled Pause Pronunciations
A careful pronunciation modeling of filled pause (FP) seems justified, since usually this
event has a very high unigram count in spontaneous speech data. For example, Table 7.1
presents the counts of the most frequent events in the professional dictation training
corpus. Here, filled pause has, by far, the highest count.
On the medical dictation data, a substantial variability of the filled pause in terms of
both, phonemic realization and duration can be observed. In order to better model
this variability, an extended set of alternative filled pause pronunciations is introduced.
This set contains regular (short) pronunciations as well as various longer variants to
cover a broad filled pause duration variability. Longer pronunciation alternatives are
generated by simply duplicating specific phonemes. For clarification, Table 7.2 presents
Table 7.1: Unigram counts of frequent events in the professional dictation training corpus.
FP is used to denote the filled pause.
Word label Observation count
{FP} 182972
{BREATH} 103927
THE 78595
AND 59554
... ...
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Table 7.2: Set of alternative filled pause pronunciations.
Word label Phonetic transcription
FP ah
FP/1 ah ah
FP/2 ah ah ah
... ...
FP/10 ah m
FP/11 ah ah m
... ...
some of these lexical entries. The simple phoneme replication technique enforces a longer
minimum duration without changing the basic HMM structure.
In the Philips baseline system (cf. Section 4), the “skip” and “loop” hidden Markov model
transitions (cf. Section 1.1.2.1) are (equally) penalized, while the “next” transition is not.
In case of long filled pause events, it is therefore less expensive for the Viterbi alignment to
move with “next” transition through the composite model of a doubled phoneme instead
of “looping” in a single phoneme model. Figure 7.9 illustrates the acoustic model of a
standard filled pause and an alternative pronunciation with duplicated ’ah’ phoneme in
case of within word modeling. The long variant “ah ah” has a duplicated HMM topology
and introduces additional phoneme contexts in case of a context dependent (e.g. triphone)
modeling.
To analyze the filled pause realizations on the medical dictation training corpus, a Viterbi
alignment with a free choice between a set of 64 alternative filled pause pronunciations
was applied. For this alignment, robust 2-split monophone models were utilized. Table
7.3 lists the 10 most frequent filled pause pronunciations that were selected. This table
demonstrates that the variability of the filled pause duration in the medical dictation
training data is very significant. It is interesting to note that the regular (short)
pronunciation (“ah”) is even less frequent than the longer variants (“ah ah” and “ah ah
ah”). The need for a more appropriate filled pause duration modeling is also underlined by
Figure 7.10 which shows the histogram of the filled pause durations in the training data.
Figure 7.9: Acoustic model of regular and longer filled pause pronunciation
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Table 7.3: Most frequent filled pause pronunciations and their observation counts after
Viterbi alignment on the medical dictation training corpus.
Filled pause pronunciation Observation count
ah ah 11881
ah ah ah 9218
ah 8423
ah ah ah ah 6080
aa 4220
ah ah ah ah ah 3884
ah m 3782
ah ah m 3644
ah ah ah m 3036
ah ah ah ah m 2140
Since the average length of the pronunciation realizations is 23 states and the variance
is quite large, the application of only a standard (e.g. 6 state) model is probably not
appropriate.
It should finally be mentioned that an improved duration modeling of filled pauses may
also be achieved by applying a set of different filled pause specific acoustic models. In
this scenario which still fits into the presented multi variability framework, the acoustic
models for long and short filled pauses may have different transition penalties or hidden
Markov model topologies. However, this has not been investigated in this thesis.
Figure 7.10: Histogram of lengths of filled pause pronunciation models, selected on the
medical dictation training data by a standard Viterbi alignment.
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7.4.1.2 Alternative Rate of Speech Pronunciations
It has already been pointed out that the professional dictation data contains a significant
part of very fast speech. Since it is well known that fast speakers tend to phonetically
reduce pronunciations [Bernstein & Baldwin+ 86], phoneme deletion effects are probably
important for this task. To investigate this aspect, an analysis of the triphone duration on
the Viterbi aligned medical dictation training corpus was performed (cf. Section 8.1.3.1).
The analysis showed that many triphones had the minimum possible duration of three
frames which is an indication for a potential skip. This observation motivates to further
address the phoneme deletion issue. A simple way to account for deletion effects is to
model them lexically by introducing respective pronunciations. This can be achieved with
the following technique that generates pronunciations with systematic phoneme deletions:
1. Identify the most frequent pronunciation (“baseform”) of each word, based on
Viterbi aligned training data.
2. If this baseform pronunciation has at least 2 phonemes: Generate new, shorter
pronunciations from the baseform transcription by systematically leaving out its
phonemes, one at a time.
With this technique the following new pronunciations are generated from the transcription
of “adhesive” (baseform: “aa d h ee z ih v”) for example: “d h ee z ih v”, “aa h ee z ih
v”, “aa d ee z ih v”, “aa d h z ih v”, “aa d h ee ih v”, “aa d h ee z v”, “aa d h ee z ih”.
Of course, this technique generates numerous additional pronunciations and it is a priori
not clear which of these new variants are really helpful and which are not. Therefore,
an appropriate weighting of the extended pronunciation set is mandatory in order to
control the lexical confusability during the search. This is usually done by aligning the
pronunciations with the training text and estimating their weights by relative frequencies.
In the next section it is explained, how this can be realized for class specific pronunciation
sets.
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7.4.2 Class Dependent Viterbi Alignment
A first step in a standard training procedure is to phonetically transcribe the training
text according to the lexicon. This is usually done with a Viterbi alignment that specifies
which pronunciation from a given set is realized at a given word position. If class
specific pronunciations are used, however, the set of selectable pronunciations at each
word position does no longer only depend on the current word identity but also on the
current class. This is illustrated in Figure 7.11.
Figure 7.11: Class dependent Viterbi alignment
Both, the current pronunciation realization vi and the number of possible variants m
depend on the current word and variability class identity wn and cn. Here, n denotes the
current word position in the sentence. After generating class specific pronunciation labels
for the training data, the transcription can be used to perform a standard acoustic model
training.
7.5 Incorporation of Class Specific Models into the
Search
In this section it is discussed, how to efficiently incorporate various alternative, class
specific acoustic and pronunciation models into a one-pass search procedure. In order
to control the lexical confusability, introduced by the potentially large number of class
specific pronunciations, this integration should incorporate some prior knowledge about
sequences of pronunciations and variability class labels. This could prevent a-priori
unlikely changes between different models (e.g. from native to non native) and thus
may help to focus and stabilize the beam search.
7.5.1 Theoretical Search Framework
In this section the integration of class specific alternative acoustic and pronunciation
models into Bayes’ decision rule is discussed. Each pronunciation vn in the pronunciation
sequence vN1 is assigned a speech variability class label cn, taken from the set of training
labels A. This label determines which acoustic model is used along with vn. For example,
one set of class labels, used in the experiments, is given by:
A = {FilledPause, Slow,Medium, Fast,Native,NonNative}
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Instead of using single class labels, it is an interesting alternative option to apply
combinations of labels. In these label lists, each component represents a different
variability class (e.g. cn = [Fast,NonNative]). Since the combined labels are much
more specific, the training of corresponding acoustic models may introduce sparse data
problems, as described in Section 7.3.1. Therefore, this label combination approach has
not been applied in this thesis.
The sequence of labels, assigned to vN1 , is denoted by c
N
1 = c1, c2, ..., cN . Starting from
Bayes’ decision rule and summing over all cN1 and v
N
1 we obtain:
wˆN1 = argmax
wN1
p(wN1 |xT1 ) = argmax
wN1
∑
cN1
∑
vN1
p(wN1 , v
N
1 , c
N
1 |xT1 )
= argmax
wN1
∑
cN1
∑
vN1
{p(wN1 , vN1 , cN1 ) · p(xT1 |wN1 , vN1 , cN1 )}
= argmax
wN1
∑
cN1
∑
vN1
{p(wN1 ) · p(vN1 |wN1 ) · p(cN1 |wN1 , vN1 ) · p(xT1 |wN1 , vN1 , cN1 )}
Using the following standard model assumptions for the language and acoustic model
p(wN1 ) =
N∏
n=1
p(wn|wn−2, wn−1) Trigram language model
p(xT1 |wN1 , vN1 , cN1 ) =
N∏
n=1
p(”xn”|vn, cn) Viterbi search
leads to
wˆN1 = argmax
wN1
∑
cN1
∑
vN1
{p(vN1 |wN1 )·p(cN1 |wN1 , vN1 )·
N∏
n=1
{p(wn|wn−2, wn−1)·p(”xn”|vn, cn)}}
(7.3)
The term ”xn” denotes the segment of acoustic features assigned to vn by the Viterbi
alignment. The handling of the pronunciation and class label term p(vN1 |wN1 ) and
p(cN1 |wN1 , vN1 ) will be discussed in the next section.
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7.5.2 Modeling of Pronunciation and Class Label Sequences
The integration of multiple class specific acoustic and pronunciation models into Bayes’
decision rule introduces two additional terms for scoring pronunciation sequences and
class label sequences. While the pronunciation term p(vN1 |wN1 ) has been addressed to
some extent in the literature, the class label term p(cN1 |wN1 , vN1 ) has not been discussed
yet. In this section, some approaches for the modeling of pronunciation and class label
sequences are presented.
The pronunciation model used in this thesis is a standard unigram model:
p(vN1 |wN1 ) =
N∏
n=1
p(vn|wn) Unigram pronunciation model
Although another small gain may be expected from using a bigram
[Peskin & Newman+ 97], this has not been investigated here.
A similar m-gram modeling technique can be proposed for the class label sequence model:
p(cN1 |wN1 , vN1 ) =
N∏
n=1
p(cn|cn−11 ) Class label sequence model
Here, the dependency on the word and pronunciation sequence has been omitted
completely. The class label sequence model could be useful to incorporate prior
knowledge about valid sequences of class labels in order to narrow the search space. By
restricting the class label history to zero, one or two labels (uni-, bi-, or trigram), a
trainable model structure can be achieved.
A further simplification is to neglect the dependency on cn−11 in the class label model
and to work with the joint probability p(vn, cn|wn) instead of p(cn|cn−11 , vn, wn)p(vn|wn).
This prior probability can be robustly estimated on the training corpus by using the
maximum likelihood technique, similar to Section 5.3.1. Following this strategy, the
probability for the combination of a pronunciation v and a class label c is given by the
relative frequency of the pair (c, v) in the labeled training data. Note that the priors are
normalized, that is
∑
(v,c) p(v, c|w) = 1, ∀w.
Using the described model assumptions leads to the following decision rule:
wˆN1 = argmax
wN1
∑
cN1
∑
vN1
N∏
n=1
{p(wn|wn−2, wn−1) · p(vn, cn|wn) · p(”xn”|vn, cn)} (7.4)
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7.5.3 Maximum and Sum Approximation
We will now discuss how Equation 7.4 can be realized in a left-to-right search framework.
This is similar to the incorporation of a pronunciation model into the search procedure
which is discussed in Section 5.2. Here, two approaches were shown to be viable: the
maximum approximation (e.g. [Fukada & Yoshimura+ 98]) and the sum approximation
[Schramm & Aubert 00]. These approaches are now extended towards the incorporation
of the joint probability p(vn, cn|wn).
Maximum Approximation
Instead of summing up over all vN1 and c
N
1 in Equation 7.4, a maximum approximation can
be performed. This leads to a single “optimal” sequence that can be obtained through a
straightforward time synchronous search. Analogously to the language model factor α, a
scaling factor β for the joint probability p(vn, cn|wn) is introduced as a heuristic to control
the influence of the new term with respect to both acoustic and language modeling:
wˆN1 = argmax
wN1
max
cN1
max
vN1
N∏
n=1
{p(wn|wn−2, wn−1)α · p(vn, cn|wn)β · p(”xn”|vn, cn)} (7.5)
Sum Approximation
When attempting to solve Equation 7.4 without applying the maximum approximation,
care must be taken of the possible dependency of word boundaries on the whole sequences
vN1 and c
N
1 (see Section 5.2 for details). If this global constraint is to be fulfilled exactly,
only a rescoring approach in a word-graph or N-best list appears viable in view of the
underlying complexity. Looking for some approximation in the left-to-right framework, we
are led to a relaxation of this boundary optimization constraint by neglecting the specific
dependency on vN1 and c
N
1 and assuming the word boundaries depend only on w
N
1 . This
means that all pairs (vN1 , c
N
1 ), equivalent to w
N
1 , share the same boundaries. This fact is
reflected in a modified segmentation of the acoustic features, expressed by a new term
”x˜n” in Equation 7.6.
Another aspect concerns the handling of weighted probabilities in the sum over
pronunciation and class sequences. We found that due to the large dynamic range of
acoustic probabilities appearing in p(x˜n|vn, cn), the sum is often dominated by the best
hypothesis. This motivated the introduction of an “inverse” scaling of the acoustic model
with an acoustic scaling factor γ (cf. Section 5.2.2):
wˆN1 = argmax
wN1
∑
cN1
∑
vN1
N∏
n=1
{p(wn|wn−2, wn−1) · p(vn, cn|wn) · p(”x˜n”|vn, cn)γ} (7.6)
Chapter 8
Evaluation of Multi Variability
Modeling
8.1 Medical Dictation Task
Chapter 7 describes a novel multi variability framework, that allows for an individual
treatment of various speech variabilities in the acoustic and pronunciation model. In this
chapter, an empirical evaluation of this technique on medical dictation data is presented.
Although the objective of this work is a reduction of the global recognition performance,
a more detailed analysis of errors is sometimes presented in order to demonstrate the
effect of a specific modeling approach.
Starting from the baseline system, described in Section 4.6, an explicit handling of filled
pause related speech variability was introduced into the acoustic, pronunciation and
language model. The experimental results, achieved with this technique, are presented in
Section 8.1.1. In the next step, the integration of class specific acoustic and pronunciation
models into the search is investigated which includes an empirical comparison between
the maximum and sum approximation technique (Section 8.1.2). Two further speech
variabilities were individually treated in the system: rate of speech and speaker accent.
The corresponding experimental results with class specific acoustic and pronunciation
modeling are presented in Section 8.1.3 and 8.1.4, respectively. In order to determine the
maximal gain that can be achieved with the proposed technique, a model combination
of the multi variability within word system with a standard across word system was
performed (Section 8.1.5). Finally, a number of contrast experiments was performed to
develop a better understanding of the proposed techniques (Section 8.1.6).
8.1.1 Modeling Filled Pause Variability
8.1.1.1 Initial Error Analysis
In order to motivate the work on filled pause modeling, it is reasonable to analyze the
influence of filled pause related errors on the overall word error count in more detail.
Therefore, a filled pause specific error analysis was performed on the (DEV corpus)
recognition output of the baseline system (Section 4.6).
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Table 8.1: Examples for the different filled pause (FP) specific error types
Error Type Spoken Recognized
filled pause insertion has had several has had FP several
filled pause deletion the FP aortic valve the aortic valve
filled pause substitution insertion have a limited have FP limited
filled pause substitution deletion abscess FP she is abscess that she is
As pointed out in Section 6.2.6.1, four different types of filled pause specific errors can
be distinguished: deletion and insertion of a filled pause, replacement of a spoken word
by a filled pause (filled pause substitution insertion error) and replacement of a spoken
filled pause by a word (filled pause substitution deletion error). In Table 8.1 examples
are given for these error types. The effect of filled pause related errors on the overall
word error count is twofold. The first, “direct” effect is (1) the misrecognition of spoken
filled pauses as silence or words and (2) the misrecognition of spoken words or silence as
filled pause1. This effect can be easily measured by studying the filled pause related error
counts. The second “indirect” effect of filled pause related errors is much more difficult
to measure and has not yet been addressed in detail in the literature. As a consequence
of a filled pause error, the language model history and acoustic segmentation of successor
words may be perturbed significantly. This can deteriorate the reliability of the acoustic
and language model and may lead to a further propagation of this error. A real life error
propagation effect is shown below. The replacement of filled pause (“UH”) by a word
(“on”) significantly changes the trigram language model history for the prediction of the
word “of”, thereby causing its deletion:
SPOKEN: PERIOD UH EXAMINATION OF THE CHEST
RECOGNIZED: PERIOD ON EXAMINATION THE CHEST
Table 8.2 illustrates the word specific error counting for the following artificial example:
SPOKEN: THAT WOULD BE NICE
RECOGNIZED: THAT SHOULD NICE SHOULD
Table 8.3 presents the filled pause specific error counts for the baseline system on the DEV
corpus. In addition, the number of errors of regular words (without FP), labeled “WEC”
and the recall and precision rate for filled pause is given. The recall specifies the rate of
spoken filled pauses that were recognized correctly, while the precision is defined as the
rate of recognized filled pauses that were actually spoken. The test set contains a total
number of 2852 spoken filled pause. Table 8.3 shows that only about 62% of the spoken
filled pauses in the DEV corpus were recognized by the baseline system which is a clear
indication for a weak filled pause model. On the other hand, however, the filled pause
pronunciations caused only little lexical confusion which is reflected in a 85% precision.
Note that filled pauses are removed from both, the spoken and the recognized text,
before a standard error counting is performed. Therefore, the observed filled pause
1It depends on the error counting strategy, if filled pause insertions and deletions are counted as errors.
Typically, filled pause is removed from spoken and recognition text prior to error counting.
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Table 8.2: Insertion (Ins), deletion (Del), substitution insertion (Sub Ins) and
substitution deletion (Sub Del) errors for the given example.
Word Ins Del Sub Ins Sub Del
WOULD 0 0 0 1
SHOULD 1 0 1 0
BE 0 1 0 0
error distribution has the following direct influence on the overall word error rate:
After removing filled pauses from spoken and recognized text, the filled pause specific
substitution insertion errors become deletion errors while the substitution deletion errors
become insertion errors. Therefore, 631+205 = 836 errors in the global word error count
may be directly ascribed to misrecognized filled pauses. In contrast to the filled pause
substitution errors, the filled pause deletion and insertion errors do not directly influence
the word error count.
The indirect influence of the filled pause error distribution, shown in Table 8.3, is however
less clear. Each filled pause related error affects the language model history of subsequent
words. However, since filled pauses are less specific to the language model than regular
words, it can be assumed that replacements of spoken filled pauses by words have a more
detrimental effect on the language model reliability than the replacements of spoken
words by filled pauses. In consequence, it is likely that the particularly high number
of filled pause substitution deletions in the baseline system deteriorate its performance
substantially. We will come back to this point in Section 8.1.1.3.
Concluding this initial analysis, it can be said that the filled pause models, used in the
baseline system, are weak in recognizing spoken filled pauses but quite discriminative
against spoken regular words. The direct effect of filled pause errors on the overall
word error count is very significant and already motivates to do research in this field.
An additional (indirect) negative influence is likely to come from the high number of
misrecognized spoken filled pauses which deteriorate the language model history.
Table 8.3: Filled pause specific error analysis.
WEC Ins Del Sub Ins Sub Del Recall Precision
8479 109 442 205 631 62.4% 85.0%
8.1.1.2 Class Dependent Acoustic and Pronunciation Modeling
The lexicon of the baseline system contains four equally weighted, alternative
pronunciations for filled pause and therefore already captures filled pause related
pronunciation variability to some extent. Starting from this standard treatment of
filled pause, the goal was to successively improve its representation in the acoustic,
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Figure 8.1: Illustration of applied class specific modeling for filled pause and regular
speech related variability (cf. Figure 7.1).
pronunciation and language model by implementing a number of algorithmic extensions.
The medical dictation baseline system achieved a word error rate of 22.3% on the
DEV corpus and 28.3% on the EVAL corpus (see Section 4.6). In the first step, this
system was enhanced by estimating unigram prior probabilities for the filled pause
pronunciations on the training data. Using these weights in the search instead of equally
weighting the filled pause pronunciations led to a small gain of 0.2% absolute on the
DEV corpus (see Table 8.4). A more significant influence of the filled pause weights can,
however, be expected when introducing additional filled pause pronunciations (see below).
Then, specific acoustic models for the filled pause class and the regular speech (i.e.
speech without filled pause) class were introduced. This was done by using the class
dependent acoustic modeling technique, described in Section 7.3. With this method, the
word error rate could be improved by another 0.5% absolute to 21.6%.
On top of the class specific acoustic modeling, a class specific pronunciation modeling
was applied for filled pause. This was done in addition to the standard class specific
pronunciation modeling which is applied for the regular speech class. Figure 8.1 illustrates
this situation. The systematic phoneme insertion technique, described in Section 7.4.1.1,
was used to generate 64 alternative filled pause pronunciations of different lengths. With
a standard Viterbi alignment, it was determined which pronunciations were actually
realized in the training data. This information was used for acoustic model training and
for estimating the priors of filled pause (and regular word) pronunciation. This class
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Table 8.4: Effect of an explicit filled pause modeling in the multi variability framework.
Results were achieved on the medical dictation DEV and EVAL corpus. FP: filled pause,
RS: regular speech.
Acoustic Filled pause Filled pause LM WER (%) WER (%)
models pronunciations pron. priors history DEV EVAL
baseline 4 no FP incl. 22.3 28.3
baseline 4 yes FP incl. 22.1 -
FP, RS 4 yes FP incl. 21.6 -
FP, RS 64 yes FP incl. 21.2 -
FP, RS 64 yes FP excl. 20.7 27.0
specific pronunciation modeling approach further reduced the word error rate to 21.2%
on the DEV corpus.
Finally, another 0.5% absolute error rate reduction was achieved by improving the
handling of filled pauses in the language model [Schramm & Aubert+ 03]2. This new
model excluded the unspecific filled pause event from the language model history but at
the same time predicted filled pauses conditioned on the previously spoken words. This
led to an error rate of 20.7% which is a 7% relative improvement compared to the baseline.
The final system was also evaluated on the EVAL corpus. A word error rate of 27.0% was
obtained which is a relative improvement of 4.4%. Note that this gain was achieved with
an only marginally increased number of parameters.
8.1.1.3 Final Error Analysis
To identify the primary effects, responsible for the improvements in the filled pause
experiments of Section 8.1.1.2, another filled pause specific error analysis was performed.
In this analysis, the best system with improved filled pause treatment in acoustic and
pronunciation model is compared to the baseline. Note that this deliberately excludes
the effect of improved language modeling which is a little beyond the scope of this thesis.
The filled pause specific errors of both systems on the DEV corpus are shown in Table 8.5.
In the first line the results for the baseline system (word error rate 22.3%) are presented,
while the second line shows the numbers for the improved system with a word error rate
of 21.2% (cf. Table 8.4). The last line of Table 8.5 will be discussed later. The total word
error count (without filled pauses) is denoted by “WEC”. Remember, that the DEV
corpus contains 2852 spoken filled pauses. Comparing the first two rows in Table 8.5
shows that the improved acoustic and lexical modeling of filled pause led to a significant
increase of the recall rate from 62% to 93%. Apparently, the new, variable model fits
the spoken filled pauses much better than the baseline model. On the other hand, the
precision is strongly reduced from 85% to 58%, due to a large increase of insertion and
2This result was achieved in cooperation with the following colleagues from Philips research
laboratories: Dr. Xavier Aubert, Dr. Carsten Meyer and Dr. Jochen Peters
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Table 8.5: Filled pause specific error analysis, showing the effect of improved filled pause
modeling.
System WER(%) WEC Ins Del Sub Ins Sub Del Recall Precision
baseline 22.3 8479 109 442 205 631 62.4% 85.0%
enhanced 21.2 8061 727 76 1180 121 93.1% 58.2%
FP model
contrast 25.5 9692 0 811 0 2041 0% -
without FP
substitution insertion errors. Thus, apart from better matching spoken filled pauses,
the advanced filled pause modeling also leads to an increased confusability with spoken
“regular” words and silence. Unfortunately, this detrimental effect is stronger: The
increase of the insertion and substitution insertion errors exceeds the decrease of the
deletion and substitution deletion errors by 717 counts. Since filled pause events are
removed from spoken and recognized text prior to error counting, the insertion and
deletion errors do not affect the global word error count (WEC). However, the increase of
the sum of substitution insertion and substitution deletion errors by 465 errors is directly
reflected in the global word error count. Therefore, the overall error count reduction of
418 errors can not be attributed to the direct influence of filled pause errors but rather
to (1) a reduction of error propagation effects which are explained in Section 8.1.1.1 and
(2) better acoustic modeling of regular (i.e. non-filled pause) speech as a side-effect of
improved filled pause modeling.
Considering the error propagation effect, it is reasonable that the changed error
distribution (higher recall, lower precision) has had a less detrimental effect on the
language model reliability and therefore has induced less additional errors. This is
because the filled pause is much less specific to the language model than regular words
and, consequently, filled pause substitution deletions cause a stronger perturbation of
the language model history than substitution insertions. Deletions and insertions of the
unspecific filled pause are assumed to play only a minor role in this respect.
In order to further investigate the correlation between error propagation and recall, a
contrast experiment was performed in which a recall of 0% was enforced. This was
achieved by removing filled pause from the lexicon of the enhanced system, referred
above (second line in Table 8.5), prior to the search. The result is shown in the last
line of Table 8.5. In 2041 (out of the 2852) cases, a spoken filled pause was recognized
as a regular word instead of being deleted. Contrasting these 2041 direct filled pause
errors to the 1180+121=1301 direct filled pause errors of our initial system (second
line in Table 8.5), we see that the increase of the total error count in the contrast
experiment by 1631 can only partly be explained by direct filled pause related effects.
The larger part of the additional word errors must have been introduced as a side
effect of misrecognized filled pauses, presumably due to a perturbed language model
history, as explained in Section 8.1.1.1. This experiment demonstrates that filled pause
related error propagation may have a substantial influence on the overall word error count.
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It can be concluded that filled pause related error propagation is an important
phenomenon which has not been explicitly considered in the literature yet. This effect
appears to be particularly strong in case of a low recall rate which guides us to focus our
filled pause modeling effort on increasing this measure.
8.1.2 Handling of Alternative Pronunciations in the Search
In Section 6.1, it was shown that an efficient integration of alternative pronunciations
into the search with the sum approximation technique reduces both, the error rate and
the search costs. The generalization of this technique to class specific acoustic and
pronunciation models was done in Section 7.5.3. In this section, it is investigated how this
generalized technique performs, when class specific acoustic and pronunciation models
are used for filled pause and regular speech. To this end, the system with improved
filled pause modeling, developed in Section 8.1.1.2, was further enhanced by applying
the sum approximation instead of the maximum. The results are presented in Table 8.6.
The small but consistent improvements, achieved with this technique, are comparable to
what is reported in Section 6.1, where non class specific pronunciations are applied on
conversational speech. Speaker specific results are given in Figure 8.2. A slightly better
performance is achieved for 9 out of the 11 speakers. Only for one speaker a small decrease
is observed.
The number of pronunciations used in this experiment was still quite limited, since only
60 additional filled pause pronunciations were added to the baseline lexicon. Since it
is assumed that the importance of the summation technique increases with the number
of pronunciations used in the system, this comparison will be repeated later for a much
larger lexicon.
Table 8.6: Effect of the sum approximation in comparison to the maximum when class
specific pronunciations are applied. Results are given for the medical dictation DEV and
EVAL corpus.
Pronunciation handling WER (%) DEV WER (%) EVAL
maximum approximation 20.7 27.0
sum approximation 20.4 26.6
8.1.3 Modeling Rate of Speech Variability
Another important speech variability type that was addressed explicitly in the system
is rate of speech. The development of specific acoustic and pronunciation models for
this variability and an experimental evaluation are discussed in this section. In order
to motivate the work and the chosen modeling approach, a data analysis of the medical
dictation data was performed prior to the experiments. The results of this analysis are
presented in Section 8.1.3.1. The development of specific acoustic models for different
speaking rates and the corresponding experimental results are discussed in Section 8.1.3.2.
Additional rate of speech specific pronunciation models are applied in Section 8.1.3.3.
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Figure 8.2: Effect of the sum approximation in comparison to the maximum when class
specific pronunciations are applied. Speaker specific results are given for the DEV corpus.
8.1.3.1 Data Analysis
Similar to the analysis of filled pause variability presented before (Section 8.1.1.1) this
section aims at examining the variability related to rate of speech in more detail. Apart
from the global rate of speech variability it is also interesting to analyze the degree of
variability on the utterance level. This is important for deciding whether rate of speech
variability should be modeled on word or utterance level. These aspects will be discussed
in the first part of this section.
Another strongly related issue, addressed in the second part of this analysis, is the
phoneme duration. This information can be used for an examination of the data with
respect to phoneme deletion effects which in turn could be taken into account in the
context of rate of speech specific pronunciation modeling.
Rate of speech variability
The rate of speech measure, described in Section 7.2.2, was implemented and applied on
the medical dictation training corpus. Each word was assigned a single rate of speech
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Figure 8.3: Histogram of rate of speech values on word level, as observed in the medical
dictation training corpus.
value from the interval [0, 1]3. This information was then used for analyzing the data
with respect to rate of speech variability. Figure 8.3 presents a histogram of all word
level rate of speech values, observed in the training corpus. The histogram shows a broad
distribution of values around the mean value of 0.43 with a peak at very fast speech and
another less significant exaltation at slow speech. Consequently, the standard deviation
is considerable: 0.30. This result demonstrates that a typical rate of speech does not
exist in this data and therefore indicates some demand for a better representation of this
variability type in the models.
After addressing rate of speech variability on the word level, the variability on the
utterance level was analyzed4. This is important in order to find an appropriate level for
compensating rate of speech effects. While the standard approaches are typically based
on the utterance level, the class specific acoustic and pronunciation modeling technique,
presented here, is able to model this variability on the word level.
The mean rate of speech value and the standard deviation were determined for each
3Remember that a value close to zero represents fast speech, while a value close to one refers to slow
speech (Section 7.2.2).
4The training data was split at silence intervals of sufficient length. The resulting portions are called
utterances here.
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Figure 8.4: Histogram of mean rate of speech values on utterance level. The analysis was
performed on the medical dictation training corpus.
utterance in the training corpus. Figures 8.4 and 8.5 present the histograms of all
utterance based mean and standard deviation values. Note that utterances with zero
standard deviation (typically one word utterances) are not considered in Figure 8.5.
Figure 8.4 shows that the average speaking rate varies a lot from utterance to utterance
which may warrant the application of utterance based compensation techniques.
However, these techniques can not also compensate for the substantial utterance
internal variability shown in Figure 8.5. Figure 8.6 exemplifies this rate of speech
variability for a (particularly long) single training utterance with a standard deviation
of 0.22. Substantial rate of speech fluctuations can be observed which may probably
not be captured well enough by an utterance based rate of speech modeling approach.
The proposed word level approach, however, has the potential to follow these fluctuations.
Concluding this part of the analysis, it can be said that the rate of speech variability,
observed on the medical dictation training corpus, is quite significant. The changes in
the speaking rate are abrupt and may occur frequently within a single sentence. It is
therefore expected that rate of speech variability can not appropriately be modeled on a
sentence level, especially in case of long utterances like in dictation applications.
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Figure 8.5: Histogram of standard deviations of rate of speech values on utterance level.
The analysis was performed on the medical dictation training corpus.
Figure 8.6: Rate of speech variability for a single medical dictation utterance.
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Figure 8.7: Phonemes with particularly high number of minimum durations on the medical
dictation training corpus.
Phoneme deletions
This second part of the analysis addresses the well known phoneme deletion phenomenon
which is likely to occur frequently in the particularly fast portions of the medical dictation
data. It is, however, very difficult to directly measure this effect without having a
reliable (e.g. hand-crafted) phoneme transcription. Nevertheless, some indication for
the importance of deletion effects in a given data set can also be obtained by studying
the phoneme duration on the Viterbi aligned data (e.g. [Zheng & Franco+ 00]). Since an
unspoken phoneme can not simply be skipped by the Viterbi alignment, it is typically
aligned with the minimum possible number of frames. Therefore, a large number of
deletion events must be reflected in a particularly high number of minimum duration
occurrences in the phoneme duration statistics. In order to investigate this aspect, a
Viterbi alignment was performed on the medical dictation training corpus. Using this
alignment, a histogram of phoneme durations was generated for each applied phoneme. A
study of these histograms showed that in some cases the number of minimum duration (i.e.
three frame) occurrences is apparently high. In Figure 8.7 the results for these phonemes,
which are assumed to have frequently been deleted (at least partly), are presented.
For other phonemes, however, the number of minimum durations is less increased. These
candidates, which have probably not been deleted frequently, are shown in Figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.8: Phonemes which do not have a particularly high number of minimum durations
on the medical dictation training corpus.
This analysis has shown a noticeable high number of minimum durations for a number
of phonemes which indicates a demand for shorter phoneme model topologies or a better
lexical consideration of phoneme deletion effects. The latter aspect will be addressed in
detail in Section 8.1.3.3.
8.1.3.2 Rate of Speech Dependent Acoustic Modeling
It was demonstrated in Section 8.1.3.1 that the medical dictation data exhibits a wide
variety of speaking rates and that this variety should be treated on word level instead
of utterance level. Therefore, in this section, the class dependent acoustic modeling
technique (cf. Section 7.3), that was already used for filled pauses (see Section 8.1.1.2), is
also applied to rate of speech variability. This includes the training of a set of additional
rate of speech specific acoustic models and their incorporation into the (word level)
lexical model combination approach.
Let us now study the experimental setup and the results achieved with this multi
variability system in detail. Starting from the system with improved filled pause modeling
and pronunciation summation, described in Section 8.1.2, rate of speech specific acoustic
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Figure 8.9: Illustration of applied class specific modeling for filled pause and rate of speech
related variability (cf. Figure 7.1).
models were introduced as a substitution of the “regular” (i.e. non filled pause) speech
model. Note that this deliberately excludes the filled pause event from explicit rate of
speech modeling. Figure 8.9 illustrates this approach for three rate of speech variability
classes (cf. Figure 8.1).
Before a rate of speech specific acoustic model training can be applied, each word in the
training corpus has to be labeled with respect to its rate of speech class. To this end,
the rate of speech measure, described in Section 7.2.2, was applied to the whole training
corpus and each word was assigned an individual value. In the next step the corpus
was split into two or three equally sized partitions, representing “slow”, “fast” and,
where applicable, “medium” speech. For each of these partitions, an own set of phoneme
inventories and alternative pronunciations was introduced, according to Section 7.3. The
class dependent pronunciation sets were merged into a common training lexicon and
an acoustic model training was performed which generated two or three rate of speech
specific acoustic models. Each of these models was linked to its own set of rate specific
pronunciations which were finally combined into a single recognition lexicon. In the
search, contributions of simultaneously active class specific pronunciations of the same
word were summed up (cf. Sections 7.5.3 and 8.1.2).
Table 8.7 compares the complexity of the baseline and multi variability systems in terms
of the number of Laplacian densities and pronunciations. Compared to the baseline, the
number of densities has increased little for the systems with two and three additional rate
specific acoustic models (in the following referred to as ROS-2 and ROS-3). This is because
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Table 8.7: Effect of rate of speech dependent acoustic modeling. Experimental results
were achieved on the DEV and EVAL corpus. For class label definition, see Figure 8.9.
System Class dependent modeling Lexical Laplacian WER (%) WER (%)
in acoustic model entries densities DEV EVAL
Baseline FP, RS 86k 857k 20.4 26.6
ROS-2 FP, S, F 172k 866k 20.1 26.6
ROS-3 FP, S, M, F 258k 1034k 19.9 27.0
less iterations of mixture density splitting were performed in order to take the reduced
amount of training data, available for each class, into account. In contrast to the number
of densities, the number of lexical entries5 has clearly increased from 86k to 172k (ROS-2)
or 258k (ROS-3), respectively. Table 8.7 also presents the experimental results, achieved
for the DEV and EVAL corpus. Especially for the ROS-3 system, the performance with
rate of speech specific acoustic models is quite different for both corpora. While a small
improvement over the baseline was achieved for the DEV corpus, the word error rate was
even increased for the EVAL corpus. Possibly, the tuning of some search parameters (e.g.
language model scaling and word penalty) on the DEV corpus did not generalize well
to the unknown EVAL data. Another possible explanation for the difference is that the
rate of speech speaker characteristics are different for both corpora. Therefore, speaker
specific results were studied for the DEV and EVAL corpus. These results are illustrated
in Figures 8.10 and 8.11. The word error rates, achieved for the different speakers, are
sorted with respect to the speakers average rate of speech. While small gains for the
3 slowest and fastest DEV speakers are observed, the results on the EVAL corpus are
clearly worse. Only one EVAL speaker could be improved by the ROS-3 system, while
the performance is degraded for several speakers. The results for the EVAL speakers
do not show any evidence for a correlation between the observed degradation and the
individual rate of speech.
Apart from the system complexity and word error rate, it is also interesting to compare the
runtime performance. For the baseline system a realtime factor of 7 was measured when
using an Intel Xeon 2.8GHz processor while the ROS-3 system required about 15 times
realtime. This difference can be attributed to (1) higher general search costs as a result
of the larger prefix tree lexicon (the number of active states after pruning, for example, is
increased by 20%), (2) additional costs implied by the pronunciation summation process
when the number of active terms is increased and (3) additional costs for the distance
computation due to the 20% higher number of densities.
5Baseform pronunciations plus alternative pronunciations
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Figure 8.10: Speaker specific word error rates on the DEV corpus for the baseline, ROS-2
and ROS-3 system.
Figure 8.11: Speaker specific word error rates on the EVAL corpus for the baseline, ROS-2
and ROS-3 system.
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Figure 8.12: Illustration of applied class specific acoustic and pronunciation modeling for
filled pause and rate of speech related variability (cf. Figure 7.1).
8.1.3.3 Rate of Speech Dependent Acoustic and Pronunciation Modeling
The data analysis, presented in Section 8.1.3.1, has shown a demand for a better
consideration of phoneme deletion effects in the pronunciation model of the medical
dictation system. Since these deletions are much more likely to occur within the fast
speech class than elsewhere (cf. [Bernstein & Baldwin+ 86]) it is reasonable to apply
the class specific pronunciation modeling approach (cf. Section 7.4) in this context.
This technique offers the possibility to individually model pronunciation phenomena of a
specific class and is therefore well applicable to the problem of modeling phoneme deletions
in fast speech. An overview of the class specific acoustic and pronunciation models used
in the experiments of this section is given in Figure 8.12.
Starting from the system with rate of speech and filled pause specific acoustic models (cf.
Section 8.1.3.2), various fast speech specific alternative pronunciations were additionally
introduced into the training lexicon6. As described in Section 7.4.1.2, these pronunciations
were generated by systematically leaving out phonemes from the phonetic transcription
in order to capture the discussed deletion effects. With this expanded training lexicon, a
class dependent Viterbi alignment (cf. Section 7.4.2) was performed in order to identify
the actual pronunciation realization for each word. The alignment output text was then
used for a new acoustic model training which generated two or three rate of speech
specific acoustic models. In addition to the acoustic model training, the alignment text
was also used for estimating new unigram prior probabilities for all class dependent
6Note that the pronunciation models of the other classes were not modified.
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Table 8.8: Effect of rate of speech dependent acoustic and pronunciation modeling.
Experimental results were achieved on the DEV and EVAL corpus. For class label
definition, see Figure 8.9.
System Class dependent modeling in Lexical Laplacian WER WER
acoustic model pronunc. model entries densities DEV EVAL
Baseline FP, RS FP 86k 857k 20.4% 26.6%
ROS-2-F FP, S, F FP, F 317k 1448k 19.9% 25.3%
ROS-3-F FP, S, M, F FP, F 403k 1716k 19.7% 24.7%
pronunciations. These priors were incorporated into a recognition lexicon that combined
all pronunciations, observed at least once in the alignment text. Using the new acoustic
and pronunciation models, a search was performed in which, again, contributions of
alternative pronunciations of the same word were summed up (Sections 7.5.3 and 8.1.2).
Like in Section 8.1.3.2, the search parameters of this system were tuned with respect to
the DEV corpus. Table 8.8 gives an overview of the complexity and the performance
of the two systems, now denoted by ROS-2-F and ROS-3-F. Compared to the baseline,
the system complexity has clearly increased. For the ROS-3-F system, the number of
Laplacian densities has increased from 857k to 1.7M, while the number of lexical entries
has more than quadrupled.
The global word error rates show a 3% relative improvement for the DEV corpus, while
the gain on the EVAL corpus is 7% relative. Compared to the system without rate of
speech specific pronunciation model (Table 8.7), a substantial improvement was achieved
especially for the EVAL corpus which demonstrates that class dependent pronunciation
modeling is indeed helpful. Due to the significantly increased system complexity, a
realtime factor of about 20 was measured for the ROS-3-F system, when using an Intel
Xeon 2.8GHz processor. Thus, the runtime has nearly tripled, compared to the baseline.
In order to better understand the different gains on both corpora, let us now study speaker
specific results. These are given in Figures 8.13 (DEV corpus) and 8.14 (EVAL corpus).
Considering the ROS-3-F system, 16 out of the 22 DEV and EVAL speakers are improved,
one EVAL speaker by 18.7% relative. Only one speaker, the slowest EVAL speaker, is
clearly degraded. Studying the 11 fastest speakers of both corpora, a gain of about
6% can be observed. At the same time, however, the 11 remaining (slow) speakers are
hardly improved at all. This indicates that the gain, achieved with this technique, may
be mostly attributed to an improved acoustic and lexical modeling of fast speakers. This
may also explain the different gains observed for both corpora, since the EVAL speakers
are on average faster than the DEV speakers. We conclude, that a specific pronunciation
modeling for only the fast speech class helps to substantially improve the performance for
fast speakers without degrading the results for slower speakers.
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Figure 8.13: Speaker specific results achieved with speech variability dependent acoustic
and pronunciation modeling on the DEV corpus.
Figure 8.14: Speaker specific results achieved with speech variability dependent acoustic
and pronunciation modeling on the EVAL corpus.
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8.1.4 Modeling Speaker Accent Variability
Another well known source of speech variability, which also affects the medical dictation
corpus, are different speaker accents. Since the speakers in this corpus come from all
over the United States, various native and non native accents can be found. In many
cases, information about the supposed origin of the speakers was provided by the human
transcribers. This allows to examine the distribution of the accents more closely. About
80% or 214 hours of the medical dictation training corpus contain speech from native
speakers while the remaining 56 hours come from non native speakers. The native speakers
were assigned to one the following classes: North (e.g. Minnesota, Michigan), Northeast
(e.g. NY, New England), South (e.g. Texas, Mississippi, Florida), Midland (e.g. Kansas
until West Virginia) and West (e.g. Washington state). The categories used to classify
the non native speech are: Arabic, African, Asian, Hispanic, Indian and Others.
In principle, the provided accent information could be used to separate the training corpus
with respect to the given classes in order to train a number of class specific acoustic
models. However, due to the restricted training data and for the sake of a limited system
complexity, it was decided to introduce only two additional models, one for native and
the other for non native speech. Note that accent specific pronunciation modeling is not
investigated in this thesis, although
• several studies have shown that this may improve the system performance (see e.g.
[Amdal 00, Goronzy & Kompe+ 01, Lee & Melnar+ 03] among others) and
• class specific pronunciation modeling is explicitly enabled by the multi variability
framework.
This is nevertheless an interesting possibility for a future extension of the system. Figure
8.15 illustrates the applied class dependent acoustic and pronunciation modeling of the
multi variability system with explicit accent modeling.
Since the accent specific acoustic modeling shall be done on top of the existing rate of
speech and filled pause dependent modeling, it is necessary to develop a common training
procedure for these different models. In Section 7.3.1, a method for a parallel training of
various class specific acoustic models is introduced. It is based on the idea of doubling
the training corpus for each considered speech variability, as illustrated in Figure 7.3.
In this scenario, each copy of the training data addresses a different set of class specific
pronunciations which in turn is linked to a specific acoustic model. This technique was
used for a parallel training of the accent, rate of speech and filled pause specific acoustic
models. To be more specific, the training corpus was doubled and one copy was used for
accent model training while the other was applied to perform a parallel training of the
rate of speech models and the filled pause model. Note that the filled pause model was
trained independent of any rate of speech or accent information and that the filled pause
observations on the other (accent model) training corpus were not used. In order to
limit the complexity of the system, accent specific pronunciations were only introduced
for the most frequent 5000 words in the recognition lexicon. The pronunciation priors
were determined by the relative frequencies on the (doubled) training corpus. Due to the
different number of classes for speaker accent (2 classes) and rate of speech (3 classes)
this approach overestimates the priors of the accent specific pronunciations. This effect
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Figure 8.15: Illustration of applied class specific acoustic and pronunciation modeling for
filled pause, rate of speech and speaker accent related variability (cf. Figure 7.1).
could be compensated by introducing a heuristic weighting factor for the accent specific
pronunciation probabilities and renormalizing the priors (cf. Section 8.1.6.5). However,
this was not tested in this experiment due to the minimal overall influence of the accent
specific pronunciations on the word error rate (see below).
In Table 8.9 results with additional native and non native acoustic models are compared
to the best performing system (see Section 8.1.3.3) with 3 rate of speech classes. The
observed improvements are, however, only marginally. The realtime factor, measured
for this system on an Intel Xeon 2.8GHz processor, was 24. This 20% runtime increase
(compared to the ROS-3-F system, described in Section 8.1.3.3) does apparently not pay
in terms of word error rate improvement.
Table 8.9: Effect of additional accent dependent acoustic modeling in the multi variability
system. Experimental results were achieved on the DEV and EVAL corpus. For class label
definition, see Figure 8.15.
Acoustic Lexical Laplacian WER (%) WER (%)
models entries densities DEV EVAL
FP,S,M,F 403k 1716k 19.7 24.7
FP,S,M,F,N,NN 422k 2516k 19.6 24.5
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8.1.5 Combination with Across Word Models
The multi variability system with specific filled pause, rate of speech and accent
modeling achieved a significant performance gain of about 13% relative on the EVAL
corpus, compared to its (within word) baseline (cf. Table 4.1). The system even
outperforms the across word baseline by about 9% relative although using only within
word acoustic models. Due to the (in general) superior performance of across word
modeling over the within word approach, an incorporation of this model type into the
multi variability framework appears attractive. However, directly using across word
models in this framework (for example as a replacement of the within word models)
is not straightforward as it requires a combination of across word modeling with the
pronunciation summation technique. Since recent attempts in this respect were not
successful [Aubert 01, Sixtus 02], a model combination approach was applied in order
to incorporate across word model knowledge into the multi variability framework. The
discriminative model combination technique [Beyerlein 97], which was already used in
Section 5.3.2, allows for an efficient combination of individual systems. Therefore, this
method was applied to combine the across word baseline system (cf. Section 4.6) with
the within word multi variability system.
The discriminative model combination approach is based on enriched N-best lists which
contain for each considered hypothesis (1) the word error count and (2) one hypothesis
score from each incorporated knowledge source (e.g. system). Such an N-best list was
generated for the DEV and EVAL corpus using the following procedure:
1. Generate a standard N-best list using the within word model based multi variability
system (cf. Section 8.1.4).
2. For each N-best list hypothesis: Apply a Viterbi alignment using the across word
model system (cf. Section 4.6). Add the alignment score to the respective list entry.
3. For each N-best list hypothesis: Determine its word error count and add this number
to the respective list entry.
For evaluation on the EVAL corpus, the scores of the two systems were log-linearly
combined using discriminatively optimized coefficients. The discriminative training
of these coefficients was done on the DEV corpus (see Section 5.3.2 for details of the
discriminative training framework).
A problem in this experiment was the generation of meaningful N-best lists since the
average sentence length in the DEV and EVAL corpus was 172 words. A reasonable
tradeoff between an acceptable N-best list oracle error rate and memory requirement
was found to be N=5000. With this choice the oracle error rate of the N-best list was
about 20% below the first best result. Table 8.10 presents the results achieved with the
model combination framework. Only a slight gain of about 1% relative was achieved when
combining the within word multi variability system with the across word baseline system.
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Table 8.10: Combination of the baseline across word system with the multi variability
within word system. Results were achieved on the EVAL corpus.
Acoustic/Pronunciation Modeling WER (%)
within word 28.3
across word 26.9
multi variability 24.5
across word + multi variability 24.2
8.1.6 Contrast experiments
It was shown in the previous sections that a parallel, specific acoustic and pronunciation
modeling of different speech variabilities may substantially improve the system
performance. In this section, a number of contrast experiments are presented which
aim at (1) evaluating the importance of certain system components and (2) exploring
ways to reduce the substantial system complexity. More specifically, the following issues
are addressed:
1. A comparison of the fast speech class dependent pronunciation modeling technique,
presented in Section 8.1.3.3, with a class independent approach. See Section 8.1.6.1.
2. A comparison of the lexicon based word level model combination approach (applied
in the multi variability system) with an oracle selection of the models on speaker
level. See Section 8.1.6.2.
3. A comparison of the maximum with the sum approximation technique (cf.
Section 7.5.3), when using a large number of speech variability class dependent
pronunciations. See Section 8.1.6.3.
4. An evaluation of the multi variability system in dependence of the number of
pronunciations. See Section 8.1.6.4.
5. The additional incorporation of the baseline acoustic and pronunciation model into
the multi variability system. See Section 8.1.6.5.
8.1.6.1 Class Independent Pronunciation Modeling of Fast Speech
Using specific (shorter) pronunciation models for the fast speech class led to a significant
performance improvement, especially for the fast speakers (cf. Section 8.1.3.3). It is,
however, not yet clear if it is really necessary to apply the phoneme deletion pronunciation
modeling technique in combination with the rate of speech class dependent acoustic
modeling. Therefore, in a contrast experiment, this specific kind of pronunciation
modeling was applied in a rate of speech class independent framework.
Starting from the baseline system with filled pause modeling and pronunciation
summation (cf. Section 8.1.1.2), various additional short pronunciation variants
were generated by using the systematic phoneme deletion technique, described in
Section 7.4.1.2. These new variants were incorporated into the framework in the usual
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Table 8.11: Effect of phoneme deletion pronunciation modeling approach in the baseline
system. Results of the class dependent framework are given for comparison. The
experiments were done on the DEV corpus. For class label definition, see Figure 8.9.
System Class dependent modeling in Lexical Laplacian WER
acoustic model pronunciation model entries densities DEV
Baseline FP, RS FP 86k 857k 20.4%
Contrast FP, RS FP, RS 232k 888k 20.7%
ROS-2 FP, S, F FP 172k 866k 20.1%
ROS-2-F FP, S, F FP, F 317k 1448k 19.9%
manner. That is, the variants were put into the training lexicon which in turn was
applied for a standard (class independent) Viterbi alignment. The alignment text
was then used for a standard acoustic model training and for an estimation of the
pronunciation prior probabilities. All pronunciations, observed in the alignment text,
were put into the recognition lexicon (if the corresponding word was contained in the
recognition lexicon wordlist). This led to a total number of lexical entries of 232k,
compared to 86k in the baseline lexicon. Table 8.11 compares this new system with
three others, presented formerly: the baseline system (Section 8.1.2), the ROS-2 system
with standard pronunciations (Section 8.1.3.2) and the ROS-2-F system with specific
pronunciations for the fast speech class (Section 8.1.3.3). Compared to the baseline, 146k
additional pronunciations were introduced, while the size of the acoustic model was hardly
increased. The word error rate, however, is 1.7% relative worse than the baseline. This
result could not be improved by increasing the number of densities with an additional split.
For a better understanding of the observed results let us study speaker specific word error
rates. These are presented in Figure 8.16 which shows that indeed a gain was achieved for
the three fastest speakers. However, this gain was overcompensated by the degradation
on the slower speakers. This demonstrates that the modeling of phoneme deletions may
improve the recognition performance on fast speech even without being applied specifically
to rate of speech models. However, the experiments also indicate that degradations on
slower speech can only be avoided, if a class dependent pronunciation modeling is applied
that allows for an individual treatment of fast and slow speech.
8.1.6.2 Model Selection Versus Model Combination
A major technical component of the presented multi variability system is the lexicon based
word level combination of the different acoustic and pronunciation models. It is, however,
not yet clear how important this model combination technique actually is for the success
of the proposed technique. Therefore, some contrast experiments were performed with
the rate of speech compensation framework, presented in Section 8.1.3.3. In these tests,
the different rate specific models (e.g. for slow and fast speech) were used separately
instead of in combination. Therefore, it had to be decided prior to the search which of
these separate models should be used for a given speaker. In an application, this decision
could be based on an estimation of the average rate of speech. For assessing the potential
of this method it is, however, sufficient to investigate the following simpler scenarios:
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Figure 8.16: Results achieved with the phoneme deletion pronunciation modeling
approach for individual speakers of the DEV corpus in comparison to the baseline.
• Scenario 1: Each model is applied to all speakers in order to determine a model
dependent global word error rate.
• Scenario 2: The best performing model for each speaker is used to determine an
“oracle word error rate”.
Starting from the ROS-2-F system, presented in Section 8.1.3.3, the realization of the
described model selection approach is straightforward. By excluding the fast, respectively
slow speech pronunciations from the recognition lexicon, two new lexicons were generated:
one for fast and another for slow speech. Using one of these lexicons in the search (together
with the acoustic model of the ROS-2-F system) activates only the corresponding acoustic
and pronunciation model set, while the other set is explicitly excluded. In the experiments
two evaluations were performed for each speaker, one exclusively using the fast models and
the other using only the slow models. The speaker specific results of these experiments
can be used to determine the global word error rates of both described scenarios. The
outcome is shown in Table 8.12 which also presents the number of lexical entries for
the different approaches7. The performance of the baseline and the ROS-2-F system is
7Note that the number of lexical entries is larger for the fast speech models (231k fast speech
pronunciations compared to 86k slow speech pronunciations) since additional shorter pronunciations
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Table 8.12: Comparison of the lexical model combination with an approach that applies
the models separately. The experiments were done on the DEV corpus. For class label
definition, see Figure 8.9.
System Acoustic Lexical WER (%)
models entries DEV
Baseline FP,RS 86k 20.4
ROS-2-F FP,S,F 317k 19.9
Contrast1 FP,F 231k 25.1
Contrast2 FP,S 86k 22.2
Contrast3 ORACLE 317k 20.8
shown in the first and second line of the table, while the results with exclusively fast
or slow speech models are presented in the two following lines. The last line shows the
oracle word error rate. The overall performance with isolated rate of speech models is
clearly worse than that of the ROS-2-F system. On the DEV corpus, a global word error
rate of 22.2% is achieved when using only the slow models. The performance is even
more degraded to 25.1% if the fast models are applied exclusively. This is not surprising
since either system is specialized to only a part of the rate of speech range. However,
even an oracle selection of the best model for each speaker does not even outperform
the baseline performance. For a better understanding of this result let us study the
speaker specific results which are illustrated in Figure 8.17. The word level lexical model
combination with sum approximation (ROS-2-F) outperformed the approach with single
(fast or slow) models for all but 2 speakers. The availability of both models and their
efficient combination during the search is apparently more appropriate to the intra speaker
rate of speech fluctuations than the restricted oracle approach.
8.1.6.3 Maximum Approximation
In Section 8.1.2, it is shown that the application of the sum approximation technique
leads to a small but consistent improvement of the word error rate on the medical
dictation DEV and EVAL corpus. Consequently, this technique was applied in the
subsequent experiments. It is, however, not yet clear which influence the summation
technique has in a system with a very large number of variability specific lexical
entries. Therefore, a contrast experiment was performed in which the performance
of the ROS-2-F system (cf. Section 8.1.3.3) was compared with maximum and sum
approximation. This system applies 317k class specific lexical entries (instead of 86k
in the baseline system) and is therefore well suited for this contrast experiment. The
global word error rates for the baseline and ROS-2-F system with maximum and
sum approximation are presented in Table 8.13. Both systems were improved by the
summation technique. However, the gain for the baseline system (with the standard
lexicon) is much smaller than for the ROS-2-F system which uses a very large lexicon.
This indicates that the importance of the summation is correlated to the number
of alternative pronunciations in the lexicon. This aspect will be addressed again in
were applied in this variability class.
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Figure 8.17: Speaker specific comparison of the lexical model combination with an
approach that applies the models separately. The experiments were done on the DEV
corpus.
Section 8.1.6.4. Another finding is that the performance of the ROS-2-F system with
maximum approximation is worse than the baseline performance. However, when
combining class dependent acoustic and pronunciation modeling with the summation
technique, a gain of nearly 4% relative is achieved, compared to the baseline with
maximum approximation. What is more, the search effort when using the summation
instead of the maximum approximation is reduced by about 10% for the ROS-2-F system.
The speaker specific results of this comparison are shown in Figure 8.18. For all
speakers, the summation technique outperforms the maximum approach. When using
Table 8.13: Experimental comparison of the maximum approximation and the sum
approximation for the baseline system and the ROS-2-F system. Results were achieved
on the DEV corpus.
Pronunciation handling WER (%) WER (%)
Baseline ROS-2-F
maximum approximation 20.7 20.9
sum approximation 20.4 19.9
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Figure 8.18: Speaker specific results achieved with the baseline and the ROS-2-F system
when using the maximum and sum approximation on the DEV corpus.
the maximum, a gain in comparison to the baseline was only achieved for the three
fastest speakers.
These findings demonstrate that the capability of the summation technique to efficiently
incorporate a large number of alternative pronunciation into the system is important for
achieving optimal performance with the multi variability framework.
8.1.6.4 Number of Pronunciations
The phoneme deletion approach, described in Section 7.4.1.2, adds a large number of
additional pronunciations to the lexicon. This improves the modeling of fast speech but
at the same time causes additional lexical confusability, larger memory requirements and
search effort. Therefore, an interesting contrast experiment is to evaluate the system
performance of the multi variability system in terms of the number of pronunciations in
the lexicon.
Starting from the ROS-2-F system, the observation frequency of each pronunciation was
determined, by using the Viterbi alignment text of the training corpus. Then, three new
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Table 8.14: Influence of the number of lexical entries on the performance of the ROS-2-F
system when using the maximum and sum approximation on the DEV corpus.
Lexical entries Pronunciation handling WER (%)
180k maximum approximation 21.1
180k sum approximation 20.4
210k maximum approximation 20.8
210k sum approximation 20.0
260k maximum approximation 20.9
260k sum approximation 20.0
317k maximum approximation 20.9
317k sum approximation 19.9
recognition lexicons with 260k, 210k and 180k lexical entries were generated from the
lexicon of the ROS-2-F system (with 317k lexical entries) by successively excluding the
least frequent pronunciations. In Table 8.14, the experimental results with these lexicons
are compared to the results with the original lexicon. Results are given for maximum
and sum approximation. A reduction of the number of pronunciations by 100k slightly
improves the word error rate in case of the maximum approximation and has a small
negative influence when applying the sum. It is apparently possible to reduce the system
complexity without losing too much in terms of word error rate. A further reduction of
the lexical entries to 180k did, however, lead to clear degradations for both techniques.
Apparently, even the less frequent class specific pronunciations are helpful when applied in
combination with the sum approximation. Using the maximum approximation, however,
these lexical entries are rather counterproductive and should be excluded from the lexicon.
Another interesting aspect, indicated by Table 8.14, is that the importance of the sum
appears to be correlated to the number of alternative pronunciations in the lexicon. While
the gain from using the summation instead of the maximum is 0.7% absolute for a lexicon
with 180k entries it is 1.0% for the 317k lexicon. This is also supported by the observations
made in Section 8.1.6.3.
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8.1.6.5 Combination with Baseline Model
The presented multi variability framework applies a lexicon based model combination
technique for incorporating various different acoustic and pronunciation models into a
single search procedure. Since this technique in general allows to combine arbitrary sets
of models into one system, it is an interesting option to additionally incorporate the
robust baseline models into the multi variability system.
The technique for a parallel training of baseline and variability specific models was already
explained in Section 7.3.1 (see Figure 7.3). This method was used to train an extended
ROS-2-F system with additional baseline model. Although the acoustic model training of
this system is straightforward, the determination of appropriate pronunciation and class
label prior probabilities needs further consideration. These priors are normalized, i.e.∑
v
∑
c
p(v, c|w) =
∑
v
∑
c
p(c|v, w) · p(v|w) = 1 ∀w
with c{base, slow, fast}. Since in the training data the pair (v, c = base) is as frequent
as both (v, c = slow) and (v, c = fast) together8 the class label priors, estimated from the
training data, are
p(c = base|v, w) = 0.5
p(c = slow|v, w) = p(c = fast|v, w) = 0.25
Since these values just represent the availability of training data for the respective classes
they are probably not appropriate. Therefore a correction factor z(c) was introduced in
order to balance the class label priors for the different classes, i.e.∑
v
∑
c
z(c) · p(c|v, w) · p(v|w) = 1 ∀w
Three different setups were tested which are described in Table 8.15. The overall
performance on the DEV corpus for these setups is also given in this table. The results
show, that the ROS-2-F system is not significantly improved by the incorporation of the
baseline model.
Table 8.15: Effect of combining the baseline model with fast and slow speech models.
Experimental results were achieved on the DEV corpus.
System z(base) z(slow) z(fast) Impact of baseline model WER (%) DEV
ROS-2-F - - - - 19.9
Setup A 1 1 1 strong 20.0
Setup B 2/3 4/3 4/3 medium 19.8
Setup C 2/5 8/5 8/5 weak 19.9
8Remember that the training corpus needs to be duplicated in order to train both rate of speech and
baseline models. The rate of speech corpus is then split into a fast and slow speech part.
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Figure 8.19: Speaker specific results on the DEV corpus when incorporating the baseline
model into the multi variability system.
The speaker specific results can be studied in Figure 8.19. Althoug the incorporation
of the baseline model appears to lead to a small gain for the slower speakers (especially
Setup B), the degradation on the fast speakers compensates for this effect.
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8.2 Conversational Speech Task
The presented multi variability framework was also evaluated on Switchboard, a large
vocabulary conversational speech task which is discussed more closely in Section 3.1. A
detailed description of the conversational speech baseline system is provided in Section 4.
Section 8.2.1 describes the results achieved with specific filled pause and rate of speech
modeling. The combination of the multi variability within word system with the standard
across word system is discussed afterwards in Section 8.2.2. Finally, Section 8.2.3 presents
the results achieved with an additional discriminative training of the most important
pronunciation weights.
8.2.1 Multi Variability Framework
The baseline used in the experiments of this section was trained on the EXTENDED
Switchboard training corpus with an overall duration of 130h (see Table 3.2 in Section 3.1).
This baseline achieved a word error rate of 39.5% on the Switchboard evaluation corpus
DEV-97. Using the sum approximation technique (cf. Section 5.2.2) instead of the
maximum for combining alternative pronunciations of the same word led to a 0.5%
absolute reduction of the word error rate (see Table 8.16). A further improvement of
0.5% absolute was obtained by introducing another acoustic model specifically for filled
pause. In the next step a filled pause specific pronunciation modeling was introduced by
using 19 longer alternative pronunciations for filled pause in training and evaluation. The
procedure for generating long filled pause pronunciations is described in Section 7.4.1.1.
This specific pronunciation modeling reduced the word error rate to 37.8%. Although
the rate of speech variability in conversational speech seems to be less important than
in professional dictations, the rate of speech compensation techniques described in
Section 8.1.3.3 were tested as well. For up to three rate of speech classes (“slow”,
“medium” and “fast”) specific acoustic models were introduced. Then the modeling
of the fast speech class was further enhanced by using a specific pronunciation model
that compensates for phoneme deletion effects (cf. Section 7.4.1.2). A 0.5% absolute
improvement was achieved with this method which is clearly behind the observed gain on
medical dictation data. This underlines the differences between both corpora with respect
to rate of speech variability.
Table 8.16: Performance of the multi variability framework in the Switchboard domain.
For class label definition (“FP”, “RS”, etc.), see Figure 8.9.
Class dependent modeling in Pronunciation Lexical WER (%)
acoustic model pronunciation model handling entries
baseline baseline max 23k 39.5
baseline baseline sum 23k 39.0
FP, RS baseline sum 23k 38.5
FP, RS FP sum 23k 37.8
FP, S, F FP, F sum 168k 37.4
FP, S, M, F FP, F sum 191k 37.3
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8.2.2 Combination with Across Word Models
Like in Section 8.1.5 the Discriminative Model Combination technique was applied to
combine across word and within word acoustic models. This is necessary since a direct
usage of across word models in the multi variability framework is difficult, as pointed out
before (cf. Section 8.1.5). Similar to the results with medical dictations, a gain of about
1% relative was achieved by the combination of the systems (see Table 8.17).
Table 8.17: Effect of combining the multi variability within word system with the standard
across word system. Results were achieved on the Switchboard evaluation corpus.
Acoustic/Pronunciation WER (%)
Modeling
within word 39.5
across word 37.4
multi variability within word 37.3
across word + multi variability 36.7
8.2.3 Discriminative Training of the Pronunciation Weights
As a final optimization step the pronunciation weights of the across word system in the
combined across word and multi variability system of Section 8.2.2 were discriminatively
trained. This optimization was only done for the across word system since the application
of the sum approximation technique in the multi variability system in general prevents
pronunciation identity information in the output N-best lists9. The applied training and
evaluation procedure is identical to that in Sections 5.3.2 and 6.2. The final word error
rate of 36.1% was achieved after 5 iterations by modifying 6455 pronunciation weights
(see Table 8.18).
Table 8.18: Effect of discriminative pronunciation weighting on the Switchboard
evaluation corpus.
System WER (%)
across word + multi variability modeling 36.7
+ discriminative pronunciation modeling 36.1
9Since the score contributions and search paths of alternative pronunciations are combined during
the search when applying the sum approximation it is not reasonable to output any pronunciation label
information.
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Chapter 9
Scientific Contributions
The aim of this work was to enhance large vocabulary spontaneous speech recognition
systems by developing and evaluating new pronunciation and acoustic modeling
techniques. The large variability of spontaneous speech with respect to pronunciations,
speaking style, disfluencies and rate of speech is considered a major cause for the weak
performance of today’s spontaneous speech recognition systems. Therefore, in this thesis,
a number of novel techniques for an improved treatment of speech variabilities were
developed and evaluated on large amounts of US English conversational speech and
medical dictation recordings.
Two main aspects of spontaneous speech modeling were addressed: The general handling
of pronunciation variability and the explicit treatment of multiple speech variabilities in
the acoustic and pronunciation model of a one-pass speech recognizer.
Modeling pronunciation variability
The problem of an optimal incorporation of multiple alternative pronunciations into
the search framework includes the question of how to combine the search paths and
probabilistic contributions of alternative pronunciations into a single search hypothesis.
The well known maximum approximation, which is typically applied in this context,
was compared to a newly developed sum approximation technique, and it was shown
that the novel approach outperforms the standard technique in terms of word error rate
and search costs. A 2% relative error rate reduction was achieved on a large vocabulary
conversational speech task while the search costs were reduced by 7%.
Another important issue with respect to the incorporation of alternative pronunciations
into the search is the statistical weighting of these alternatives. The usually applied
pronunciation unigram prior probabilities are typically estimated by the relative
frequencies of the pronunciations in the training hypotheses. This standard maximum
likelihood solution was compared to a newly developed discriminative training technique
which is an extension of the Discriminative Model Combination technique, proposed
in [Beyerlein 01]. An adjustment of the internal parameters of the pronunciation
model was achieved by introducing a dynamic weighting parameter into the log-linear
model combination equation which may vary for the different pronunciations of a
hypothesis. By using gradient descent technique, an iterative reestimation procedure
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for the pronunciation weights was derived. This approach adjusts the influence of a
specific pronunciation prior probability in the discriminant function with respect to (1)
the word error rate, (2) the frequency of occurrence of this pronunciation in the correct
hypothesis and its rivals, (3) the prior pronunciation and language model probability and
(4) the acoustic model probability. Since no normalization constraint was imposed in
this context, the discriminative weighting strategy also has an influence on the (unigram)
language model probabilities. An evaluation of this technique on a large vocabulary
conversational speech task showed a 6.5% relative improvement on the training corpus
and a 2% relative gain on an independent test set. A word level error analysis was
performed to investigate the influence of the pronunciation weight modification on the
pronunciation specific error distribution. Indeed, the proposed technique appears to be
able to identify and penalize confusable and redundant pronunciation alternatives. The
utilized simple pronunciation unigram weighting parameterization does, however, not
allow for a sufficient compensation of acoustic model deficiencies.
Unified Multi Variability Framework
The substantial variability of spontaneous speech in a real life domain is a blend of
quite different effects that originate from various sources. An individual treatment of
these effects in the acoustic and pronunciation model of a speech recognition system is
expected to be superior to the implicit variability treatment applied in most state of
the art systems (e.g. in the acoustic model). Thus, a multi variability framework was
developed that allows for a parallel, specific handling of arbitrary speech variabilities.
The technique (1) separates variability into previously defined classes, (2) generates
class specific acoustic and pronunciation models and (3) properly combines these
models later in the search procedure on a word level basis. A theoretical framework
for the efficient integration of the class specific acoustic and pronunciation models into
Bayes’ decision rule was provided which incorporates alternative pronunciations and
acoustic models in a weighted sum of acoustic probabilities. This framework also includes
a class sequence model, which can be utilized to model inter- and intra-variability changes.
The approach was evaluated on two highly spontaneous large vocabulary tasks: a real
life medical dictation task and a conversational speech task. In the experiments, the
technique was used for modeling speech variability related to filled pauses, rate of
speech and speaker accent. Specific acoustic and pronunciation models were developed
and trained, using the following two pronunciation generation techniques: (1) A
systematic phoneme deletion approach for modeling fast speech which introduces new
pronunciations by subsequently deleting phonemes in the lexical transcriptions. (2)
A systematic phoneme insertion approach for filled pauses which introduces longer
pronunciation topologies by duplicating specific phonemes.
On medical dictation data, the best system used a lexicon with 422k class specific
alternative pronunciations and achieved a word error rate reduction of 13.4% relative,
compared to the within word baseline system. After a system combination with the across
word baseline, a relative word error rate reduction of 14.5% was achieved, compared to
the within word baseline. In comparison to the state of the art across word baseline
the gain was 10% relative. The observed improvements for the conversational speech
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Table 9.1: Performance of different modeling techniques for medical dictation and
conversational speech data.
Technique Relative gain for Relative gain for
medical dictation conversational speech
pronunciation summation 1.8% 1.3%
explicit filled pause treatment 4.3% 3.1%
explicit rate of speech treatment 7.1% 1.3%
combination with across word system 1.2% 1.6%
discriminative pronunciation model - 1.6%
system were less high although for this system an additional discriminative training of
the pronunciation weights was applied. A 9% (4%) relative improvement was achieved in
comparison to the within word (across word) system. Table 9.1 shows the performance
of the different modeling techniques on the medical dictation and conversational
speech data. While similar improvements were achieved for most of the techniques,
rate of speech modeling was much more effective for the medical dictation data than
for conversational speech. This is clearly a consequence of the extremely variable rate
of speech in medical dictations that may not be compensated by the implicit mechanisms.
In a number of contrast experiments in the medical dictation domain the importance of
different technical components of the multi variability system was evaluated and ways to
reduce the system complexity were explored. It was found that the sum approximation
technique is an important part of the framework, necessary to successfully incorporate
a large number of alternative class specific pronunciations into the system. Another
contrast experiment demonstrated the need for combining the class specific modeling
approaches for the acoustic and pronunciation model. Neither a separate class specific
acoustic modeling nor a separate class specific pronunciation modeling approach could
significantly reduce the word error rate. It was further shown that the proposed word
level combination of rate specific models is superior to an approach that utilizes only
the best performing single rate specific model for each speaker. This appears to be a
consequence of the substantial rate of speech fluctuations in the medical dictations and
underlines the fact that, contrary to the single model approach, the model combination is
able to also model local (i.e. word level) variations. In another contrast experiment the
complexity of the multi variability system was reduced by removing the least frequent
lexical entries. Reducing the size of the lexicon by about one third led to only a small
degradation of the best word error rate.
Investigations on Spontaneous Medical Dictations
The evaluation of the proposed techniques was performed on two highly spontaneous large
vocabulary tasks. While the conversational speech task (Switchboard) is well known in
the scientific community, spontaneous medical dictations have hardly been addressed due
to the lack of appropriate speech data. Thus, this thesis presents a first comprehensive
investigation of this task which is of high practical relevance.
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Chapter 10
Outlook
The general multi variability framework, developed in this thesis, allows for various
extensions which could not be investigated here. The most interesting further directions
are highlighted below.
First, it should be noted that the capability of the proposed framework to individually
model different variability classes in the acoustic and pronunciation model was not yet
fully exploited. Future experiments should explore the usage of individual acoustic
model structures (topology, time distortion penalties) to further improve the system
performance.
A more extensive usage of class specific pronunciation modeling, for example
to model speaker accents, is another interesting future direction. Especially
in the field of accent modeling, the superior performance of specific
pronunciation models has been demonstrated in a number of publications (e.g.
[Goronzy & Kompe+ 01, Amdal 00, Lee & Melnar+ 03].
A further promising extension is related to the generation of rate of speech specific
pronunciations. The phoneme deletion approach, described in Section 7.4.1.2, is quite
restricted, allowing only the deletion of one phoneme per pronunciation. Iterating this
process may generate even shorter variants, which are probably more adequate for very
fast speech.
A further refinement of the acoustic and pronunciation modeling may also be achieved
by increasing the number of considered classes in the multi variability system. In this
case it is probably necessary to work with overlapping classes in order to avoid sparse
data problems in training.
Another proposal for future experiments is related to the integration of the class specific
acoustic and pronunciation models into the search procedure. In Section 7.5.2 this was
achieved by using the joint probability p(vn, kn|wn). Since this unigram approach does
not allow for an incorporation of any prior knowledge about likely sequences of acoustic
models, it is interesting to test the more accurate N-gram model p(cn|cn−11 )p(vn|wn).
This model may also be used to prevent frequent unlikely changes of the acoustic and
pronunciation model class, for example from native to non-native speech.
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Appendix A
Symbols and Acronyms
A.1 Mathematical Symbols
This list describes important variables used in this thesis. Some additional symbols are
only explained in the sections in which they are applied.
wN1 sequence of words w
N
1 = w1, ..., wN
N number or words
xT1 sequence of acoustic observation vectors x
T
1 = x1, ..., xT
T number of time frames
t index of time frame
vN1 sequence of pronunciation alternatives v
N
1 = v1, ..., vN
cN1 sequence of speech variability class labels c
N
1 = c1, ..., cN
sT1 sequence of hidden Markov model states s
T
1 = s1, ..., sT
wˆN1 recognized word sequence
m index of training sentence
Nm number of words in training sentence m
kNm1 correct word sequence of training sentence m
xTm1 observation sequence of training sentence m
”xn” part of the feature sequence x
T
1 assigned to word wn or pronunciation
vn by a Viterbi alignment
v˜N1 the most likely pronunciation sequence v˜1, ..., v˜N for w
N
1 according to
a Viterbi alignment
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u˜Nm1 the most likely pronunciation sequence of the spoken word sequence
kNm1 according to a Viterbi alignment
W set of all possible word sequences
R(wN1 ) set of all possible pronunciation sequences vN1 being linguistically
equivalent to the word sequence wN1
Θ set of pronunciation unigram probabilities
Λ set of weighting factors λ1, ..., λJ in the log-linear model combination
equation
M set of M training sentences for acoustic and pronunciation model
training
α language model scaling factor
β pronunciation model scaling factor
γ acoustic model scaling factor
H m-gram language model history
I(w) number of alternative pronunciations of word w
vi(w) i-th alternative pronunciation of word w
tn−1(vN1 ) start time of pronunciation vn in v
N
1 according to a Viterbi alignment
tn(v
N
1 )− 1 end time of pronunciation vn in vN1 according to a Viterbi alignment
p(wN1 ) language model probability of the word sequence w
N
1
p(vN1 |wN1 ) pronunciation model probability of the pronunciation sequence vN1
given the word sequence wN1
p(xT1 |wN1 ) acoustic model probability of the feature sequence xT1 given the word
sequence wN1
pˆ(xT1 |wN1 ) acoustic model probability for the best state sequence sT1 according to
a Viterbi alignment
p
Λ
(wN1 |xT1 ) posterior probability for the log-linear model combination
N (µ,Σ) normal (Gaussian) distribution with mean vector µ and covariance
matrix Σ
E(Λ) word error count
ES(Λ) smoothed word error count
S(wN1 ,m,Λ) smoothing function
L(wN1 , w′N
′
1 ) Levenshtein distance
A.2 Acronyms
RWTH Rheinisch-Westfa¨lische Technische Hochschule
ML maximum likelihood
EM expectation maximization
HMM hidden Markov model
LDA linear discriminant analysis
MFCC Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
MAP maximum a-posteriori
CART classification and regression tree
FFT fast Fourier transform
LM language model
WER word error rate
DEV development test corpus
EVAL evaluation test corpus
SWB Switchboard conversational speech corpus
BL baseline
FP f illed pause
RS regular speech (speech without filled pauses)
S slow speech class
M medium speech class
F fast speech class
N native speech class
F non-native speech class
ROS-2 system with two rate of speech dependent acoustic models
ROS-3 system with three rate of speech dependent acoustic models
ROS-2-F system with two rate of speech dependent acoustic and pronunciation
models
ROS-3-F system with three rate of speech dependent acoustic and pronunciation
models
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